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CONCISE ABSTRACT OF THE CASE.

On October 21, 1932, appellant filed a suit to cancel

an instrument dated February 1, 1932, in form a

statutory warehouse bond in the penal sum of

$11,000.00 to the State of Oregon, as obligee, making

parties to the suit all possible claimants against said

instrument. These parties in the main answered

asserting claims against the instrument and resisting

its cancellation (Tr. pp. 6 to 140).

On May 8, 1933, the cause being at issue, was

referred to the Hon. Robert F. Maguire, Master in

Chancery, to take the evidence and make findings of

fact and conclusions of law with recommendations

for a decree (Tr. pp. 141-3).

Thereafter the cause was tried before said Master,

who after arguments and briefs, filed his report and

supplemental report, finding, concluding and recom-

mending a decree in favor of appellant upon the

issue of cancellation of said bond and that no appellee

had a claim against the pretended bond (Tr. pp. 182

to 234; 249 to 256).

Thereafter most of appellees and appellant filed

exceptions to said reports with respect to said pre-

tended bond (Tr. pp. 234 to 248; 256 to 264).

On March 20, 1935, these exceptions to the Master's

reports came on for argument before the Hon. John

H. McNary upon the record made before said Master.

On April 8, 1935, said Court filed its memorandum

opinion (Tr. pp. 264 to 266) in which the Court

indicated its allowance in the main of the exceptions



of appellees and indicated that it would find and

decree the bond was a valid obligation in favor of

appellees asserting claims against the bond (Tr. pp.

264 to 266). The Coui-t did not enter an order to

the exceptions to the Master's reports, but made its

ruling by entering the findings of fact and conclusions

of law tendered by the appellees followed by a Decree

against appellant and in favor of appellees in accord-

ance therewith.

Upon the successful appellees tendering proposed

findings of fact and conclusions of law, appellant

excepted to them (Tr. pp. 267 to 291). These excep-

tions, coming on for hearing, were by the Court

entirely denied and the proposed findings of fact

and conclusions of law were entered on September 30,

1935, as submitted (Tr. pp. 291 to 308). On the

same day the final Decree herein was entered (Tr. pp.

308 to 310).

The instant equity appeal is prosecuted to this

Court from said Decree and the whole thereof (Tr. pp.

676 to 678).

The assignments of error accompanying the Peti-

tion for Appeal are six in number, and, for the con-

venience of the Court, segregate the portions of the

record pertaining to each assignment, in the order in

which the proceedings occurred (Master's Reports,

Exceptions thereto, Findings and Conclusions pro-

posed and thereafter entered, and appellant's Excep-

tions thereto and proposed Findings and Conclusions

of appellant which w^re refused and the rulings and

Decree thereon) (Tr. pp. 678 to 804).



The several assignments of error with appropriate

references to the corresponding Specification of

Errors, present the following issues of law and fact

which were found and decreed against appellant and

in favor of appellees by the Court below, constituting

the error assigned by appellant and by it appealed

from:

1. Whether said pretended bond of February 1,

1932, sustained as a common law bond and liability

of appellant by the Court below, should not be can-

celled for concealment of material facts from appel-

lant and fraudulent representation made to appellant

by appellee Fischer Companies, of facts material to

its procurement and writing, and whether it was ever

so required, executed or delivered, as to give the

appellees, or any of them, rights against it in any

amount, or at all (Tr. pp. 679 to 720). Each separate

ruling on Exceptions of appellees to the Master's

Reports, Exceptions to Findngs of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law made by the Court and to the denial

by the Court of Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law requested by appellant in lieu of those given,

which tendered requests were denied by the Court,

is made the subject of a separate Specification of

Error. There are 34 Specification of Errors (Speci-

fication of Error 1 to 34, inclusive, pp. 6 to 59, all

going to the single issue to the right of the appellant

to the remedy of cancellation of the bond (Exhibit 2,

Tr. pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled in this suit.

If sustained the first assignment of error will dispose

of the case in favor of appellant except as to the single

issue, whether appellee Eyre & Co., is clothed with



an estoppel defeating such right of cancellation and

the issue as to taxation of Master's fees and expenses.

Therefore, a decision in favor of appellant upon the

issues raised by the first 34 Specification of Errors,

will render unnecessary a consideration of the re-

maining Specifications with the limitations indicated.

2. Whether an estoppel exists as found by the

Court below in favor of appellee, Edward L. Eyre

& Co., whereby appellant cannot prevail in its right

to cancellation of the pretended bond (Tr. pp. 720 to

739). This issue is made the subject matter of the

Second Assignment of Error, which is covered by

Specification of Errors 35 to 44, inclusive.

3. Whether the claim of appellee Edw^ard L. Eyre

& Co. is a claim sustainable as a warehouse transaction

good as against said pretended bond as found and

decreed by the Court below (Tr. pp. 739 to 763).

This issue is made the subject matter of the Third

Assignment of Error, "which is covered b}^ the Specfi-

cation of Errors 45 to 52, inclusive.

4. Whether the claim of First National Bank of

Silverton, and its Receiver is a claim sustainable as a

warehouse transaction good as against said pretended

bond as found and decreed by the Court below

(Tr. pp. 763 to 776). This issue is made the Fourth

Assignment of Error, which is covered by Specifica-

tion of Errors 53 to 62, inclusive.

5. Whether the successful appellee claimants are

entitled to recover attorney's fees against appellee in

addition to the penalty of the pretended bond as found

and decreed by the Court below (Tr. pp. 777 to 797).



This issue is made the Fifth Assignment of Error,

which is covered by Specification of Errors 63 to 82,

inclusive.

6. Whether the Master's compensation should not

be taxed against the appellees instead of being taxed

against the appellant as ordered and decreed by the

Court below (Tr. pp. 797 to 804). This issue is made

the Sixth Assignment of Error, which is covered by

Specification of Errors 83 and 84.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

Appellant in presenting this appeal relies upon the

following Specification of Errors:

1. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended a Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932

(Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the

reason the State of Oregon had required a bond at the

beginning of the warehouse fiscal year 1931, in the

sum of $4000.00 with appellant, as surety, which bond

by its terms covered the operation of the appellee,

Fischer Warehouse Co., for the period beginning

July 1, 1931, and ending June 30, 1932 ; that no other

bond was ever required by or delivered to the Public

Service Commission of Oregon, or to any other agency

of the State of Oregon; that when appellee Ware-

house Company gave the $4000.00 bond it fully com-

plied with the terms of the statute relating to bonds

and no authority remained in the State of Oregon



to require any further bond ; if the State had required

an additional bond the Warehouse Company could

have refused the demand without penalty and without

the right of the State to cancel its license, or to

prevent it from continuing its warehouse business

mitil July 1, 1932; that in January 1932, appellee

Fischer Flouring Mills Co. (not the warehouse com-

l)any), desired to enter into certain dealings with

appellee, Eyre & Co.; that the Master adopted the

construction placed upon the transaction by Mr.

Kearns, Eyre & Company's manager; that Mr. Kearns

had testified appellee, Flouring Mills Company,

through its president, Fischer, and its bookkeeper,

Benson, called upon him and said a large quantity of

grey oats had been placed in the warehouse at Silver-

ton by the growers; that the Flouring Mills desired

to purchase these oats so it could control the same;

that Fischer also contemplated enlarging his business

and would thereby require a larger line of credit with

appellee, Eyre & Co. ; that Fischer proposed to Eyre

& Co. that it loan Fischer Flouring Mills Co.

$10,000.00 with which the latter would purchase the

oats from the owners and thus prevent these being

sold and put beyond the control of the Flouring Mills

Company; that appellee. Eyre, agreed to do this, but

demanded it receive warehouse receipts for the oats

and inasmuch as the Warehouse Company had only

posted a $4000.00 bond, it demanded an additional

bond in the sum of $11,000.00 ; continuing, the Master

found that Fischer and Benson of Flouring Mills

Company made application to the appellant for a

second bond in the amount of $11,000.00 and gave
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the appellant to understand either by direct statement

or intimation that this second bond was required by

the State of Oregon under the provisions of the Ware-

house Act; that a financial statement was rendered at

the request of appellant, and, being satisfied in this

regard, it executed the bond, collected the premium

and delivered the bond to Fischer Flouring Mills;

that bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) is in statutory form,

runs to the State of Oregon, as obligee, and is con-

ditioned as follows:

"Now Therefore, if the said principal as such

warehouseman, shall faithfully perform the acts

and duties enjoined upon it by law, then this

obligation shall be void, otherwise to be and re-

main in full force and effect. This bond covers

the period commencing February 1st, 1932, and
ending June 30, 1932."

Continuing, the Master found said bond remained in

the safe of the Fischer Warehouse Company or

Flouring Mills until July 20, 1932 and that no one

other than Eyre & Co., the surety, the principal, and

the Fischer Flouring Mills Co. knew of its existence

until after its period had expired ; that about July 20,

1932, a meeting was held at the office of the Fischer

Flouring Mills Co., at which certain creditors of the

latter appeared; that the bond was found in the safe

and at the direction of Mr. Custer Ross, then repre-

senting First National Bank of Silverton, it was

transmitted to the Department of Agriculture with

the statement, "This covers warehouse No. 65, Silver-

ton, Oregon, it appears that the same was executed

February 1st, and for some reason or other has not



been recorded"; that no State officer or commission

had demanded any such bond, fixed its amount, or

knew of its existence; that upon its receipt before

filing- or approving the same, the Department of Agri-

culture to which it was sent wrote the Warehouse

Company as follows:

"The information contained in this bond is to

the elfect that the bond shall be in force from the

1st day of February to the 30th day of June
1932 and shall underwrite the operation of ware-

house No. 65, located at Silverton."

''We are at a loss to know why this additional

bond was offered, as there was no added coverage

demanded from this department at any time dur-

ing the year."

"Perhaps a further explanation would be in

order.
'

'

That this letter was dated July 21, 1932; that about

the same time the appellant learned of the fact and

demanded the return of the bond and on July 25,

1932, the Flouring Mills Company wrote the Depart-

ment of Agriculture requesting the return of the bond,

but w^as informed on July 27, 1932, that the bond had

been filed and that, therefore, the Department of Agri-

culture was unable to comply with its request.

That under a common law bond a consideration

must pass to the obligor, or the obligee must alter his

position to his detriment if liability is to attach,

either as to principal or surety; that this is true

whether the surety is a volunteer or is compensated;

that the surety has no liability unless the principal

is liable; that the $11,000.00 bond is not a statutory
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bond ; that it was not required by law ; that the Fischer

Warehouse Company had already given the bond re-

quired by the statute; that it could have continued

in business throughout the remainder of the year

under its license without giving any other bond;

that had the Department of Agriculture demanded

an additional bond the warehouseman was under no

legal obligation to comply with the demand; that its

license could not have been revoked; that there is,

therefore, not even a theoretical consideration to sup-

port the $11,000.00 bond; that had the State threat-

ened to revoke the warehouseman's license unless the

second bond was ,2:iven and it had actually complied

with the demand, and had executed the bond, because

of the threat to disrupt its business, the bond would

have been invalid both as to principal and surety, be-

cause it would have been extorted under duress ; that

if we were to assume under a proper warehouseman's

bond the right of action would lie in the State alone

and that the amount recovered becomes the property

of the State, such a right of action and such a re-

covery could only be based upon a bond given for

some consideration; that is, the State must have

granted something to the warehouseman upon condi-

tion that the bond be given ; that the State had granted

nothing to the warehouseman for its giving of the

bond, where it could take nothing from the ware-

houseman if he did not give it ; no consideration can

be said to exist to support such a bond, and the State

itself could maintain no action thereon; if the State

could not maintain an action because of lack of con-

sideration, then no one else can recover upon it ex-
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cept in those instances where estoppel may exist ; that

in this case the bond was not required by law and

was not even requested by the State, the State know-

ing nothing of it; that there can be no presumed de-

livery or acceptance of a thing of which the approver

or acceptor has no knowledge, as to which there was

no duty of execution, delivery or acceptance, and for

which no demand was made; that so far as the State

of Oregon or the holders of warehouse receipts are

concerned the $11,000.00 bond was nudum pactum;

that no consideration ever passed to the Warehouse

Company for the bond; that it was not binding upon

the principal and that it was not binding upon appel-

lant ; that neither the principal or surety are estopped

from denying its validity; that no grounds for

estoppel exists; that the bond is of no legal effect;

and that the signature of the surety w^as obtained by

misrepresentation and concealment of material facts

and that it should be cancelled; that the Master rec-

ommended a decree be entered cancelling, setting aside

and holding for naught the said $11,000.00 bond as

having been obtained by fraud and false representa-

tions and as being without consideration. (The fore-

going is the substance of the Findings and Recom-

mendations made by the Master why the $11,000.00

bond should be cancelled. The portions of the Re-

ports referred to are as follows: Tr. pp. 184 to 188,

which is included in the First Assignment of Error

at Tr. pp. 679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

683, 684; Tr. pp. 199; which is also included in the
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First Assig-nment of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp.

203, 204; which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686

;

and the refusal of the Court to confirm said Master's

Findings and Recommendations as to the issue of

cancellation being assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679

and 720.)

To the foregoing Findings and Recommendations

of the Master for a decree of cancellation of said

$11,000.00 bond, appellee, Eyre & Co., filed exceptions

upon the grounds that the $11,000.00 bond was either

a statutory or common law bond. To this excep-

tion is appended a lengthy argument and statement

of said appellee as to what it claimed the evidence

to be and as to what it claimed the findings and rec-

ommendations of the Master should have been (Tr.

pp. 256-262, also included in First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 686 to 692; and the allowance of said

exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of

said Assignment).

That the Court erred in sustaining said exceptions

by making and entering Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law wherein the Court found and con-

cluded generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a

valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in said

amount, and against which said appellee and all

other successful appellees should pro rate the amount

of their respective claims, the pro rata recovery of

appellee. Eyre & Co., being $4149.55, for the reasons

found and recommended by said Master in his said
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Reports as hereinabove summarized and stated, and

for the further reason said bond was wholly null and

void and should have been cancelled and for the fur-

ther reason said Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law made by the Court were contrary to the law and

evidence (Findings of Fact X to XIII, XIX, XX,
XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297, 302, 303, also in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

698 to 702 ; Conclusions of Law I and III, Tr. pp. 305

to 308, also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 702 to 704, and the making thereof

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said First

Assignment of Error).

2. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) dated

February 1, 1932, should be cancelled, for the reason

that said bond was without consideration and had

not been required by or delivered to the obligee. State

of Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and con-

cealment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which

is included in the First Assignment of Error at Tr.

pp. 679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included

in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684;

Tr, p. 199; which is also included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685 ; Tr. pp. 203, 204

;

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. p. 685, Tr. p. 233, which is also included

in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the

refusal of the Court to confirm said Master's Find-
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ings and Recommendations as to the issue of cancel-

lation being assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and

720), all as more particularly set forth in the sum-

mary of said Findings and Recommendations of said

Master made a part of the Specification of Errors I.

Appellee, Edward L. Eyre & Co., filed exceptions to

said Findings and Recommendations of the Master in

favor of said cancellation (Tr. pp. 256-262, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 686,

692, and the allowance of said exception assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment).

And which said exceptions were made on the ground

that the $11,000.00 bond was either a statutory or

common law bond, or a valid obligation in favor of

said Appellee, which Exceptions are summarized in

Specification of Errors 1.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendations of the Master in favor

of a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00

bond, and further erred in entering a Decree (Tr.

pp. 308 to 310) upon Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law made upon said issues raised by said

Reports and said Exceptions thereto, and which De-

cree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond was

a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in said

amount and decreed the pro reata recovery from ap-

pellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty of

said bond between said appellee and all other suc-

cessful appellees in accordance with their respective

claims the pro rata recovery of appellee Eyre & Co.,

being $4149.55, for the reasons found and recom-
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mended by said Master in his said Reports as here-

inabove summarized and stated, and for the further

reason said bond was wholly null and void and should

have been cancelled by said Decree and for the fur-

ther reason that said Decree made by the Court was

contrary to the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp.

308 to 310; also referred to and the entry thereof

assigned as error in First Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 679, 720).

3. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615), should be cancelled for the rea-

son that said bond was without consideration and had

not been required by or delivered to the obligee, State

of Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and con-

cealment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which

is included in the First Assignment of Error at Tr.

pp. 679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in

the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr.

p. 199; which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204;

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. p. 685, Tr. p. 233, which is also included

in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and

the refusal of the Court to confirm said Master's

Findings and Recommendations as to the issue of

cancellation being assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679

and 720, all as more particularly set forth in the sum-

mary of said Findings and Recommendations of said
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Master made a part of the Specification of Errors 1).

Appellee, Silverton Lumber Company, filed Excep-

tions to said Findings and Recommendations of the

Master for a Decree of cancellation, upon the grounds

that the bond was a valid statutory bond and that

said appellee was entitled to recover against said

$11,000.00 bond on its claim (Tr. p. 237, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692; and the

allowance of said exception assigned as error at Tr.

pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment).

That the Court erred in sustaining said exceptions

by making and entering Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law wherein the Court found and con-

cluded generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid

and subsisting obligation of the appellant in said

amount, and against which said appellee and all other

successful appellees should pro rate the amount of

their respective claims, the pro rata recovery of ap-

pellee Silverton Lumber Company being $1130.00, for

the reasons found and recommended by said Master

in his said Reports as hereinabove summarized and

stated, and for the further reason said bond was

wholly null and void and should have been cancelled,

and for the further reason said Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law made by the Court were con-

trary to law and the evidence (Findings of Fact X
to XIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to

297, 302, 303; also included in the First Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 698 to 702; Conclusions of Law I,

III, Tr. pp. 305 to 308, also included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 702 to 704; and the mak-
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ing thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720

of said First Assignment).

4. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615), should be cancelled for the

reason that said bond was without consideration and

had not been required by or delivered to the obligee.

State of Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and

concealment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188,

which is included in the First Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

683, 684; Tr. p. 199; which is also included in the

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr.

pp. 203, 204; which is also included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. p. 685 ; Tr. p. 233 ; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p.

686, and the refusal of the Court to confirm said

Master's Findings and Recommendations as to the

issue of cancellation being assigned as error at Tr.

pp. 679 and 720, all as more particularly set forth

in the summary of said Findings and Recommenda-

tions of said Master made a part of the First Speci-

fication of Error herein) appellee, Silverton Lumber
Company filed exceptions to said Findings and Rec-

ommendations of the Master in favor of said can-

cellation (Tr. p. 237, also included in First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 692, and the allowance of said

exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720),
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which said exceptions were made on the ground that

the $11,000.00 bond was a valid statutory bond and

said appellee was entitled to recover against said

$11,000.00 bond on its claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendation of the Master in favor of

a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00 bond

and in sustaining said exceptions and further erred

in entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised by

said Reports and said exceptions thereto, and which

Decree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond

was a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in

said amount, and decreed the pro rata recovery from

appellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty

of said bond between said appellee and all other suc-

cessful appellees in accordance with their respective

claims, the pro rata recovery of said appellee being

$1130.00, for the reasons found and recommended

by said Master in his said Reports as hereinabove

summarized and stated, and for the further reason

said bond was wholly null and void and should have

been cancelled by said Decree and for the further

reason that said Decree made by the Court was con-

trary to the law and evidence (Decree Tr. pp. 308 to

310; also referred to and the entry thereof assigned

as error in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679,

720).

5. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery, which

found in favor of and recommended Decree that the
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$11,000.00 bond dated Febmaiy 1, 1932 (Exhibit 2,

Tr. p. 615) should be eancelled for the reason that said

bond was without consideration and had not been re-

quired by or delivered to obligee, State of Oregon,

and had been procured by fraud and concealment of

material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is included

in the First Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 679 to

683; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. pp. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685 ; Tr. pp. 203, 204, which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685

;

Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the Court

to confirm said Master's Findings and Recommenda-

tions as to the issue of cancellation being assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720, all as more particularly

set forth in the summary of said Findings and Recom-

mendations of said Master made a part of the Specifi-

cation of Errors 1). Appellee, W. S. Jack filed ex-

ceptions to said Findings and Recommendations of

the Master for a Decree of cancellation, upon the

ground that the bond was a valid statutory bond and

that said appellee was entitled to recover against said

$11,000.00 bond on its claim (Tr. p. 238, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692; and the

allowance of said exception assigned as error at Tr.

pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment).

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid and
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subsisting obligation of the appellant in said amount,

and against which said appellee and all other success-

ful appellees should pro rate the amount of their

respective claims, the pro rata recovery of appellee

W. S. Jack being $41.34, for the reasons found and

recommended by said Master in his said Reports as

hereinabove summarized and stated, and for the fur-

ther reason said bond was wholly null and void and

should have been cancelled and for the further reason

said Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law made

by the Court were contrary to law and the evidence

(Findings of Fact X to XIII, XIX, XX, XXI,
XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297, 302, 303; also included in

the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 698 to 720;

Conclusions of Law I, III, Tr. pp. 305 to 308, also in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 702

to 704; and the making thereof assigned as error at

Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said First Assignment).

6. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery, which

found in favor of and recommended Decree that the

$11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit 2,

Tr. p. 615), should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been

required by or delivered to the obligee. State of Ore-

gon, and had been procured by fraud and conceal-

ment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is

included in the First Assignment of EiTor, Tr. pp.

679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is included in ihe

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p.

199, which is also included in the First Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204, which is
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also included in the First Assii^nment of Error, Tr.

p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686 and the refusal of the

Court to confirm said Master's Findings and Recom-

mendations as to the issue of cancellation being as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720, all as more par-

ticularly set forth in the summary of said Findings

and Recommendations of said Master made a part of

the First Specification of Error herein) appellee, W.
S. Jack filed exceptions to said Findings and Recom-

mendations of the Master in favor of said cancellation

(Tr. p. 238, also included in First Assignment of

Error, Tr. p. 692, and the allowance of said exception

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720) which said

exceptions w^ere made on the ground that the $11,-

000.00 bond was a valid statutory bond and said ap-

pellee was entitled to recover against said $11,000.00

bond on its claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendations of the Master in favor

of a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00

bond and in sustaining said exceptions and further

erred in entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised

by said Reports and said exceptions thereto, and which

Decree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond

was a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in

said amount, and decreed the pro rata recovery from

appellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty

of said bond between said appellee and all other suc-

cessful appellees in accordance wnth their respective

claims, the pro rata recovery of said appellee being
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$41.34, for the reasons found and recommended by

said Master in his said Reports as hereinabove sum-

marized and stated, and for the further reason said

bond was wholly null and void and should have been

cancelled by said Decree and for the further reason

that said Decree made by the Court was contrary to

the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310; also

referred to and the entry thereof assigned as error in

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679 and 720)

.

7. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which foimd in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason

that said bond was without consideration and had not

been required by or delivered to obligee, State of

Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and conceal-

ment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is

included in the First Assignment of Error at Tr.

pp. 679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

683, 684; Tr. p. 199, which is also included in the

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp.

203, 204, which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686,

and the refusal of the Court to confirm said Master's

Findings and Recommendations as to the issue of can-

cellation being assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and

720, all as more particularly set forth in the summary

of said Findings and Recommendations of said Master

made a part of the Specification of Error 1). Appel-
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lees, First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and

L. H. Kelly, receiver of said Bank, filed exceptions

to said Findings and Recommendations of the Master

for a Decree of cancellation, upon the grounds that

the bond was a valid statutory bond and that said

appellees were entitled to recover against said $11,-

000.00 bond on its claim (Tr. pp. 239, 240, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692 ; and

the allowance of said exception assigned as error at

Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment).

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid and

subsisting obligation of the appellant in said amount,

and against which said appellee and all other suc-

cessful appellees should pro rate the amount of their

respective claims, the pro rata recovery of appellees,

First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H.

Kelly, receiver of said Bank, being $4098.40, for the

reasons found and recommended by said Master in his

said Reports as hereinabove summarized and stated,

and for the further reason said bond was wholly null

and void and should have been cancelled and for the

further reason said Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law^ made by the Court were contrary to law and

the e^ddence (Findings of Fact X to XIII, XIX, XX,
XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297, 302, 303; also in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 698

to 720; Conclusions of Law I, III, Tr. pp. 305 to 308;

also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 702 to 704; and the making thereof assigned as
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error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said First Assign-

ment) .

8. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason

that said bond was without consideration and had not

been required by or delivered to the obligee, State of

Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and con-

cealment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which

is included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

679 to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is included in the

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p.

199, which is also included in the First Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204, which is

also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686; and the refusal of

the Court to confirm said Master's Findings and

Recommendations as to the issue of cancellation being

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as more

particularly set forth in the summary of said Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a

part of the First Specification of Error herein) ap-

pellees, First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon,

and L. H. Kelly, receiver of said Bank, filed excep-

tions to said Findings and Recommendations of the

Master in favor of said cancellation (Tr. pp. 239,

240, also included in First Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 692, and the allowance of said exception assigned

as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720) which said exceptions
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were made on the ground that the $11,000.00 bond

was a valid statutory bond and said appellees were

entitled to recover against said $11,000.00 bond on

their claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendations of the Master in favor

of a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00

bond and in sustaining said exceptions and further

erred in entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised

by said Reports and said exceptions thereto, and which

Decree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond

was a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant

in said amount, and decreed the pro rata recovery

from appellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a

penalty of said bond between said appellee and all

other successful appellees in accordance with their

I'espective claims, the pro rata recovery of said ap-

pellees being $4098.40, for the reasons found and

recommended by said Master in his said Reports as

hereinabove summarized and stated, and for the fur-

ther reason said bond was wholly null and void and

should have been cancelled by said Decree and for the

further reason that said Decree made by the Court

was contrary to the law and evidence (Decree, Tr.

pp. 308 to 310; also referred to and the entry thereof

assigned as error in First Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 679 and 720).

9. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert Maguire, Master in Chancery, which

found in favor of and recommended Decree that the

$11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit 2,
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Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been

required by or delivered to obligee, State of Oregon,

and had been procured by fraud and concealment of

material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is included

in the First Assignment of Error, at Tr. pp. 679 to

683; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204, which is

also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of

the Court to confiim said Master's Findings and

Recommendations as to the issue of cancellation be-

ing assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as

more particularly set forth in the summary of Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a

part of the Specification of Error 1). Appellees, W.
M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate, filed exceptions

to said Findings and Recommendations of the Master

for a Decree of cancellation, upon the grounds that

the bond was a valid statutory bond and that said

appellees were entitled to recover against said $11,-

000.00 bond on their claim (Tr. pp. 240, 241, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692 ; and

the allowance of said exception assigned as error at

Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment).

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid sub-
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sisting obligation of the appellant in said amount, and

against which said appellees and all other successful

appellees should pro rate the amount of their respec-

tive claims, the pro rata recovery of appellees, W. M.

Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate, being $845.30, for

the reasons found and recommended by said Master

in his said Reports as hereinabove summarized and

stated, and for the further reason said bond was

wholly null and void and should have been cancelled

and for the further reason said Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made by the Court were con-

trary tO' law^ and the evidence (Findings of Fact X
to XIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297,

302, 303, also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 698 to 720 ; Conclusions of Law I, III,

Tr. pp. 305 to 308, also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. pp. 702 to 704; and the making

thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of

said First Assignment).

10. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason

that said bond was without consideration and had not

been required by or delivered to the obligee, State of

Oregon, and had been procured by fraud and con-

cealment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which

is included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

679 to 683 ; Tr. pp. 197, 198, which is included in the

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p.

199, which is also included in the First Assignment of
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Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204, which is

also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 685; Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of

the Court to confirm said Master's Findings and

Recommendations as to the issue of cancellation being

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as more

particularly set forth in the summary of said Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a

part of the First Specification of Error herein) ap-

pellees, W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate, filed

exceptions to said Findings and Recommendations of

the Master in favor of said cancellation (Tr. pp. 240,

241, also included in the First Assignment of Error,

Tr. p. 692, and the allowance of said exception as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720) which said

exceptions were made on the ground that the $11,000.00

bond was a valid statutory bond and said appellees

were entitled to recover against said $11,000.00 bond

on its claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendation of the Master in favor of

a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00 bond

and in sustaining said exceptions and further erred

in entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised by

said Reports and said exceptions thereto, and which

Decree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond

was a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in

said amount, and decreed the pro rata recovery from

appellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty of

said bond between said appellees and all other success-
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ful appellees in accordance with their respective

claims, the pro rata recoA^ery of said appellees being

$845.30, for the reasons found and recommended by

said Master in his said Reports as hereinabove sum-

marized and stated, and for the further reason said

bond was wholly null and void, and should have been

cancelled by said Decree and for the further reason

that said Decree made by the Court was contrary to

the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310 ; also

referred to and the entry thereof assigned as error

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679 and 720).

11. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which fomid in favor of and recommended Decree that

the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit

2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been

required by or delivered to obligee. State of Oregon,

and had been procured by fraud and concealment of

material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, w^hich is included in

the First Assignment of Error, at Tr. pp. 679 to 683

;

Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685,

Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the Court

to confirm said Master's Findings and Recommenda-

tions as to the issue of cancellation being assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 ; all as more particularly

set forth in the summary of Findings and Recom-
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mendations of said Master made a part of the Speci-

fication of Errors 1). Appellees, J. E. Frazier and

F. A. Frazier, filed exceptions to said Findings and

Recommendations of the Master for a Decree of

cancellation, upon the grounds that the bond was a

valid statutory bond and that said appellee was en-

titled to recover against said $11,000.00 bond on their

claim (Tr. pp. 241, 242, 243, also included in First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692 ; and the allowance of

said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and

720 of said assignment)

.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid and

subsisting obligation of the appellant in said amount,

and against which said appellees and all other success-

ful appellees should pro rate the amount of their

respective claims, the pro rate recovery of appellees,

J. E. Frazier and F. A. Frazier, being $735.11, for the

reasons found and recommended by said Master in his

said Reports as hereinabove summarized and stated,

and for the further reason said bond was wholly null

and void and should have been cancelled and for the

further reason said Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law made by the Court were contrary to the

law and the evidence (Findings of Fact X to XIIJ,

XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297, 302, 303

;

also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 698 to 720 ; Conclusions of Law I, III, Tr. pp. 305

to 308, also included in the First Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 702 to 704; and the making thereof assigned
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as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said First Assign-

ment).

12. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree that

the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit

2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been

required by or delivered to the obligee. State of

Oregon and had been procured by fraud and conceal-

ment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679

to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. pp. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685,

Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the

Court to confirm said Master's Findings and Recom-

mendations as to the issue of cancellation being as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as more

particularly set forth in the summary of said Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a part

of the First Specification of Error herein) appellees,

F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier, filed exceptions to

said Findings and Recommendations of the Master in

favor of said cancellation (Tr. pp. 241, 242, 243, also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p.

692, and the allowance of said exception assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720) which said exceptions

were made on the ground that the $11,000.00 bond was
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a valid statutory bond and said appellees were entitled

to recover against said $11,000.00 bond on their claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendation of the Master in favor of a

Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00 bond and

in sustaining said exceptions and further erred in

entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised by

said reports and said exceptions thereto, and which

Decree adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond

was a valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in

said amount, and Decree the pro rata recovery from

appellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty

of said bond between said appellees and all other

successful appellees in accordance with their respec-

tive claims, the pro rata recovery of said appellees

being $735.11, for the reasons found and recommended

by said Master in his said Reports as hereinabove

summarized and stated, and for the further reason

said bond was wholly null and void, and should have

been cancelled by said Decree and for the further rea-

son that said Decree made by the Court was contrary

to the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310;

also referred to and the entry thereof assigned as

error in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679 and

720).

13. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree that

the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit 2,

Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been
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required by or delivered to obligee, State of Oregon,

and had been procured by fraud and concealment of

material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is included

in the First Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 679 to

683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685,

Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the Court

to confirm said Master's Findings and Recommenda-
tions as to the issue of cancellation being assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 ; all as more particularly

set forth in the summary of Findings and Recom-

mendations of said Master made a part of the Speci-

fication of Errors 1). Appellees, J. E. Frazier and

F. A. Frazier, filed exceptions to said Findings and

Recommendations of the Master for a Decree of can-

cellation, upon the grounds that the bond was a valid

statutory bond and that said appellees were entitled

to recover against said $11,000.00 bond on their claim

(Tr. pp. 241, 242, 243, also included in First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 692; and the allowance of said

exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of

said assignment).

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000,00 bond was a valid and

subsisting obligation of the appellant in said amount,

and against w^hich said appellees and all other sue-
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cessful appellees should pro rate the amount of their

respective claims, the pro rata recovery of appellees,

J. E. Frazier and F. A. Frazier being $735.11, for the

reasons found and recommended by said Master in his

said Reports as hereinabove summarized and stated,

and for the further reason said bond was wholly null

and void and should have been cancelled and for the

further reason said Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law made by the Court were contrary to the

law and the evidence (Findings of Fact X to XIII,

XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297, 302,

303; also included in the First Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 698 to 720, Conclusions of Law I, III, Tr. pp.

305 to 309, also included in First Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 702 to 704; and the making thereof assigned

as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said First Assign-

ment) .

14. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615), should be cancelled for the reason

that said bond was without consideration and had not

been required by or delivered to the obligee, State of

Oregon and had been procured by fraud and conceal-

ment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679

to 683; Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. p. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685,
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Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the

Court to confirm said Master's Findings and Recom-

mendations as to the issue of cancellation being as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as more

particularly set forth in the summary of said Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a

part of the First Specification of Error herein) ap-

pellees, F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier, filed excep-

tions to said Findings and recommendations of the

Master in favor of said cancellation (Tr. pp. 241, 242,

243, also included in the First Assignment of Error,

Tr. p. 692, and the allowance of said exception as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720) which said ex-

ceptions w^ere made on the ground that the $11,000.00

bond was a valid statutory bond and said appellees

were entitled to recover against said $11,000.00 bond

on their claim.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendation of the Master in favor of a

Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00 bond and

in sustaining said exceptions and further erred in

entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law made upon said issues raised by said

reports and said exceptions thereto, and which Decree

adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a

valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in said

amount, and Decree the pro rata recovery from ap-

pellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty of

said bond between said appellees and all other success-

ful appellees in accordance with their respective

claims, the pro rata recovery of said appellees being
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$735.11 for the reasons found and recommended by

said Master in his said Reports as hereinabove sum-

marized and stated, and for the further reason said

bond was wholly null and void, and should have been

cancelled by said Decree and for the further reason

that said Decree made by the Court was contrary to

the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310 also

referred to and the entry thereof assigned as error in

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679 and 720).

15. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree that

the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit

2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not been

required by or delivered to obligee, State of Oregon,

and had been procured by fraud and concealment of

material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is included in

the First Assignment of Error, at Tr. pp. 679 to 683;

Tr. pp. 197, 198; which is included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684 ; Tr. p. 199, which

is also included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also included

in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685, Tr. p.

233, which is also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the Court to con-

firm said Master's Findings and Recommendations as

to the issue of cancellation being assigned as error at

Tr. pp. 679 and 720 ; all as more particularly set forth

in the summary of Findings and Recommendations of

said Master made a part of the Specification of

Errors 1). Appellees, Earl Snell, Secretary of State
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of the State of Oregon, and S. T. White, Director of

Agriculture of the State of Oregon, filed exceptions

to said Findings and Recommendations of the Master

for a Decree of cancellation, upon the ground that the

bond was a valid statutory bond and appellee claim-

ants were entitled to recover against said $11,000.00

bond on their claims (Tr. pp. 244 to 248, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 692, and

the allowance of said exception assigned as error at

Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of said assignment). Appellees,

Earl Snell and S. T. White, or their predecessors, as-

serted no claim against the bond on their own behalf

or on behalf of the State of Oregon.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid and

subsisting obligation of the appellant in said amount,

and against which said appellees and all other suc-

cessful appellee claimants should pro rate the amount

of their respective claims. Earl Snell, Secretary of

State of the State of Oregon, and S. T. White, Direc-

tor of Agriculture of the State of Oregon, asserted no

claim against the bond on their own behalf, or their

predecessors, or on behalf of the State of Oregon, for

the reasons found and recommended by said Master

in his said Reports as hereinabove summarized and

stated, and for the further reasons said bond was

wholly null and void and should have been cancelled,

and for the further reason said Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made by the Court were con-

trary to the law and evidence (Findings of Fact X to
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XIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, Tr. pp. 295 to 297,

302, 303; also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 698 to 720, Conclusions of Law I, III,

Tr. pp. 305 to 308, also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. pp. 702 to 704; and the making-

thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720 of

said First Assignment).

16. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended Decree that

the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit

2, Tr. p. 615) should be cancelled for the reason that

said bond was without consideration and had not

been required by or delivered to the obligee. State of

Oregon and had been procured by fraud and conceal-

ment of material facts (Tr. pp. 184 to 188, which is in-

cluded in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 679

to 683 ; Tr. pp. 197, 198 ; which is included in the First

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 683, 684; Tr. pp. 199,

which is also included in the First Assignment of Er-

ror, Tr. pp. 684, 685; Tr. pp. 203, 204; which is also

included in the First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 685,

Tr. p. 233, which is also included in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. p. 686, and the refusal of the

Court to confirm said Master's Findings and Recom-

mendations as to the issue of cancellation being as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 679 and 720; all as more

particularly set forth in the summary of said Find-

ings and Recommendations of said Master made a part

of the First Specification of Error herein), appellees

Earl Sn^ll, Secretary of State of the State of Oregon,

and S. T. White, Director of Agriculture of the State
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of Oregon, filed exceptions to said Findings and Rec-

ommendations of the Master in favor of said cancel-

lation (Tr. pp. 241, 242, 243, also included in the First

Assigmnent of Error, Tr. p. 692, and the allowance of

said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 679 and

720) which said exceptions were made on the ground

that the $11,000.00 bond was a valid statutory bond.

Appellees, Earl Snell and S. T. White, or their prede-

cessors, asserted no claim against the bond on their

own behalf or on behalf of the State of Oregon.

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendation of the Master in favor of

a Decree for the cancellation of said $11,000.00 bond

and in sustaining said exceptions and further erred in

entering a Decree upon the Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law made upon said issues raised by said

reports and said exceptions thereto, and which Decree

adjudged generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a

valid and subsisting obligation of appellant in said

amount, and decree the pro rata recovery from ap-

pellant of the full $11,000.00 named as a penalty of

said bond between said appellees and all other suc-

cessful appellees in accordance with their respective

claims, appellees. Earl Snell and S. T. White, or their

predecessors, asserted no claim against the bond on

their own behalf or on behalf of the State of Oregon,

for the reasons found and recommended by said

Master in his said Reports as hereinabove summarized

and stated, and for the further reason said bond was

wholly null and void, and should have been cancelled

by said Decree and for the further reason that said

Decree made by the Court was contrary to the law and
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evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310 also referred to

and the entry thereof assigned as error in First As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 679 and 720).

17. The Court erred in overruling the Exception

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact X, there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. pp. 295, 296, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 698, 699,

and the making thereof assigned as error at p. 720)

which Finding v^as to the effect the bond sought to be

cancelled (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) was made, executed

and delivered setting forth the form of the instru-

ment, and said Exception of appellant thereto being

upon the grounds (Exception VII, Tr. pp. 268 to 271,

also included in the First Assignment of Error at

pp. 705 to 708, and the refusal of the Court to allow

said Exception assigned as error at p. 720) that said

Finding X is contrary to the law and evidence and

that the bond had been procured under circumstances

constituting fraud, misrepresentation and conceal-

ment of material facts from appellant by appellees,

Fischer Warehouse Co., Fischer Flouring Mills Co.,

and Edward L. Eyre & Co., and that said bond had

never been required by or delivered to the State of

Oregon and setting forth appellant's position as to

facts which had been proven entitling it to cancellation

of said bond, as against the recital of said Finding

that said instrument had been made, executed and

delivered. The Court erred in making and entering

said Finding No. X and in overruling (Decree, Tr. p.

310 (h)) said Exceptions of appellant thereto for

the reasons assigned in said Exception VII.
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18. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding No. X
covered by Specification of Error No. 17, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310 (h)) which proposed Finding read as

follows

:

''Said writing denominated a bond was pro-

cured under circumstances constituting fraud,

misrepresentations, and concealment of material

facts from complainant by respondents, Fischer

Warehouse Company, Fischer Flouring Mills

Company and Edward L. Eyre & Company. If a

true disclosure of facts had been made to com-

plainant by said respondents said facts would have

informed complainant said writing was not re-

quired by the statutes of Oregon, or by the State

of Oregon, or any dei^artment thereof, but was de-

manded by respondent, Edward L. Eyre & Com-
pany, in an attempt to guarantee the perform-

ance by Fischer Flouring Mills Company of a

contract whereby Edward L. Eyre & Company
loaned Fischer Flouring Mills Company $10,-

000.00 against purported warehouse receipts is-

sued by Fischer Warehouse Company reciting

600 tons of oats to have been deposited by Ed-

ward L. Eyre & Company, Fischer Flouring Mills

Company and Fischer Warehouse Company were

not owned by any of said respondents, but at the

time of said transaction and issuance of said pre-

tended warehouse receipts, said oats were owned
by and were the property of the farmers who
grew said oats. Said oat transaction was not a

statutory warehouse transaction. Said Fischer

Warehouse Company, with the knowledge of

Fischer Flouring Mills Company shortly prior

to the time of the application for said writing.
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had on other occasions issued purported ware-

house receipts without the actual receipt of the

commodity recited therein and had failed to have

and keep on hand a sufficient amount of the kind

and quality of commodities called for in its

outstanding purported warehouse receipts. For
some time continuously prior to the application

for said writing Fischer Flouring Mills Company
and Fischer Warehouse Company had been and
were financially embarrassed, insolvent and
secretly assigned to certain of its creditors a sub-

stantial portion of its assets. Said Fischer Com-
panies in order to induce the signing of said

writing represented they were in good financial

condition, Complainant, in signing said writing

and in placing it in possession of Fischer Ware-
house Company, relied upon said Fischer Com-
panies being in good financial condition and upon
an indemnity agreement executed by said Fischer

Companies to complainant agreeing to hold com-

plainant harmless on account of signing said writ-

ing and upon such a bond having been regularly

required by the department of the state of Ore-

gon having charge of licensing State Public

Warehouses and upon its being designed to cover

regular warehouse transactions and upon the rep-

resentation that its principal was regularly and

lawfully conducting a warehouse business and was
issuing receipts only upon receipt of the com-

modity and was at all times keeping on hand a

sufficient quantity of commodity recited in such

receipts of the same kind and quality to cover all

outstanding receipts. Said representations were

false and known to said Fischer Companies to

be false. After making a financial statement on

or about Jan. 19, 1932, to complainant in the mat-
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ter of said application for said writing, said

Fischer Companies immediately thereafter and

before the signing of said writing, secretly as-

signed and transferred a substantial portion of

their assets to respondent First National Bank
of Silverton, and said Fischer Companies and
said First National Bank of Silverton, concealed

said assignment and transfer from complainant

until about July 23, 1932, when the assignment

was recorded. Said pretended indemnity agree-

ments were at all times and are w^holly valueless

and worthless, all of which facts were known to

said Fischer Companies, but unknown to com-

plainant. Said insolvency of said Fischer Com-
panies continued at all times subsequent to said

application for said writing. All of said matters

hereinbefore referred to were at all times con-

cealed from and unknown to complainant until

about July 31, 1932.

Said respondent Fischer Warehouse Company
on and prior to January 21, 1932, issued pur-

ported warehouse receipts without the actual re-

ceipt of the commodity and for the accommoda-
tion of Fischer Flouring Mills Company and had
not kept on hand at all times a sufficient quan-

tity of commodities recited in purported ware-

house receipts to cover all outstanding receipts

of commodities of a like kind and quality.

On or about July 1, 1931, Fischer Warehouse
Company, as principal, and complainant, as

surety, made, executed and delivered to that de-

partment of the State of Oregon exercising juris-

diction over state public warehouses, a state

public warehouse bond in the penal sum of

$4000.00 as required by law and said department
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for the purpose of procuring a license to operate

warehouse No. 65, Silverton, Marion County, Ore-

gon, for the period commencing July 1, 1931, and
ending June 30, 1932. Upon the approval of said

bond by said department a license for said period

was duly issued to Fischer Warehouse Company.
The State of Oregon or no department thereof at

any time whatever subsequent to the issuance of

said license demanded, or required, or could de-

mand, or require of Fischer Warehouse Company
that it furnish, or deliver to the State of Oregon,

or to any department thereof, any further or

additional bond than said original $4000.00 bond,

for said license year or for any portion thereof.

The existence of said $11,000.00 writing was un-

known to all respondents except respondents Ed-
ward L. Eyre & Company and Fischer Companies
until about July 21, 1932, when it was discovered

in the safe of Fischer Flouring Mills Company
in Silverton, Oregon, by certain of the creditors

of the Fischer Companies.

Complainant's right to cancellation of the

$11,000.00 writing rests in part upon its superior

equity to have said writing cancelled because of

the matters and things hereinabove referred to.

No respondent other than Edward I. Eyre &
Company and the Fraziers claim any element of

estoppel against said cancellation and none of the

respondents show any element of estoppel. All

respondents are mere volunteers. None of the

respondents show any privity with the State of

Oregon the obligee in said writing."

(Tr. pp. 271 to 276, also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. pp. 708 to 712, and the refusal of

the Court to make said Finding is assigned as error
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at Tr. p. 720 of the First Assignment of Error) for

the reasons said proposed Finding is in accordance

with the law and evidence.

19. The Court erred in overruling the Exceptions

of appellant to Finding of Fact No. XI thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. pp. 296, 297, also included

in First Assignment of Eri-or, Tr. pp. 699, 700, and

the making thereof assigned as error at page 720)

which Finding was to the effect said bond referred

to in Finding X (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) was so exe-

cuted as to cover and did cover the operation of

Fischer Warehouse Company for the period beginning

February 1, 1932, and ending June 30, 1932, and to

the further effect that at the time of the execution

of said bond the premium therefor was duly paid to

appellant and the sum retained by appellant until

same was tendered into Court at the time of filing

its bill in this cause and to the effect that the purpose

of the execution of said bond was to afford more ade-

quate security to the holders of warehouse receipts

issued by Fischer Warehouse Compan}^ and also to

more fully protect the persons depositing grain with

said concern and to strengthen the credit of said

Fischer Warehouse Company, and to the effect at

the time of the execution of the bond appellant de-

manded and received indemnity satisfactory to it,

available to appellant in case it was compelled to make

payment on the bond. And said exception of appel-

lant thereto being upon the grounds (Exception VIII,

Tr. p. 276, also included in First Assignment of Error,

Tr. p. 713, and the refusal of the Court to allow said

exception assi.gned as error at page 720), that said
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Finding XI was contrary to the law and evidence and

for all of the reasons more particularly assigned with

respect to Finding X covered by Specification No.

17 and by appellant's proposed Finding in lieu there-

of covered by Specification No. 18, and upon the fur-

ther ground that proposed Finding X was contrarj^

in theory and pleadings of appellee Eyre & Co., as

disclosed by its verified answer Paragraphs VII to

XIII inclusive (Tr. pp. 37 to 40 inclusive) ; that it

was the credit of the Fischer Flouring Mills with re-

spect to the transaction with Eyre & Co., which Eyre

& Co. sought to strengthen by the attempted perver-

sion of a statutory warehouse bond into a perform-

ance bond for the obligations of Flouring Mills and

that Fischer Warehouse Company could not legally

become an accommodation guarantor of obligations

of Fischer Flouring Mills Co. The Court erred in

making and entering said Finding XI and in over-

ruling said exception of appellant thereto (Decree,

Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons assigned in Exception

VIII.

20. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions

of appellant to proposed Findings of Fact No. XII,

thereafter entered by the Court (Tr. p. 297, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 700 and

the making thereof assigned as error page 720) which

Finding was to the effect that the bond referred to

in Finding No. X (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) covered by

specification of Error No. 17, was executed by appel-

lant for the equal and ratable benefit of appellees, and

each of them. And said exception of appellant thereto

being upon the grounds (Exception XII, Tr. p. 276,
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also included in First Assignment of Error, Tr p.

713 and the refusal of the Court to allow said excep-

tion assigned as error at page 720) that said Finding

XII was contrary to the law and the evidence and

for all of the reasons more particularly assigned with

respect to Finding X covered by specification No. 17,

and appellant's proposed Finding in lieu thereof

covered by Specification of Error No. 18; the Court

erred in making and entering said Finding XII and

in overruling said exception of appellant thereto (De-

cree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons assigned in said

Exception IX.

21. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact No. XIII
thereafter entered by the Court, (Tr. p. 297, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 700, and

the making thereof assigned as error at page 720)

which Finding was to the effect that during all the

times involved herein, the appellees and each of them,

were and are bona fide owners and holders of valid

outstanding warehouse receipts issued in due course

by appellee, Fischer Warehouse Company. And said

Exception of appellant thereto being upon the

grounds (Exception X, Tr. p. 277, also included in

First Assignment of Error, p. 714 and the refusal

of the Court to allow said exception assigned as error

at page 720) that said Finding was contrary to the

law and evidence. The Cburt erred in making and

entering said Finding XIII and in overruling said

exception of appellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h) )

for the reasons assigned in said Exception X.
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22. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XIII
covered by specification of error No. 21, by its De-

cree (Tr. p. 310 (h)) which proposed Finding read

as follows:

"Respondent claimants except Edward L. Eyre
& Company and First National Bank of Silver-

ton were holders of warehouse receipts issued by
Fischer Warehouse Company. Said claimants ex-

cept the two above mentioned, hold warehouse re-

ceipts which are claims against the $4000.00 bond
mentioned and described in suit No. E. 9339.

None of respondent claimants have claims which

are liabilities as against the $11,000.00 writing de-

scribed in this suit."

(Tr. p. 277, also included in First Assignment of

Error, Tr. p. 714, and the refusal of the Court to

make said finding is assigned as error at Tr. p. 720,

of the First Assignment of Error, for the reasons

said proposed Finding is in accordance with the law

and evidence.

23. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions of

appellant to proposed Finding of Fact No. XIX,
thereafter entered by the Court (Tr. p. 302, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 700, 701,

and the making thereof assigned as error at page

720), which Finding was to the effect there was no

fraud, misrepresentation or improper inducement

perpetrated by any appellee which induced or in-

tended to induce appellant to make, execute and

deliver said $11,000.00 bond, and that no fraud of any

kind or nature whatsoever, was perpetrated by any-
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one upon appellant in connection with the execution

and delivery of said bond, and said bond was made,

executed and delivered for a valuable consideration.

And said exception of appellant thereto being upon

the grounds (Exception XVI, Tr. p. 282, included

in First Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 714, 715, and

the denial of said exception assigned as error at Tr.

p. 720 of said First Assignment) that the said Find-

ing XIX was contrary to law and evidence, and for

the further reason assigned in the exceptions to Find-

ing X, which is covered by specification of error No.

17, and the appellant's proposed Finding in lieu

thereof which is covered by appellant's specification

No. 18, and upon the further ground that the Court

in its memorandum opinion of April 8, 1935 (Tr. pp.

264 to 266), made no Finding as to any of the matters

set out in proposed Finding XIX. The Court erred

in making and entering said Finding XIX and in

overruling said exception of appellant thereto (De-

cree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons assigned in said

Exception XVI.

24. The Court erred in overruling the exception of

appellant to Finding of Fact No. XX thereafter en-

tered by the Court (Tr. p. 303, also included in First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 701, and the making

thereof assigned as error at page 720), which Finding-

was to the effect the warehouse receipts and amounts

due to each appellee as specified in Finding XV have

not been paid in whole or in part, nor should any

warehouse receipt or obligation be discharged or sur-

rendered or held to be invalid on account of anv
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matter alleged by appellant in its pleadings, and that

no appellee had knowledge of any defect in any ware-

house receipt or obligation at the time same was is-

sued or the obligation undertaken, or at any time

thereafter ; that no appellee was party or privy to any

fraud of any kind or nature whatsoever. And said

exception of appellant thereto being upon the grounds

(Exception XVII, Tr. p. 282, also included in First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 715, and the refusal of

the Court to allow said exception assigned as error at

page 720) that said Finding XX was contrary to the

law and evidence and for the reasons assigned with

respect to Finding X covered by specification of

error 17. The Court erred in making and entering

said Finding XX and in overruling said exception of

appellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310(h)) for the rea-

sons assigned in said Exception XVII.

25. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding No. XX
covered by specification of error No. 24, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310 (h)), which proposed Finding read as

follows

:

"No respondent has any claim which is valid

as a claim against complainant on account of its

signing the $11,000 writing. The equity of com-

plainant entitling it to cancellation of the $11,000

writing because of the matters and things more

particularly set out in Findings X, XIII, XV
and XVII (complainant's requested Finding

in lieu of respondents' proposed Findings X,

XIII, XV and VII is here referred to) is supe-

rior to any claim, equity or demand of any of
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the respondents. None of the respondents change

its or their positions or parted with any value

upon the faith of or in reliance upon the $11,000

writing.
'

'

(Tr. pp. 282, 283, also included in the First Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 715, and the refusal of the

Court to make said Finding assigned as error at Tr.

p. 720 of the First Assignment of Error) for the

reasons said proposed Finding is in accordance with

the law and evidence.

26. The Court erred in overruling the exception of

appellant to Finding of Fact No. XXI, thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. p. 303, also included in

First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 701, 702, and the

making thereof assigned as error at page 720), which

Finding was to the effect that the appellees who are

holders of warehouse receipts are bona fide owners

and holders for value and that said warehouse re-

ceipts were issued by appellee Fischer Warehouse

Company and that as to appellees not holders of ware-

house receipts, the grain involved was actually de-

livered to and received by appellee Fischer Warehouse

Company for storage, and said exception of appellant

thereto being upon the grounds that Exception XVIII
(Tr. p. 283, also included in First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 715, 716, and the refusal of the Court

to allow said exception assigned as error at page

720) that said Finding XXI was contrary to law,

evidence and issues and for the further reason appel-

lee claimant must show in order to recover the

existence of a valid statutory bond (not here shown),
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and all the conditions precedent to liability on a bond

;

that the matter of warehouse receipts is one only of

the elements necessary to a liability on account of a

bond. The Court erred in making and entering said

Finding XXI and in overruling said exception of ap-

pellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the

reasons assigned in said exception XVIII.

27. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions of

appellant to Finding of Fact XXII, thereafter en-

tered by the Court (Tr. p. 303, also in the First As-

signment of Error, Tr. p. 702, and the making thereof

assigned as error at p. 720), which Finding was to the

effect that no claim or contention was ever made by

appellant mitil after appellees made claim against

appellant under and by ^drtue of said bond. And
said exception of appellant thereto being upon the

grounds (Exception XIX, Tr. p. 283, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 716, and the

refusal of the Court to allow said exception assigned

as error at p. 720) that said Finding XXII was con-

trary to the law, evidence and issues, and for the

further reason the Court in its memorandum opinion

(Tr. pp. 264 to 266) made no such Finding. The

Court erred in making and entering said Finding

XXII and in overruling said exception of appellant

thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)), for the reasons

assigned in said Exception XIX.

28. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XXII
covered by specification of error No. 27, by its De-

cree (Tr. p. 310 (h)), which proposed Finding read

as follows:
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''Complainant promptly and with due diligence

upon the discovery of the fraud, misrepresenta-

tions and concealment of the inateiial facts in-

ducing- it to sign the $11,000.00 writing as afore-

said, brought this suit and paid and tendered

into the registry of this court the sum of $110.00,

the amount of the premium it received when it

signed said writing.

After the filing of this suit, certain of the

respondents claimants made their demands upon
complainant by filing herein answers and comiter-

claims and at the conclusion of the taking of

all of the evidence all respondents amended their

demands and counterclaims by increasing the

amount of the ad damnmn clause therein. The

amount of the asserted claims and demands at all

times exceeded the sum of $15,000.00.

Respondent, Hal E. Hoss, after demand re-

fuses to surrender to complainant said $11,000,00

writing and retained the same as a legal bond

regularly given for the use and benefit of the

respondents asserting claims against the same.

The evidence touching the validity thereof in-

volved discovery of the various respondents men-

tioned in connection with the procurement and

retention of said $11,000.00 writing who would

not be before a court entertaining an action by a

single respondent claimant against complainant

upon said $11,000.00 writing and would involve

the examination of complex issues suitable and

proper only in a court of equity with all respond-

ents before the court, and complainant could

make only a partial and inadequate defense at

law exposing it to possibility of several judg-

ments and to repeated trials of the same issues

common to the claims of all the respondents.
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Complainant is peculiarly entitled herein to the

remedy of cancellation of said $11,000.00 writing

in this suit and will suffer great and irreparable

damage unless said $11,000.00 writing is can-

celled."

(Tr. pp. 283 to 285, also included in the First As-

signment of Error at Tr. pp. 716, 717, and the refusal

of the Court to make said Finding is assigned as

error at Tr. p. 720 of the First Assignment of Error,

for the reasons said proposed Finding is in accordance

with the law and evidence.

29. The Court erred in not treating the Master's

reports as presumptively correct on the said issue of

cancellation and in not confirming the same as to the

matters attacked by the exception of the appellees,

which rule of law was called to the Court's attention

by appellant, Exception VI (Tr. p. 268, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 704, 705, and

the refusal of the Court, to allow said exception as-

signed as error at p. 720).

30. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions of

appellant to Conclusions of Law I, thereafter entered

by the Court (Tr. pp. 305, 306, also included in First

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 702, and the making

thereof assigned as error at p. 720), which Conclusion

was to the effect that said $11,000.00 bond (Exhibit

2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) was and still is a binding, exist-

ing and valid obligation of appellant and the same

was executed by appellant in its regular course of

business and on payment of the premium fixed by

appellant; that said bond was executed for a proper
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and lawful purpose and said bond was executed and

delivered for the benefit of each appellee, depositor

of grain and holders of warehouse receipts. And
said exception of appellant thereto being upon the

grounds Exception XXIV (Tr. p. 288, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 718, and the

refusal of the Court to allow said exception assigned

as error at p. 720), that said Conclusion of Law is

contrary to the law and evidence, and the Court erred

in making and entering said Conclusion of Law I

and in overruling said exception of appellant thereto

(Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons assigned in

said Exception XXIV.

31. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusion of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-

clusion of Law I covered by specification of Error

No. 30 (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)), which tendered Con-

clusion read as follows:

"Said $11,000.00 writing particularly described

in the Bill of Equity in this suit E. 9338, was
not at the date thereof, or at any time subse-

quent, a binding, existing or valid obligation of

complainant herein, according to the terms there-

of, or otherwise. Said $11,000.00 writing was
signed by complainant, inducted thereto by the

fraud, misrepresentations and concealment of

material facts as more particularly recited and
set out in Finding X (Complainant's requested

Finding in lieu of respondents' proposed Find-

ing X is here referred to). Said $11,000.00 writ-

ing w^as never executed or delivered in the man-
ner or for the purpose jjrovided by law and was
not signed, executed or delivered for a proper
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or lawful purpose or for the benefit of any of

the respondents or any other person.

Said $11,000.00 writing was not intended to be

and cannot be sustained as a common law bond

or as a statutory bond or to any extent or at all."

(Tr. p. 288, also included in First Assignment of

Error at Tr. p. 718, and the refusal of the Court to

make said Conclusion is assigned as error at p. 720),

for the reasons said proposed Conclusion is in ac-

cordance with the law and evidence.

32. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions

of appellant to Conclusions of Law III thereafter en-

tered by the Court (Tr. pp. 806 to 308, also included

in First Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 702 to 704,

and making thereof assigned as error at p. 720),

which Conclusion of Law was to the effect the appel-

lees are entitled to judgment against appellant as

follows

:

(a) Appellee, Silverton Lumber Company, to

a judgment of $1130.00 with interest at 6% per

anniun from August 1, 1932, and the further

sum of $900.00 as attorney's fees, and for its

costs and disbursements;

(b) Appellee, W. S. Jack, to a judgment of

$41.34 with interest at 6% per annum from Au-

gust 1, 1932, and the further sum of $100.00 as

attorney's fees, and for his costs and disburse-

ments
;

(c) Appellee, li. H. Kelly, receiver of First

National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, to a judg-

ment of $4098.40, with interest at 6% per annum
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from August 15, 1932, and the further sum of

$650.00 as attorney's fees, and for its costs and

disbursements

;

(d) Appellees, W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate, W.
H. Tate, to a judgment of $845.30, with interest

at 6% per annimi from August 15, 1932, and the

further smn of $500.00 as attorney's fees, and for

their costs and disbursements;

(e) Appellee, Edward L. Eyre & Co., to a

judgment of $4149.55, with interest at 6% per

annum from August 19, 1932, and the further

sum of $1500.00 as attorney's fees, and for its

costs and disbursements;

(f) Appellees, F. A. Frazier and J. E. Fra-

zier, to a judgment of $735.11, with interest at

6% per annum from June 26, 1933, and the fur-

ther sum of $500.00 as attorney's fees, and for

their costs and disbursements.

And said exception of appellant thereto, being upon

the grounds (Exception XXVI, Tr. p. 290, also in-

cluded in First Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 719, and

the refusal of the Court to allow said exception as-

signed as error at p. 720) that said Conclusion of

Law was contrary to the law and evidence, and the

Court erred in making and entering said Conclusion

of Law III and in overruling said Exception of ap-

pellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the rea-

sons assigned in said Exception XXVI.

33. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusion of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-
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elusion of Law III, covered by specification of Error

No. 32 (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)), which tendered Con-

clusion read as follows:

"Complainant is entitled to and should have
a decree herein, forever cancelling and holding

for naught said $11,000.00 writing and forever

enjoining and restraining respondents and each

of them from asserting or maintaining any suit,

action or proceeding against complainant there-

on and forever discharging, exonerating and re-

leasing complainant from any and all liability

thereon. That respondents and each of them
take nothing from complainant on accoimt of any

of their demands and counter-claims herein.

That the costs and disbursements of this suit,

including the Master's compensation and Mas-
ter's expenses be taxed against respondents and

that complainant recover of and from respond-

ents any and all of the above items which it has

paid or may hereafter pay under order of this

court. No attorneys fees are allowable or recover-

able from complainant by any respondent herein.
'

'

(Tr. p. 290, also included in the First Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 719, 720, and the refusal of the Court

to make said Conclusion is assigned as error at p.

720), for the reason said tendered Conclusion of Law
is in accord with the law and evidence.

34. The Court erred in making and entering a de-

cree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310, and the entry thereof as-

signed as error at Tr. p. 720 of the First Assignment

of Error) upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law, made by the Court and the rulings and pro-

ceedings covered by Specification of Errors 1 to 33
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inclusive, involving the issue as to whether said bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled

should be cancelled as prayed for by appellant, where-

in the Court found the appellant was not entitled to a

confirmation of the Reports of the Master recom-

mending said cancellation, by making the Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law and Decree covered by

aforesaid Specifications of Errors 1 to 33, inclusive,

for the reason that said Decree is contrary to the law

and evidence.

35. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended a Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932 (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616), should be cancelled as

prayed for by appellant, and that no estoppel existed

in favor of Eyre & Co., the Master finding particu-

larly as to the issue of estoppel, that with the excep-

tion of said appellee. Eyre & Co., no depositor knew

of the existence of the bond or relied upon it and so

far as they are concerned no estoppel exists; that as

to the issue whether Eyre & Co. are in position to

claim an estoppel the Master found Eyre & Co. issued

its $10,000.00 check to Fischer Flouring Mills and co-

incident therewith or within an hour or so received

warehouse receipts covering 600 tons of oats; that at

the time said appellee. Eyre & Co., received the

receipts it knew the oats were not either the property

of the Flouring Mills or the Warehouse Company;

that said appellee, Eyre & Co., knew^, first, that it had

not deposited any oats with the Warehouse Com-

pany; second, that the oats were not the property of
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either the Warehouse Company or the Flouring Mills

;

third, that the oats in fact belonged to the growers;

fourth, that unless the Flouring Mills Company ob-

tained the $10,000.00 and used it to pay the growers

for the oats, the title thereto remained in the growers

and that, therefore, the Warehouse Company had no

right in law, in fact, or in equity to issue its receipt

for these oats to appellee. Eyre & Company; that it

knew that the State of Oregon had not requested the

bond in question and that the warehouseman had

already posted the only bond required by law or by

the state officials, namely, that of $4000.00, which was

filed in the summer of 1931; that there is nothing in

the record to indicate that Eyre & Company made

any false representations to the Surety Company,

yet the fact remains that it demanded this bond to

secure itself in a transaction which it knew was not

only not authorized by the intent or the language of

the Warehouse Act, but was in fact forbidden by it;

that it demanded a bond conditioned upon the com-

pliance by the Warehouse Company with the pro-

visions of the Act for the purpose of protecting itself

in a transaction which on its face was a violation of

the warehouseman's duty; that Section 61-634, Ore-

gon Code, declares it to be unlawful for any public

grain warehouseman to issue a receipt for grain

except on the actual delivery of the grain into the

warehouse, or to issue a receipt for a greater amount

of grain than that actually received; that while w^are-

house receipts are negotiable and may in proper cir-

cumstances be used as collateral security for a loan,

it is not the purpose of the warehouse law that ware-
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housemen may issue them ad lib as security for its

own, or indebtedness of its officers, or affiliated cor-

porations; that the whole purpose of the Act, the sole

excuse for the statutory bond, is to protect growers

and others, who in good faith deposit grain or hay

at the warehouse and those who become holders of

such warehouse receipts in the ordinary course of

business; that the law plainly forbids the warehouse-

man to issue receipts unless the commodity is de-

posited with him; that to permit this statute to be

used for any other purpose would manifestly defeat

its intent and the plain language of the Act; that it

w^ould enable holders, with knowledge, of warehouse

receipts issued for accommodation, or as collateral,

and evidencing no actual deposit of grain to partici-

pate pro rata in the proceeds of a bond with bona

fide depositors of grain—a situation certainly not con-

templated by law and shocking to the conscience;

that the surety in this case charged and received a

premium for executing this bond, and the law is not

particularly tender of paid sureties; that it holds the

paid surety to the letter of his contract and will not

permit him to escape liability upon any mere techni-

cal defense; it will construe all doubtful and obscure

language of the bond against such a surety; that the

Master has been referred to no case where a named
or unnamed obligee and the principal may enter into

a contract forbidden by law and later successfully

assert, even against the paid surety, that the latter,

w^ho was in entire ignorance of the real nature of the

transaction between the obligee and the principal, is

bound to respondent upon the bond, because it re-
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ceived compensation for executing it; the Master

then quotes from Stearns on Suretyship at some

length, to the effect that secret stipulations entered

into between the creditor and the principal of which

the promisor has no knowledge and which make the

real contract different from that which it purported

to be, are a fraud upon the surety or guarantor, and

to the effect that concealment or suppression of mate-

rial facts which affect the risk of the promisor amount

to a fraud and constitute a defense to the suretyship

promise; the Master then found that the condition

of the bond was that the principal obey the law

while the actual transaction contemplated between

Eyre & Company and both the Warehouse Company

and the Flouring Mills Company, was that the prin-

cipal violated the law ; that the surety would not have

accepted the bond had it known or been informed

that the transaction with appellee, Eyre & Co. in-

volved the issuance of illegal warehouse receipts;

or that the bond itself had never been required by

the State of Oregon; that Appellee Eyre & Co. could

have required a bond as security for the repayment

of its loan, but that the appellant had the right to

know the nature of the contract for the performance

of which it was to be bound; that neither the princi-

pal nor appellee Eyre & Co., as an unnamed obligee,

or beneficiary, ever informed the appellant of the

true nature of the contract, but permitted it to sign

the bond upon the assumption it was guaranteeing

the lawful contract and obligations of the Warehouse

Company; that the appellee Eyre & Co. now attempts

to hold the appellant on transactions which both as to
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the Warehouse Company and itself were unlawful;

that subsequent to the execution of the bond and the

delivery of the original warehouse receipts, Eyre &
Co. received other receipts as to which the same ob-

jections cannot be urged; that even as to such re-

ceipts Eyre & Co. cannot avail itself of the provisions

of the bond ; that at the demand of said appellee, Eyre

& Co., the bond was executed as a part of illegal

warehouse transaction plainly against public policy;

that undoubtedly the appellant would not have ac-

cepted the burden of suretyship had it known the

nature of the transaction; that imtil Eyre & Co. had

informed appellant of the circumstances under w^hich

the bond had been secured, the purposes for which

it had been secured and accorded appellant, the right

to withdraw from the bond if it so desired. Eyre &
Co. can have no right to say ^'It is true we secured

your signature by concealment of facts as an aid to

an unlaw^ful transaction, but after that transaction

was consummated and after we were repaid our loan

we relied upon the bond in support of legitimate

transactions"; that so far as the $11,000.00 bond is

concerned, the Master finds no estoppel exists in

favor of Eyre & Co., and the record does not disclose

any right so far as it is concerned to recover on the

bond; that upon rehearing requested by appellee Eyre

& Co., the Master filed a supplemental report wherein

he again found against said claim of appellee Eyre

& Co. as to said $11,000.00 instrument, for the reason

the Master felt compelled to adhere to the view ex-

pressed in his original report; that by the admission

of its manager appellee Eyre & Co. made a loan to
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the Flouring Mills Company and expected the Flour-

ing Mills Company to take the money and purchase

grain stored with the Warehouse Company by the

farmers; that while the Warehouse Company might

be estopped from denying liability under its bond that

the warehouse receipts were fraudulently issued, if

they came into the possession of a bona fide holder,

yet this ground of estoppel does not exist when the

receipts are in the possession of one who knew the

actual nature of the transaction. (The foregoing is

the substance of the Findings and Recommendations

made by the Master why appellee Eyre & Co. (as

well as the other appellees herein) is not clothed with

an estoppel against appellant's right to cancellation

of the $11,000.00 bond; the portions of the Reports

referred to are as follows: Tr. p. 188, which is in-

cluded in the Second Assignment of Error, Tr. p.

721; Tr. pp. 189 to 194, which is included in the Sec-

ond Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 721 and 726; Tr.

p. 196, which is included in the Second Assignment

of Error at Tr. p. 726; Tr. pp. 254, 255, which is in-

cluded in the Second Assignment of Error at Tr. pp.

727, 728; and the refusal of the Court to confirm said

Reports upon said issue of estoppel assigned as error,

Tr. pp. 720, 721, and Tr. pp. 738, 739, of the Second

Assignment of Error).

To the foregoing Findings and Recommendations

of the Master why appellee Eyre & Co., or any other

appellee herein, is not clothed with an estoppel against

appellant's right to cancellation of said $11,000.00

bond, appellee Eyre & Co., alone of appellees herein,

filed exceptions upon the grounds that an estoppel
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exists in favor of appellee Eyre & Co. which entitled

said appellee to recover on said bond, even though

appellant would otherwise be entitled to a cancella-

tion thereof; that the Master had failed to certify

in his Report that in January, 1932, appellee Fischer

Flouring Mills Company requested appellee Eyre &
Co. to increase its volume of business with it, which

was consented to and done with the understanding

that an additional $11,000.00 bond would be secured

guaranteeing the full performance by appellee Fischer

Warehouse Co. of its obligation, as by law required,

as said Warehouse Company's receipts would be an

integral part of said transaction; that said bond was

made, executed and delivered by appellant, and that

appellee Eyre & Co. had knowledge of this fact and

relied and acted thereon and therefore appellant is

estopped so far as appellee Eyre & Co. is concerned

to assert that appellee Eyre & Co. is not entitled to

recover on said bond (appellee Eyre & Co., Excep-

tions I and III, Tr. pp. 256, 257, 261, also included

or referred to in Second Assignment of Error, Tr. p.

729, and the allow^ance of said exceptions by the Court

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 720, 721 and Tr. pp. 738,

739, of the Second Assignment of Error).

That the Court erred in sustaining said exceptions

in making and entering Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of I^aw, wherein the Court found and con-

cluded generally that said $11,000.00 bond was a valid

and subsisting obligation of the appellant in said

amount and against which said appellee and all other

successful appellees should pro rate the amount of

their respective claims, and by Findings of Fact
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XVII and XX, and Conclusions of Law II and III

(e) (Tr. pp. 300 to 302, 303, 306, 307, also included in

the Second Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 730 to 734,

and the making thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp.

720, 721 and 738, 739 of said Second Assignment)

found that appellee Eyre & Co., alone of the appel-

lees, was clothed with an estoppel against appellant's

right to cancellation had such right been found to

exist by the Court, for the reasons found and recom-

mended by said Master in his said Reports, as herein-

above siunmarized and stated, and for the further

reason no right of estoppel against said cancellation

existed in Eyre & Co., or any other appellee, and for

the fui*ther reason said Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law made by the Court were contrary to the

law and evidence.

36. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found in favor of and recommended a Decree

that the $11,000.00 bond dated February 1, 1932,

should be cancelled as prayed for by appellant, and

that no estoppel existed in favor of Eyre & Co., or

any other appellee, the Master finding particularly

as to the issue of estoppel, that with the exception of

said appellee Eyre & Co. no depositor knew of the

existence of the bond or relied upon it and so far

as they are concerned, no estoppel exists; that no

appellee other than Eyre & Co. has claimed an

estoppel; and that for the reasons siunmarized in

Specification of Error No. 35, no estoppel existed in

favor of said appellee Eyre & Co., and the record does

not disclose any right so far as it is concerned to
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recover on the bond (Tr. p. 188, which is included in

the Second Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 721; Tr. ipp.

189 to 194, which is inchided in the Second Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. pp. 721 to 726; Tr. p. 196, which

is included in the Second Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 726; Tr. pp. 254, 255, which is included in the Sec-

ond Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 727, 728, and the

refusal of the Court to confirm said Reports upon

said issue of estoppel assigned as error, Tr. pp. 720,

721, and 738, 739 of the Second Assignment of Er-

ror). Appellee Eyre & Co. filed exceptions to said

Findings and Recommendations of the Master to the

effect appellee Eyre & Co. is not clothed with an

estoppel against appellant's right to cancellation of

said $11,000.00 bond, upon the gromids that an estop-

pel exists in favor of appellee Eyre & Co., which

entitles said appellee to recover on said bond, even

though appellant would otherwise be entitled to a

cancellation thereof (Appellee, Eyre & Co., Excep-

tions I and III, Tr. pp. 256, 257, 261, also included

in the Second Assigiiment of Error, Tr. p. 729, and

the allowance of said Exceptions assigned as error,

Tr. pp. 720 721, 738, 739 of said Second Assignment).

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said Find-

ings and Recommendations of the Master in favor

of a Decree that appellee Eyre & Co. is not clothed

with an estoppel against appellant's right to cancel-

lation of said $11,000.00 bond, and in sustaining said

exceptions of appellee Eyre & Co. and in entering a

decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310) upon the Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law made upon said issues

raised by said Reports and said exceptions thereto,
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which Decree adjudged that appellee Eyre & Co. re-

cover of appellant the sum of $4149.55 (the same be-

ing the pro rata share of appellee in the penalty of

the bond) together with interest thereon at 6% per

annum from the 19th day of August, 1932, and for

the further sum of $1500.00 as attorney's fees herein,

and for its costs and disbursements herein taxed at

$31.50, for the reasons found and recommended by

said Master in his said Repoi-ts as hereinabove sum-

marized and stated, and for the further reason said

Decree is contrary to the law and evidence (Decree,

Tr. pp. 308 to 310; also refeiTed to and the entry

thereof assigned as error in the Second Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 720, 721, 738 and 739).

37. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XVII,

thereafter entered by the Court (Tr. pp. 300 to 302,

also included in the Second Assignment of EiTor, Tr.

pp. 730 to 732, and the making thereof assigned as

error at p. 739), which Finding was to the eifect that

in January, 1932, prior to the execution and delivery

of the bond sought to be cancelled, appellee Eyre &

Co. had had business dealings of a limited volume

with appellee Fischer Flouring Mills and Fischer

Warehouse Co., which involved the acceptance by ap-

pellee Eyre & Co. of warehouse receipts issued by

appellee Fischer Warehouse Co. as evidencing the

dealing of said parties in grain and kindred com-

modities; that during said time appellee Eyre & Co.

knew a bond had been executed and delivered by ap-

pellee Fischer Warehouse Co., as principal, and

appellant, as surety, in the penal sum of $4000.00
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covering the warehouse operations of Fischer Ware-

house Co., in Silverton, Oregon; that in January,

1932, it was agreed between appellee Fischer Flouring

Mills Co. and appellee Fischer Warehouse Co. on the

one part, and apj)ellee Eyre & Co. on the other part,

to increase the amount and volume of their previous

dealings, at which time it was further agreed that

the acceptance of warehouse receipts of appellee

Warehouse Co., by appellee Eyre & Co., would be a

main and integral part of their dealings, and as a

consideration therefor and the payment of $10,000.00

in cash by appellee Eyre & Co. to appellee Flouring

Mills Co. as a part payment for oats and the agree-

ment to accept warehouse receipts representing their

increased business dealings, it w^as agreed that ap-

pellee Warehouse Co. would secure a bond executed

by appellant as surety, in the amount of $11,000.00,

which would be in addition to the aforesaid $4000.00

bond and would cover the operations of the w^are-

house at Silverton, Oregon, operated by appellee

Warehouse Co., and would be of the tenor of the

bond sought to be cancelled ; that thereafter said bond

was duly made, executed and delivered and appel-

lee Eyre & Co. was informed said $11,000.00 bond had

been secured and the consideration therefor paid, and

in reliance thereon, appellee Eyre & Co. made cash

advances and continued its increased business deal-

ings with appellee Flouring Mills Co., and did accept

warehouse receipts of appellee Warehouse Co. as evi-

dencing the purchase and sale of grain and like com-

modities in its dealings with appellee Flouring Mills

Co.; appellee Eyre & Co. would not have dealt with
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appellee Flouring Mills Co. in the amounts that it

did or would it have accepted the warehouse receipts

of appellee Fischer Warehouse Co. as security for its

dealings unless said additional bond of $11,000.00 had

been secured; if appellant had refused or had not

issued said $11,000.00 bond, appellee Eyre & Co. could

have and would have terminated its dealings and rela-

tions with appellees Fischer Flouring Mills Co. and

Fischer Warehouse Co. without loss to itself; that

said $11,000.00 bond gave additional value and worth

to warehouse receipts issued and to be issued by said

appellee Fischer Warehouse Co. And said exception

of appellant thereto being upon the grounds (Excep-

tion XIV, Tr. pp. 280, 281, also included in the Sec-

ond Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 734, 735, and the

refusal of the Court to allow said exception assigned

as error at p. 739) that said Finding XVII is con-

trary to the law and evidence, and for the further

reason said Finding is not in accordance with the

Court's memorandum opinion (Tr. pp. 264 to 266)

which found no estoppel against the right of appel-

lant to cancellation of the $11,000.00 bond to exist in

favor of any appellee.

The Court, erred in making and entering said Find-

ing XVII and in overruling (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h))

said exception of appellant thereto for the reasons

assigned in Exception XIV (Tr. pp. 280, 281). (See

Specification of Error No. 38 for Finding of Fact

requested by appellant in lieu of Finding XVII cov-

ered by this Specification.)

38. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant, in lieu of Finding No.
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XVII, covered by Specification of Error No. 37, by

its Decree (Tr. p. 310 (h)), which proposed Finding-

read as follows:

''During the month of January, 1932, respond-

ent Edward L. Eyre & Company demanded of

Fischer Flouring Mills Company as a part of a
transaction of a loan of $10,000.00 to said Fischer

Flouring Mills Company by Edward L. Eyre &
Company, the securing by Fischer Flouring Mills

Company and Fischer Warehouse Company of a

$11,000.00 state public warehouse bond, all under
the circumstances more particularly set forth

in Finding X (complainant's requested Finding
in lieu of respondent's proposed Finding X is

here referred to). (Appellant's proposed Find-
ing X is covered by Specification No. 18).

Said $11,000.00 writing was procured under
the fraud misrepresentations and concealment of

material facts as more particularly set out in

Finding X (Complainant's requested Finding in

lieu of respondent's proposed Finding X is here

referred to).

No agreement was ever made or entered into

between Edward L. Eyre & Co. and either of

the Fischer Companies for the increasing of the

business between Edward L. Eyre & Company
and either of the Fischer Companies and for the

taking or retention by Edward L. Eyre & Com-
pany of alleged warehouse receipts as collateral

security for its dealings with Fischer Flouring
Mills Company. Such agreement if made would
have been and was illegal, a fraud upon com-
plainant, and a perversion of the purposes of any
bond given under the State Public Warehouse
Act.
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There is no evidence that Edward L. Eyre &
Company would have discontinued its business

relations with Fischer Flouring Mills Company
and liquidated its account without loss had said

$11,000.00 writing not have been procured.

Edward L. Eyre & Company knew it was nei-

ther paying or agreeing to pay any warehouse

charges to Fischer Warehouse Company and
knew that said purported warehouse receipts

were issued for the accommodation of Fischer

Flouring Mills Company and Edward L. Eyre
& Company without the payment of any consid-

eration therefor. Said transactions were ultra

vires the powers of said Fischer Warehouse Com-
pany. '

'

(Tr. pp. 280, 281, also included in the Second As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 735, 736, and the refusal

of the Court to make said Finding is assigned as

error at Tr. pp. 738, 739 of the Second Assignment

of Error), for the reasons said tendered Finding is in

accordance with the law and evidence.

39. The Court erred in overruling the exception of

appellant to Finding of Fact No. XX thereafter en-

tered by the court (Tr. p. 303, also included in Sec-

ond Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 732, 733, and the

making thereof assigned as error at pp. 738, 739,

which Finding was to the effect the warehouse receipts

and amoimts due to each appellee as specified in Find-

ing XV covered by Specification of Error No. 50, have

not been paid in whole or in part, nor should any

warehouse receipt or obligation be discharged or sur-

rendered or held to be invalid on account of any mat-

ter alleged by appellant in its pleadings and that no
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appellee had knowledge of any defect in the ware-

house receipt or obligation at the time same was

issued or the obligation undertaken, or at any time

thereafter; that no appellee was party or privy to

any fraud of any kind or nature whatsoever. And
said exception of appellant thereto being upon the

grounds (Exception XVII, Tr. p. 282, also included

in Second Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 736, 737, and

the refusal of the Court to allow said exception as-

signed as error at p. 739) that said Finding XX was

contrary to the law and evidence, and for the reasons

assigned with respect to appellant's proposed Finding

in lieu of Finding XX as set forth in Specification

of Error 40. The Court erred in making and entering

said Finding XX and in overruling said exception of

appellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)), also re-

ferred to and the entry thereof assigned as error

in the Second Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 720, 721,

738, 739), for the reasons assigned in said Exception

XVII.

40. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XX cov-

ered by Specification of Error No. 39, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310 (h)), which proposed Finding read as

follows

:

"No respondent has any claim Avhich is valid

as a claim against complainant on account of its

signing the $11,000.00 writing. The equity of

complainant entitling it to cancellation of the

$11,000.00 writing because of the matters and
things more particularly set out in Findings X,
XIII, XV and XVII (complainant's requested

Finding in lieu of respondents' proposed Find-
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ings X, XVIII, XV and XVII is here referred

to) is superior to any claim, equity or demand of

any of the respondents. None of the respond-

ents change its or their positions or parted with
any value upon the faith of or in reliance upon
the $11,000.00 writing."

(Tr. pp. 282, 283, also included in the Second Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 737, and the refusal of the

Court to make said Finding assigned as error at Tr.

pp. 738, 739, of the Second Assignment of Error), for

the reasons said proposed Finding is in accordance

with the law and evidence.

41. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to Conclusion of Law II, thereafter en-

tered by the Court (Tr. p. 306, also included in Sec-

ond Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 733, and the making

thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp. 738, 739), which

Conclusion was to the effect that appellant is estopped

as to appellee Eyre & Co. to claim that said bond is

void, and from denying its liability on said bond or

that said bond does not inure to its benefit and said

appellee Eyre & Co. has acted upon the issuance and

delivery of said bond, all of which was known or

should have been known to appellant; that said ap-

pellee Eyre & Co. has acted to its prejudice and dam-

age and will be prejudiced and damaged if appellant

is permitted to be relieved from its obligations and

liability under said bond according to the tenor

thereof.

And said exception of appellant thereto being upon

the groimds (Exception XXV; Tr. pp. 289, 290, also

included in Second Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 737,
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and the refusal of the Court to allow said exception

assigned as error at pp. 738, 739) that said Conchision

of Law II is contrary to the law and evidence and

the Court erred in making and entering said Conclu-

sion of Law II and in overruling said exception of

appellant thereto (Decree Tr. p. 310 (h) ) for the rea-

sons assigned in said Exception XXV.

42. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusion of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-

clusion of Law II covered by Specification of Error

41j by its Decree (Tr. p. 310 (h)), which tendered

Conclusion read as follows

:

"Complainant is not estopped as to respondent
Edward L. Eyre & Company or any other re-

spondent herein, to claim said $11,000.00 writing

was and is void and complainant is not estopped

from denying any liability on said $11,000.00

writing or is not estopped from denying that said

$11,000.00 writing has or does not inure to the

benefit of respondent Edward L. Eyre & Company
or any other respondent. Said respondent Ed-
ward L. Eyre & Company has not acted upon the

alleged $11,000.00 writing, and any claimed reli-

ance thereon by said Edward L. Eyre & Company
was not known or should not have been known to

complainant and was not a reliance upon said

writing for a purpose for which a state public

warehouse could or should be relied upon. Said

respondent Edward L. Eyre & Company will not

be prejudiced or damaged and it has not acted to

its prejudice or damage in any manner in which

it should or ought to be permitted to act or rely

so as to prevent complainant from having the re-

lief of cancellation of said $11,000.00 writing."
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(Tr. pp. 289, 290, also included in the Second As-

signment of Error, Tr. p. 738, and the refusal of the

Court to make said Conclusion assigned as error at

page 739, of the Second Assignment of Error) for

the reason said proposed Conclusion of Law is in ac-

cordance with the law and evidence.

43. The Court erred in not treating the Master's

reports as presumptively correct on the said issue of

estoppel and in not confirming the same as to the mat-

ters attacked by the exception of the appellees which

rule of law was called to the Court's attention by ap-

pellant's Exception VI (Tr. p. 268, also included in

Second Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 734, and the re-

fusal of the Court to allow said exception assigned as

error at pp. 720, 721, 738, 739).

44. The Court erred in making and entering a De-

cree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310, and the entry thereof as-

signed as error at Tr. pp. 738 and 739, of the Second

Assignment of Error, and the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made by the Court and the rulings

and proceedings covered by Specifications of Error

35 to 43 inclusive, involving the issue as to whether

appellee Eyre & Co. (the only appellee excepting to

Master's reports on issue of estoppel), is clothed wdth

an estoppel requiring a denial of appellant's right to

cancellation of the bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled even though appellant is other-

wise entitled to such cancellation and in decreeing re-

covery by said appellee Eyre & Co., on account of

said bond, for the reason that said Decree is contrary

to the law and evidence.
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45. The Coui*t erred in refusing to confirm the Re-

ports of the Master in Chancery, which found in favor

of and recommended a decree that the $11,000.00 bond

dated February 1, 1932, should be cancelled and that

appellee Eyre & Co. had no valid claim against said

bond, said Finding of the Master being in his first

Report to the eifect that appellee Eyre & Co., upon

the merits of its claim considered as a warehouse

transaction, had no valid claim against either the

$11,000.00 bond sought to be cancelled herein (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) or the $4000.00 bond (Ex-

hibit 1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit No. E.

9339; ui)on rehearing the Master in his supplemental

Report adhered to his recommendation for a Decree

that appellee Eyre & Co. had no claim against the

$11,000.00 bond sought to be cancelled herein, but did

have a valid claim based upon a warehouse transaction

as against said $4000.00 bond. (The foregoing is the

substance of the recommendations made by the Master

with respect to the validity of the claim made the basis

of appellee Eyre & Co's. demand against the $11,000.00

bond sought to be cancelled herein (Tr. pp. 215 to

222, also included in the Third Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 740 to 748 ; Supplemental Report, Tr. pp. 249

to 254; also included in the Third Assignment of Er-

ror, Tr. pp. 748 to 753).)

Appellee Eyre & Co. filed exceptions to said rec-

ommendations of the Master that appellee Eyre & Co.

had no claim against said $11,000.00 bond sought to be

cancelled, upon the ground that the Master had erred

in recommending that so far as the $11,000.00 bond
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(Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) is concerned, appellee

Eyre & Co. has no right to recover upon said $11,-

000.00 bond, whereas said appellee stated in its said

exceptions the Master should have found that there

was no evidence to prevent appellee Eyre & Co. from

recovering on the $11,000.00 bond after it had estab-

lished its claim on valid warehouse receipts (Appellee

Eyre & Co., Exception 1, Tr. pp. 256, 257, also in-

cluded in Third Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 755).

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said recom-

mendations of the Master to the effect a Decree should

be entered that the $11,000.00 bond dated February

1, 1932, be cancelled and that appellee Eyre & Co.

had no valid claim against said bond for the reason

said appellee Eyre & Co. had or asserted no claim or

demand against said bond Exhibit 2, (Tr. p. 615)

sought to be cancelled herein, which was a valid ware-

house transaction recoverable against said $11,000.00

bond, assuming it should not be cancelled for the rea-

sons covered by Specifications of Error 1 to 34 inclu-

sive. Said refusal of the Court so to confirm the re-

sult of the Master's said recommendations was made

by the making and entering of Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law wherein the Court found and con-

cluded appellee Eyre & Co's. claim upon its meiits

constituted a valid warehouse transaction (Findings

of Fact XIII, XIV, XV, Tr. pp. 297, 298, 299, also

included in the Third Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

756, 757, and by Conclusions of Law III (e) Tr. p.

307, also included in the Third Assignment of Error

at page 758; and the entry thereof assigned as error
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at Tr. pp. 762, 763 of said Third Assignment) for the

reason said chiim of appellee Eyre & Co. was not upon

its merits a valid warehouse transaction which would

be a claim recoverable against said $11,000.00 bond

assuming said bond ought not to be cancelled in ac-

cordance with Specification of Errors 1 to 34 inclu-

sive.

46. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the Re-

poi'ts of the Master in Chancery, which found in fa-

vor of and recommended a Decree that the $11,000.00

bond dated February 1, 1932 (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615,

616), should be cancelled, and that appellee Eyre &
Co. had no valid claim against said bond, said Find-

ing of the Master being in his first Report to the effect

that appellee Eyre & Co., upon the merits of its claim

considered as a warehouse transaction, had no valid

claim against either the $11,000.00 bond sought to be

cancelled herein, or the $4000.00 bond involved in

said suit No. E. 9339; upon rehearing the Master in

his Supplemental Report adhered to his recommenda-

tions for a Decree that appellee Eyre & Co. had no

claim against the $11,000.00 bond sought to be can-

celled herein, but did have a valid claim based upon

warehouse transactions as against the $4000.00 bond.

(The foregoing is the substance of the recommenda-

tions made by the Master with respect to the valid-

ity of the claim made the basis of the appellee Eyre

& Co.'s demand against the $11,000.00 bond sought to

be cancelled herein (Tr. pp. 215, 222, also included

in the Third Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 741, 748;

supplemental report, Tr. pp. 249 to 254; also included
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in the Third Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 748 to

753).) Appellee Eyre & Co. filed Exceptions to said

recommendations of the Master that appellee Eyre &
Co. had no claim against said $11,000,00 bond sought

to be cancelled, upon the ground that the Master had

erred in recommending that so far as the $11,000.00

bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) is concerned, ap-

pellee Eyre & Co. has no right to recover upon said

bond, whereas, said appellee, stated in its said excep-

tion the Master should have found that there was no

evidence to prevent appellee Eyre & Co. from recov-

ering on the $11,000.00 bond after it had established

its claim on valid warehouse receipts, as against the

$4000.00 bond (Appellee Eyre & Co., Exceptions I,

Tr. pp. 256, 257, also included in the Third Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 755).

The Court erred in refusing to confirm said rec-

onamendations of the Master to the effect a Decree

should be entered that the $11,000.00 bond dated Feb-

ruary 1, 1932, be cancelled and that appellee Eyre &
Co. had no valid claim against said bond for the rea-

son said appellee Eyre & Co. had or asserted no claim

or demand against said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615)

sought to be cancelled herein, which was a valid w^are-

house transaction recoverable against said $11,000.00

bond assuming it should not be cancelled for the rea-

sons specified in Specifications of En.^or 1 to 34, in-

clusive. Said refusal of the Court so to confiiTu the

result of the Master's said recommendations denying

said claim as to $11,000.00 bond was made by the mak-

ing and entering a Decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310) upon
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the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, wherein

the Court found and concluded appellee Eyre & Co.'s

claim upon its meiits constituted a valid warehouse

transaction (Findings of Fact XIII, XIV, XV, Tr.

pp. 297, 298, 299, and by Conclusions of Law III (e)

Tr. p. 307, also included in the Third Assignment of

Error at pp. 756, 758, and the entry thereof as-

signed as error in the Third Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 762, 763), for the reason said claim of appellee

Eyre & Co. was not upon its merits a valid warehouse

transaction which would be a claim recoverable against

said $11,000.00 bond, assuming said bond ought not

to be cancelled in accordance with Specifications of

Error 1 to 34 inclusive.

47. The Court erred in overruling the Exception

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XIII, there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. p. 297, also included

in Third Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 756, and the

making thereof assigned as error at pp. 762 and 763),

which Finding was to the effect that during the times

involved appellees and each of them, were and are

bona fide owners and holders of valid outstanding

warehouse receipts issued in due course by appellee

Fischer Warehouse Company, and said exception of

appellant thereto upon the grounds (Exception X, Tr.

p. 277, also included in the Third Assignment of Er-

ror, at p. 758 and the refusal of the Court to allow

said exception assigned as error pp. 762 and 763 of

said assignment, that said Finding XIII is contrary

to the law and evidence. The Court erred in making

and entering said Finding XIII and in overruling
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thereto for the reasons assigned in said Exception X.

48. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XIII
covered by specification of error No. 47, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310 (h)) which proposed Finding read as

follows

:

"Respondent claimants except Edward L. Eyre
& Company and First National Bank of Silver-

ton were holders of warehouse receipts issued by
Fischer Warehouse Company. Said claimants ex-

cept the two above mentioned, hold warehouse re-

ceipts which are claims against the $4,000.00 bond
mentioned and described in suit No. E. 9339. None
of respondent claimants have claims which are

liabilities as against the $11,000.00 writing de-

scribed in this suit."

(Tr. p. 277, also included in the Third Assignment

of Error, Tr. p. 758, and the refusal of the Court to

make said Finding is assigned as error at Tr. pp.

762, 763, of the Third Assignment of Error).

49. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XIV, there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. p. 298, also included

in Third Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 756, 757 and

the making thereof assigned as error at pp. 762, 763)

which Finding was to the effect that the commodities

represented by the warehouse receipts of appellees

were converted between February 1, 1932, and June

30, 1932, and that the Warehouse Company was un-

able to deliver said grain or commodities to the sev-

eral appellees who were and are holders thereof and
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that said Warehouse Company could not and would

not make deliveries of the commodities specified in

said warehouse receipts during the term covered by

said bond and said Exception of appellant thereto

being upon the ground (Exception XI, Tr. p. 277,

also included in the Third Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 759, and the refusal of the Court to allow said Ex-

ception assigned as error at pp. 762 and 763) that

said Finding XIV is contrary to the law and evidence

and not within the issues and that it includes all ap-

pellees and does not exclude the purported warehouse

receipts of appellee Eyre & Co.

Said Finding also states the alleged conversion as

to each appellee was subsequent to February 1, 1932,

without evidence to that effect. The Court erred in

making and entering said Finding XIV and in over-

niling (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) said exception of

appellant thereto for the reasons assigned in said Ex-

ception XI.

50. The Court erred in overruling the exception of

appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XV, there-

after entered by the Court, Tr. pp. 298, 299, also in-

cluded in Third Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 757, and

the making thereof assigned as error at pp. 762, 763)

which Finding was to the effect each appellee named
in said Finding was the owner and holder of valid

warehouse receipts duly issued by appellee Fischer

Warehouse Company which called for various kinds

of grains and commodities in the amount in said Find-

ing stated which grains and commodities were of the

reasonable market value at the time of conversion as
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in said Finding indicated ; that said Finding then tab-

ulates a schedule of allowed claims with value of com-

modities at time of conversion and the amount of total

claim; in this tabulation is the claim of appellee Eyre

& Co., covering receipts 140, 154 to 164, inclusive (Ex-

hibits 37 to 48, inclusive, Tr. pp. 645 to 649) covering

oats and wheat of a total value of $8099.84, the said

exception of appellant thereto being upon the ground

(Exception XII, Tr. pp. 277 to 279, also included in

the Third Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 759 to 761,

and the refusal of the Court to allow said exception

assigned as error at pp. 762, 763) that said Finding

XV is contrary to the law and evidence and not within

the issues, and for the further reason it includes all

appellee claimants, and does not exclude the purported

warehouse receipts and purported commodities recited

therein and the value thereof, of appellee Eyre & Co.,

and upon the further grounds the claim of appel-

lee Eyre & Co. ought not to be allowed for the ad-

ditional reasons following:

(a) The receipts on their face purport (1) to

be a deposit of grain by Eyre—a false recital;

(2) to be without storage charges—which brands

them as not based upon a genuine warehouse

transaction.

(b) The presumptions that the statute has

been obeyed, that transactions are fair and regu-

lar and that the receipts were issued only upon

'' actual receipt of the grain into the warehouse"

(Section 61-634) cannot apply to receipts ad-

mittedly false and in violation of the state ware-

house act.
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(c) Knowing it was paying no warehouse

charges and advised by the form of the receipts

no one was to pay the Fischer Warehouse Com-

pany warehouse charge, Eyre knew the Fischer

Warehouse Company was acting without consid-

eration for the accommodation of Fischer Flour-

ing Mills Company and that the receipts were

ultra vires the corporate powers of Fischer Ware-

house Company.

(d) The $11,000.00 writing was procured

under the circumstances of fraud, misrepresenta-

tions and concealment of material facts set forth

heretofore in the exceptions to proposed Finding

X and complainant's proposed Finding in lieu

thereof.

(e) The record is silent as to any agreement

between Edward L. Eyre & Comapny and either

of the Fischer Companies for the retention by

Edward L. Eyre & Company of alleged ware-

house receipts as collateral security for other

shipments claimed to have been made by Edward

L. Eyre & Company to Fischer Flouring Mills

Company. After the commodities recited in the

original receipts had been paid for by the Fischer

Flouring Mills Company or had been consigned

and shipped to Fischer Flouring Mills Company,

no right or agreement to retain them by Edward

L. Eyre & Company is shown in the record. A
w^arehouseman in any event has a right to deliver

goods to the true owner thereof. The person

named as depositor in a warehouse receipt cannot
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invoke the rule of bona fide purchaser for value

so as to cut off equities.

The Court erred in making and entering said Find-

ing XV and in overruling (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h))

said exception of appellant thereto for the reasons

assigned in said Exception XII.

51. The Court erred in overruling the Exceptions

of appellant to Conclusion of Law III (e) thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. p. 307, also included in

Third Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 758, and the mak-

ing thereof assigned as error at pp. 762 and 763 of

said Third Assignment) which conclusion was to the

effect that appellee Eyre & Co. is entitled to judg-

ment against appellant in the sum of $4149.55 together

with interest thereon at 6% per annum from the 19th

day of August 1932, and the further sum of $1500.00

as attorneys fees and for its costs and disbursements.

Said Exception of appellant thereto being upon the

grounds Exception XXVI (Tr. p. 290, and covered

by Specification of Errors Nos. 32 and 33) ; and the

refusal of the Court to allow said Exception assigned

as error at pages 762 and 763 of the Third Assignment

of Error, that said Conclusion of Law was contrary

to the law and evidence and the Court erred in mak-

ing said Conclusion of Law III (e) and in overruling

said exception of appellant thereto (Decree p. 310

(h) ) for the reasons assigned in Exception XXVI.

52. The Court erred in making and entering a

Decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310, and the entry thereof

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 762, 763, of the Third
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Assignment of Error) upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made by the Court and the rul-

ings and proceedings covered by Specification of Er-

rors 45 to 51 inclusive, involving the issue of validity

upon the merits of the claim of appellee Eyre & Co.,

wherein the Court found said appellee recover judg-

ment against appellant on account of said bond in the

sum of $4149.55, with interest thereon at 6% per an-

num from June 30, 1932, and the further sum of

$1500.00 as attorney's fees and its costs and disburse-

ments, for the reason that said Decree is contrary to

the law and evidence.

53. The Court erred in refusing to confirai the re-

ports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue as to the validity of the

claim of appellee. First National Bank of Silverton,

Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its receiver, that the ware-

house receipts made the basis of the claim of the

said appellee Bank and its receiver, were a warehouse

receipt for 1000 barrels of cereal (Exhibit 24, Tr. pp.

637, 638, warehouse receipt No. 126) and a warehouse

receipt also issued by appellee Warehouse Company

for 1000 barrels of flour (Exhibit 25, Tr. p. 639) and

that said warehouse receipts were issued by appellee

Warehouse Company in favor of appellee Flouring

Mills Company on August 27, 1931, and were there-

after endorsed to said appellee Bank, and were held

by the latter as security for the debts of the appellee

Flouring Mills Company to said Bank; that the re-

ceipts recite the deposit of commodities and are prima

facie proof of the facts therein stated ; that the Master
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pellee, Warehouse Company when the receipts were

issued; that the question for determination was

whether the bond covers commodities other than those

described in the State Warehouse Act and whether

the provisions of this act are sufficiently general to

cover flour and cereal products as "gi*ain products";

the Master then reviewed the title of the State Ware-

house Act and the provisions of the Act itself and

found there was no place in this Act where grain

products are specified other than Section 61-603 Ore-

gon Code 1930, which relates to the employment of a

chief inspector, Section 61-604 which relates to the

appointment of deputy inspectors, samplers and

weighers. Section 61-606 which prohibits such state

employees from being interested directly or indirectly

in the handling of products which may be weighed or

handled under the provisions of said Act; that Sec-

tion 61-607 defines the crime of wrongful or improper

performance of duty ; that Section 61-608 confers upon

the supervising commission authority to name inspec-

tion points; that Section 61-614 gives the commission

power to fix fees for inspection, grading and weigh-

ing; that Section 61-615 provides for the control of

the weighing and grading of hay and grain and keep-

ing of records of inspection; that Section 61-642 re-

fers to owners and operators of public scales; that

Section 61-647 appropriates money for carrying out

the act until such time as the revenues from inspec-

tion and weighing are sufficient to meet the expenses

of the bureau; that the term ''grain products or other
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commodities" is not used in the act with any provi-

sion which relates to warehousing, and that all of the

provisions of the act in which these terms are used

relates to inspection, weighing and grading; that the

legislature clearly distinguished in the act between

hay and grain and hay and grain products; that this

is evidenced by Section 61-602 wherein the commis-

sion may upon request of an interested party author-

ize weighing, inspection and grading of commodities

of commerce other than hay and grain such as grain

or hay products, rice or other similar articles, etc.;

that it must be remembered this is not a general pub-

lic warehouse Act; that by Section 61-649 warehouse-

man complying with the provisions of the act are ex-

empt from the other provisions of the laws regulat-

ing and licensing warehouses; that the primary pur-

pose of the act was to protect the growers of grain

and hay and that the Act was not intended for the

protection of the manufacturer or distributor of a

product which may be produced from grain or hay, a

matter of importance where the penal provision of

the bond is not sufficient to cover liability existing to-

w^ard those who in fact deposited grain with the ware-

house ; that to the extent claims were allowed for flour

or manufactured cereals, such allowance will reduce

the recovery of the depositors of hay and grain ; that

the actions of appellees Fischer Warehouse Company

and Fischer Flouring Mills Company with regard to

this flour and manufactured cereal were flagrantly and

plainly dishonest, but nevertheless the Master felt un-

able to hold that flour or manufactured cereals are
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products protected by the provisions of the hay and
grain warehouse Act. He, therefore, recommended
that the claim of the First National Bank be dis-

allowed (The foregoing is the substance of the Find-

ings and Recommendations made by the Master why
the claim of appellee. First National Bank of Silver-

ton, Oregon, and its receiver, was upon its merits not

a valid claim against the bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615)

sought to be cancelled ; the portions of the Reports re-

ferred to are as follows: Tr. pp. 204 to 209, which is

included in the Fourth Assignment of Error at Tr.

pp. 763 to 768).

To the foregoing Findings and Recommendations of

the Master the said appellee Bank and its receiver

filed Exceptions upon the grounds that the said Mas-

ter erred in ruling and finding that said claim of ap-

pellee Bank and its receiver, should be disallowed (Tr.

pp. 239, 240, also included in Fourth Assignment of

Error at p. 769).

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that the said claim of appellee First Na-

tional Bank and its receiver, was a valid claim against

said bond and should be pro rated against the amount

thereof (Findings of Fact XIII, XIV, XV, XXV,
Tr. pp. 297, 298, 299, 305; also included in Fourth

Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 770 to 772; Conclusions

of Law III (c) Tr. p. 307, also included in Fourth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 772, and the making and

entry thereof assigned as error at Tr. pp. 763 and at
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776 of the Fourth Assignment of Error) for the rea-

sons stated in the said Report of the Master on said

issue as to the validity of said claim upon its merits

above summarized, and for the further reason said

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law made by

the Court were contrary to the law and evidence.

54. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

reports of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue as to the validity of the

claim of appellee. First National Bank of Silverton,

Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its receiver, that the ware-

house receipts of appellee Bank (Exhibits 24 and 25,

Tr. pp. 637 to 639) covering flour and cereals were

not within the purview of the State Warehouse Act

as it relates to warehousing operations of a warehouse-

man licensed under it; that the Act covers warehous-

ing of hay and grain only and that flour and cereal are

not hay or grain and, therefore, said appellee had no

claim against the bond, which Report is more fully

set forth in Speciflcation of Error No. 53 (Tr. pp.

204 to 209, which is included in Fourth Assignment

of Error at Tr. pp. 763 to 768, and the refusal of the

Court to conflrm said Report assigned as error in

said Fourth Assignment, Tr. pp. 763 and 776). Ap-

pellee, First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and

its receiver, filed exceptions to said Findings and rec-

ommendations of the Master against the validity of

the said claims of appellee. First National Bank, and

its receiver, upon the ground that the said Master

erred in ruling and finding that said claim of appel-

lee Bank and its receiver, should be disallowed (Tr.

pp. 239, 240, also included in Fourth Assignment of
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Error at p. 769, and the allowance of said Excep-

tion assigned as error at Tr. p. 776 of the Fourth As-

signment of Error).

The Court erred in refusing to confirm the fore-

going Findings and Recommendations of the Master

and further erred in entering a Decree (Tr. pp. 308

to 310) upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law made upon said issues raised by said Reports

and said Exception thereto, and which Decree ad-

judged that appellee Bank and its receiver recover

from appellant the sum of $4098.40 together with in-

terest thereon at 6% per annum from the 15th day of

August, 1932, and for the further sum of $600.00 at-

torney's fees and for its costs and disbursements, for

the reasons found and recommended by said Master in

his said Report as hereinabove summarized and for

the further reason said Decree made by the Court was

contrary to the law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308

to 310 ; also referred to and the entry thereof assigned

as error in the Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

763 and 776).

55. The Court erred in overruling the Exception

of Appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XIII there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. p. 297, also included

in Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 770, and the

making thereof assigned as error at p. 776) which

Finding was to the effect that during the times in-

volved appelless and each of them were and are bona

fide owners and holders of valid outstanding ware-

house receipts issued in due course by appellee Fischer

Warehouse Company and said Exceptions of appellant
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thereto, upon the grounds (Exception X, Tr. p. 277,

also included in the Fourth Assignment of Error at

p. 772, and the refusal of the Court to allow said

exception assigned as error p. 776, of said assignment)

that said Finding XIII is contrary to the law and

evidence. The Court erred in making and entering

said Finding XIII and in overruling said Exception

thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons said

Finding is contrary to the law and evidence.

56. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XIII

covered by specification of Error 55, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310 (h)) which proposed Finding read as fol-

lows :

'^Respondent claimants except Edward L. Eyre
& Company and First National Bank of Silver-

ton, were holders of warehouse receipts issued by
Fischer Warehouse Company. Said claimants ex-

cept the two above mentioned, hold warehouse re-

ceipts which are claims against the $4000.00 bond
mentioned and described in suit No. E. 9339. None
of respondent claimants have claims which are

liabilities as against the $11,000.00 writing de-

cribed in this suit."

(Tr. p. 277, also included in the Fourth Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 772, 773, and the refusal of the

Court to make said Finding is assigned as error at

Tr. p. 776 of the said Fourth Assigmnent of Error.)

57. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XIV there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. p. 298, also included

in Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 770, 771, and
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the making thereof assigned as error at p. 776)

which finding was to the effect that the commodities

represented by the warehouse receipts of appellees

were converted between February 1, 1932, and June

30, 1932, and that the Warehouse Company was unable

to deliver said grain or commodities to the several

appellees who were and are holders thereof and that

the said Warehouse Company could not and would not

make delivery of the commodities specified in said

warehouse receipts during the term covered by said

bond and said exception of appellant thereto being

upon the ground (Exception XI, Tr. p. 277, also in-

cluded in the Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 773

and the refusal of the Court to allow said exception

assigned as error at p. 776) that said Finding XIV
is contrary to the law and evidence and not within

the issues and that it includes all appellees and does

not exclude the purported warehouse receipts of ap-

pellee First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon; said

Finding also states the alleged conversion as to each

appellee was subsequent to February 1, 1932, without

evidence to that effect. The Court erred in making

and entering said Finding XIV and in overruling

(Decree Tr. p. 310 (h)) said exception of appellant

thereto for the reasons assigned in said Exception XI.

58. The Court erred in overruling exception of

appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XV thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. pp. 298, 299, also included

in Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 771, and the

making thereof assigxied as error at p. 776) which

Finding was to the effect each appellee named in said
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Finding was the owner and holder of valid warehouse

receipts duly issued by appellee Fischer Warehouse

Company which called for various kinds of grains

and commodities in the amount in said Finding stated,

which grains and commodities were of the reasonable

market value at the time of conversion as in said

Finding indicated; that said Finding then tabulates

a schedule of allowed claims with value of commodi-

ties at the time of conversion and the amount of total

claims; in this tabulation is the claim of appellee, L.

H. Kelly, Receiver of First National Bank of Sil-

verton, Oregon, covering receipt No. 125, 1000 bbls.

flour, $3000.00 (Exhibit 25, Tr. p. 639) and receipt

No. 126, 1000 bbls. cereals, $5000.00 (Exhibit 24, Tr.

pp. 637 to 639) ; the said exception of appellant thereto

being upon the ground (Exception XII, Tr. pp. 277,

279, also included in the Fourth Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 773 to 774, and the refusal of the Court to

allow said exception assigned as error at p. 776)

that said Finding XV is contrary to the law and evi-

dence not within the issue and for the further reason

it includes all appellee claimants and does not exclude

the purported warehouse receipts and purported com-

modities recited therein, and the value thereof of ap-

pellee First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and

its receiver; and upon the further grounds the claim

of appellee First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon,

and its receiver, ought not to be allowed for the addi-

tional reason (Exception XII, Tr. p. 279 (a)) the com-

modities recited in the purported warehouse receipts

of appellee First National Bank of Silverton are nei-

ther hay nor grain within the meaning of the State
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Public Warehouse Act of Oregon; the Court erred

in making and entering said Finding XV and in over-

ruling (Decree 310 (h)) said exception of appellant

thereto for the reasons assigned in said Exception

XII.

59. The Court erred in overruling the Exception of

appellant to proposed Finding of Fact XXV, there-

after entered by the Court (Tr. p. 305, also included in

Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 771, 772, and

the making thereof assigned as error p. 776) which

Finding was to the effect the penal limits of said bond

in the sum of $11,000.00 is not sufficient to pay the

claim and loss of each appellee, and therefore each

appellee shall participate pro rata in the penal amount

of said bond to-wit : $11,000.00 and shall receive .5123

per centum of his, their or its claim, and in addition

thereto shall receive interest and attorney's fees. The

appellees referred to in Finding XV include appel-

lee First National Bank and its receiver, covered by

Specification of Error No. 58. The exception of ap-

pellant thereto being upon the ground (Exception

XXII, Tr. p. 287, also included in Fourth Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 774, 775 and the refusal of the

Court to allow said exception assigned as error at p.

776) that said Finding XXV is contrary to the law

and evidence. The Court erred in making and enter-

ing said Finding XXV and in overruling (Decree,

Tr. p. 310 (h)) said exception of appellant thereto

for the reasons assigned in said Exception XXII.

60. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions

of appellant to Conclusions of Law III (c) there-
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after entered by the ('ourt (Tr. p. 307, also included

in Fourth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 772, and the

making thereof assigned as error at p. 776 of said

Fourth Assignment), which conclusion was to the

effect that appellee L. H. Kelly, Receiver of First

National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, is entitled to

judgment against appellant in the sum of $4098.40,

together with interest thereon at 6% per annum from

the 15th day of August, 1932, and for the further

sum of $650.00 attorney's fees, and for its costs and

disbursements. Said exception of appellant thereto

being upon the gromids (Exception XXVI, Tr. p.

290, also included in Fourth Assignment of Error,

Tr. p. 775, and the refusal of the Court to allow said

Exception assigned as error at page 776; that said

Conclusion of Law was contrary to the law and evi-

dence, and the Court erred in making said Conclusion

of Law III (c) and in overruling said exception of

appellant thereto (Decree, p. 310 (h)) for the rea-

sons assigned in said Exception XXVI.

61. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusion of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-

clusion of Law III covered by Specification of Error

No. 60 (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)), which tendered Con-

clusion read as follows:

''Complainant is entitled to and should have a

decree herein forever cancelling and holding for

naught said $11,000.00 Avriting and forever en-

joining and restraining respondents and each of

them from asserting or maintaining any suit,

action or proceeding against complainant there-

on and forever discharging, exonerating and re-
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leasing- complainant from any and all liability

thereon. That respondents and each of them
take nothing from complainants on account of

any of their demands and counter-clauns herein.

That the costs and disbursements of this suit,

including the Master's compensation and Mas-
ter's expenses be taxed against respondents and
that complainant recover of and from respond-

ents any and all of the above items which it has

paid or may hereafter pay under order of this

Court. No attorney's fees are allowable or re-

coverable from complainant by any respondent

herein.
'

'

(Tr. p. 290, also included in the Fourth Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 775, 776, and the refusal of the

Court to make said Conclusion is assigned as error

at 776) for the reason said tendered Conclusion of

Law is in accord with the law and evidence.

62. The Court erred in making and entering a de-

cree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310, and the entry thereof as-

signed as error at Tr. p. 776, of the Fourth Assign-

ment of Errors) upon the Findings of Fact and Con-

clusions of Law made by the Court and the rulings

and proceedings covered by Specification of Errors

53 to 61, inclusive, involving the issue of validity

upon the merits of the claim of appellee First Na-

tional Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and its receiver,

wherein the Court found said appellee recover judg-

ment against appellant on account of said bond in the

sum of $4098.40 with interest thereon at 6% per an-

num from the 15th day of August, 1933, and for the

further sum of $600.00 attorney's fees, and its costs
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and disbursements, for the reason that said Decree

is contrary to the law and evidence.

63. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which fomid upon the issue of the right of the suc-

cessful appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's

fee in addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond

involved in suit E. 9339; that none of the appellees

were entitled to any attorney's fees with respect to

that bond, and by his report said Master denied any

recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond, for the reason that

there was fraud and the concealment of material facts

in the procurement of said bond; that said bond had

not been required by or delivered to the State of

Oregon and recommended a Decree of cancellation of

said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) sought to be

cancelled in this suit; that the findings and recom-

mendations of the Master upon the issue of recovery

of reasonable attorney's fees appears at Tr. pp. 224

to 231, inclusive, and also included in the Fifth As-

signment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784). Appellee

Eyre & Co. filed exceptions to the foregoing Findings

and Recommendations of the Master that no attor-

ney's fees should be recovered (Appellee Eyre & Co.,

Exception V, Tr. p. 262, also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 784, and the allowance

of said Exception assigned at Tr. pp. 777 and 797 of

the Fifth Assignment) upon the gi'ound the Master

ought to have found that all prevailing appellees are

entitled to attorney's fees as provided by the laws of

the State of Oregon.
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The Court erred in sustaining said Exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that appellee Eyre & Co. was entitled to

and should recover attorney's fees in the sum of

$1500.00 of and from appellant in addition to the

penalty of said $11,000.00 bond (Finding XXII,

XXIII, XXIV, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305, also in-

cluded in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 786 to

788; Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306 to 308, also

included in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 788

to 790, and the making thereof assigned as error at

pp. 777 and 797), for the reason that none of the ap-

pellees are entitled to recover from appellant a rea-

sonable attorney's fee in addition to the penalty of

said $11,000.00 bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615), aside

from the question of the right of appellant to can-

cellation thereof, and the making of said Findings

and Conclusions of Law allowing attorney's fees to

appellee Eyre & Co., is contrary to the law and evi-

dence.

64. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

Avhich found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond and by his report said

Master denied any recoveiy upon the $11,000.00 bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) for the reason that there was

fraud and the concealment of material facts in the
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procurement of said bond and that said bond bad not

been required by or delivered to the State of Oregon,

and recommended a decree of cancellation of said

bond, sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the

findings and recommendations of the Master upon the

issue of recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear

at Tr. pp. 224 to 231, inclusive, and also included in

the Fifth Assigmnent of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784.

Appellee Eyre & Co. filed exceptions to the foregoing

findings and recommendations of the Master that no

attorney's fees should be recovered (Appellee Eyre

& Co., Exception V, Tr. p. 262, also included in Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 784, and the allowance of

said Exception assigned at Tr. pp. 777 and 797 of the

Fifth Assignment) upon the ground the Master ought

to have found that all prevailing appellees are en-

titled to attorney's fees as provided by the laws of

the State of Oregon. The Court erred in sustaining-

said Exceptions by making and entering a Decree

(Tr. pp. 308 to 310) upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law made upon said issues raised by

said Report and said Exception thereto, and which

Decree adjudged that appellee Eyre & Co. was en-

titled to and should recover attorney's fees in the

sum of $1500.00 of and from appellant in addition

to the penalty of said $11,00.00 bond for the reason

said Decree made by the Court was contrary to the

law and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310; also

referred to and the entry thereof assigned as error

in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pj). 777 and 797).

65. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

port of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,
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which found upon the issue of the right of the suc-

cessful appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's

fee in addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond

(Exhibit 1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E.

9339; that none of the appellees were entitled to any

attorney's fees with respect to that bond, and by his

report said Master denied any recovery upon the

$11,000.00 bond, for the reason that there was fraud

and a concealment of material facts in the procure-

ment of said bond; that said bond had not been re-

quired by or delivered to the State of Oregon and

recommended a decree of cancellation of said bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled in

this suit; that the findings and recommendations of

the Master upon the issue of recovery of reasonable

attorney's fees appear at Tr. pp. 224, 231, inclusive,

and also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error

at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Appellee Silverton Lumber

Company filed exceptions to the foregoing findings

and recommendations of the Master that no attorney's

fees should be recovered (Tr. p. 237, also included in

the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785), and the

allowance of said exception assigned as error at Tr.

pp. 777 and 797 of the Fifth Assignment, for the

reason the Master erred in not allowing said appellee

recovery of attorney's fees against the $11,000.00

bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that appellee Silverton Lumber Company

was entitled to and should recover attornev's fees in
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the sum of $900.00 of and from appellant in addition

to the penalty of said $11,000.00 bond (Findings

XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 786 to 788; Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306

to 308, also included in Fifth Assigmiient of Error,

Tr. pp. 778, 790, and the making thereof assigned as

error at pp. 777 and 797), for the reason that none

of the appellees are entitled to recover from appel-

lant a reasonable attorney's fee in addition to the

penalty of said $11,000.00 bond aside from the ques-

tion of the right of appellant to cancellation thereof,

and the making of said Findings and Conclusions of

Law allowing attorney's fees to appellee claimant is

contrary to the law and evidence.

66. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the Re-

port of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery, which

found upon the issue of the right of successful ap-

pellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fees in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond, and by his report said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond,

for the reason that there was fraud and a conceal-

ment of material facts in the procurement of said

bond; that said bond had not been required by or

delivered to the State of Oregon and recommended

a decree of cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr.

pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled in this suit; that

the findings and recommendations of the Master upon

the issue of recovery of reasonable attorney's fees
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appear at Tr. pp. 224, 2311, inclusive, and also in-

cluded in the Fifth Assignment of Error, at Tr. pp.

774 to 784. Appellee Silverton Lumber Company
filed exceptions to the foregoing findings and recom-

mendations of the Master that no attorney's fees

should be recovered (Silverton Lumber Co., Excep-

tions, Tr. p. 237, also included in the Fifth Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the allowance of said

exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 777 and 797

of the Fifth AssigTiment) , upon the ground the Mas-

ter erred in not allowing said appellee recovery of

attorney's fees against said $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exception by

making and entering a decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310)

upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
made upon said issues raised by said Report and said

Exception thereto, which decree adjudged that ap-

pellee Silverton Lumber Company was entitled to

and should recover attorney's fees in the siun of

$900.00 of and from appellant, in addition to the

penalty of said $11,000.00 bond, for the reason said

decree made by the Court was contrary to the law

and evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310, also re-

ferred to and the entry thereof assigned as error

in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 777 and 797).

67. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of the suc-

cessful appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's

fee in addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond

(Exhibit 1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E.

9339, that none of the appellees were entitled to any
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attorney's fees with respect to that bond, and by his

report said Master denied any recovery upon the

$11,000.00 bond for the reason that there was fraud

and the concealment of material facts in the procure-

ment of said bond; that said bond had not been re-

quired by or delivered to the State of Oregon and

recommended a Decree of cancellation of said bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled

in this suit; that the findings and recommendations

of the Master upon the issue of recovery of reason-

able attorney's fees appears at Tr. pp. 224 to 231,

inclusive, and also included in the Fifth Assignment

of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Appellee W. S. Jack

filed exceptions to the foregoing Findings and Recom-

mendations of the Master that no attorney's fees

should be recovered (Appellee W. S. Jack, Tr. p. 238,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 785, and the allowance of said exception assigned

as error at Tr. pp. 777 and 797 of the Fifth Assign-

ment) for the reason the Master erred in not allowing

said appellee recovery of attorney's fees against the

$11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that appellee W. S. Jack was entitled to

and should recover attorney's fees in the sum of

$100.00 of and from appellant in addition to the pen-

alty of said $11,000.00 bond (Findings XXII, XXIII,

XXIV, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305, also included in

the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 786 to 788;

Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306 to 308, also
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included in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 788

to 790 and the making thereof assigned as error at

pp. 777 and 797) for the reason that none of the

appellees are entitled to recover from appellant a

reasonable attorney's fee in addition to the penalty

of said $11,000.00 bond, aside from the question of

the right of appellant to cancellation thereof, and the

making of said Findings and Conclusions of Law
allowing attorney's fees to appellee claimants is con-

trary to the law and evidence.

68. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the re-

port of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery, which

found upon the issue of the right of successful ap-

pellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in addi-

tion to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit 1,

Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that none

of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's fees

with respect to that bond and by his report said Mas-

ter denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond,

for the reason that there was fraud and the conceal-

ment of material facts in the procurement of said

bond and that said bond had not been required by or

delivered to the State of Oregon and recommended

a decree of cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr.

pp. 615, 616) sought to be cancelled in this suit; that

the Findings and Recommendations of the Master

upon the issue of recovery of reasonable attorney's

fees appear at Tr. pp. 224 to 231. inclusive; and also

included in the Fifth Assignment of Error at Tr.

pp. 777 to 784. Appellee W. S. Jack filed exceptions

to the foregoing Findings and recommendations of

the Master that no attorney's fees should be recovered
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(W. S. Jack, Tr. p. 238, also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the allowance of

said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 777 and

797 of the Fifth Assignment) for the reason the Mas-

ter erred in not allowing said appellee recovery of

attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said Exceptions by

making and entering a Decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310)

upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
made upon said issues raised by said report and said

Exceptions thereto, and which Decree adjudged that

appellee W. S. Jack was entitled to and should re-

cover attorney's fees in the sum of $100.00 of and

from appellant in addition to the penalty of said

$11,000.00 bond for the reason said Decree made by

the Court was contrary to the law and evidence (De-

cree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310, also referred to and the entry

thereof assigned as error in Fifth Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 777 and 797).

69. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E, 9339; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorneys

fees with respect to that bond and by his report said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond

for the reason that there was fraud and concealment of

material facts in the procurement of said bond and

that said bond had not been required by or delivered
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to the State of Oregon and recommended a decree of

cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issues

of recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at Tr.

pp. 224 to 231, inclusive; and also included in the

Fifth Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Ap-

pellees, F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier whose answer

asserted a joint partnership demand against the bond

(Tr. p. 135, Paragraph V; Tr. p. 136, Paragraph XI)
and whose claim was established as a joint claim (Tr.

p. 307(f)) filed exceptions to the foregoing Findings

and Recommendations of the Master that no attorney 's

fees should be recovered by appellees F. A. Frazier

and J. E. Frazier (Tr. pp. 241 to 243, also included

in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the

allowance of said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp.

777 and 797 of the Fifth Assigmnent), for the reason

the Master erred in not allowing said appellees re-

covery of attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law wherein the Court found and concluded gen-

erally that appellees F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier

were entitled to and should recover attorney's fees in

the sum of $500.00 of and from appellant in addition

to the penalty of said $11,000.00 bond (Findings

XXII, XXIII, XXIY, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305, also

included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp.

786 to 788 ; Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306 to 308,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 788 to 790, and the making thereof assigned as
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error at pages 777 and 797) for the reason that none of

the appellees are entitled to recover from appellant a

reasonable attorney's fee in addition to the penalty

of said $11,000.00 bond, aside from the question of the

right of appellant to cancellation thereof, and the mak-

ing of said Findings and Conclusions of Law allowing

attorney's fees to appellee claimants, is contrary to the

law and evidence.

70. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond and by his report said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond

for the reason that there was fraud and concealment

of material facts in the procurement of said bond and

that said bond had not been required by or delivered

to the State of Oregon and recommended a decree of

cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issue of

recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at Tr.

pp. 224 to 231, inclusive ; and also included in the Fifth

Assigmnent of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Appellees,

F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier whose answer asserted

a joint partnership demand against the bond (Tr. p.

134, Paragra]3h V; Tr. p. 136, Paragraph XI) and

whose claim was established as a joint claim (Tr. p.

307(f)) filed exceptions to the foregoing Findings and
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Recommendations of the Master that no attorney 's fees

should be recovered by appellees F. A. Frazier and

J. E. Frazier (Tr. pp. 241 to 243, also included in the

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the allow-

ance of said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp.

777 and 797 of the Fifth Assignment), for the reason

the Master erred in not allowing said appellees re-

covery of attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering a decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310)

upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

made upon said issues raised by said report and said

exception thereto, and which decree adjudged that

appellee, F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier were entitled

to and should recover attorney's fees in the sum of

$500.00 from appellant in addition to the penalty of

said $11,000.00 bond, for the reason said decree made

by the 'Court was contrary to the law and evidence

(Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310; also referred to and the

entry thereof assigned as error in Fifth Assignment

of Error, Tr. pp. 777 and 797).

71. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond and by his report said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond

for the reason that there was fraud and concealment
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of material facts in the procurement of said bond and

that said bond had not been required by or delivered

to the State of Oregon and reconnnended a decree of

cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issues

of recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at

Tr. pp. 224 to 231, inclusive ; and also included in the

Fifth Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Ap-

pellees W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate filed

exceptions to the foregoing Findings and Recom-

mendations of the Master that no attorney's fees

should be recovered (Tr. pp. 240 to 241, also included

in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the

allowance of said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp.

777 and 797 of the Fifth Assignment) for the reason

the Master erred in not allowing said appellees re-

covery of attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law wherein the Court found and Concluded gen-

erally that appellees, W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W.
H. Tate were entitled to and should recover attorney's

fees in the sum of $500.00 of and from appellant in

addition to the penalty of said $11,000.00 bond (Find-

ings XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 786 to 788 ; Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306 to

308, also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error,

Tr. pp. 788 to 790, and the making thereof assigned

as error at pages 777 and 797) for the reason that none

of the appellees are entitled to recover from appellant
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a reasonable attorney's fee in addition to the penalty

of said $11,000.00 bond, aside from the question of the

right of appellant to cancellation thereof, and the

making of said Findings and Conclusions of Law al-

lowing attorney's fees to appellee claimants, is con-

trary to the law and evidence.

72. The Couii: erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attoiTiey's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit 1,

Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that none

of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's fees

with respect to that bond and by his report said Master

denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond for the

reason that there was fraud and concealment of ma-

terial facts in the procurement of said bond and that

said bond had not been required by or delivered to the

State of Oregon and recommended a decree of can-

cellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issue of

recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at Tr.

pp. 224 to 231, inclusive ; and also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Appellees

W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate filed excep-

tions to the foregoing Findings and Recommendations

of the Master that no attorney's fees should be re-

covered (Tr. pp. 240 to 241, also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the allowance of

said exceptions assigned as error at Tr. pp. 777 and

797 of the Fifth Assignment) for the reason the
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Master erred in not allowing said appellees recovery

of attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering a decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310)

upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
made upon said issues raised by said report and said

exceptions thereto, and which decree adjudged that

appellees, W. M. 'Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate

were entitled to and should recover attorney's fees in

the sum of $500.00 from appellant in addition to the

penalty of said $11,000.00 bond, for the reason said

decree made by the Court was contrary to the law and

evidence (Decree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310 ; also referred to

and the entry thereof assigned as error in Fifth As-

signment of Error, Tr. pp. 777 and 797).

73. The *Court erred in refusing to confiiTQ the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339 ; that

none of the appellees w-ere entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond and by his repoi-t said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond

for the reason that there was fraud and concealment

of material facts in the procurement of said bond and

that said bond had not been required by or delivered

to the State of Oregon and recommended a decree of

cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit ; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issues of

recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at Tr.
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pp. 224 to 231 inc., and also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784). Appellee,

First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H.

Kelly, its receiver, filed exceptions to the foregoing

Findings and Recommendations of the Master that no

attorney's fees should be recovered by appellee, First

National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H. Kelly,

its receiver (Tr. pp. 239, 240, also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 785, and the allowance

of said exception assigned as error at Tr. pp. 777 and

797, of the Fifth Assignment) for the reason the

Master erred in not allowing said appellee recovery of

attorney's fees against the $11,000.00 bond.

The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law wherein the Court found and concluded

generally that appellees, First National Bank of

Silverton, Oregon, and Ij. H. Kelly, its receiver, were

entitled to and should recover attorney's fees in the

sum of $650.00 of and from appellant in addition to

the penalty of said $11,000.00 bond (Findings XXII,

XXIII, XXIV, XXV, Tr. pp. 303 to 305, also in-

cluded in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 786

to 788 ; Conclusions of Law III, Tr. pp. 306 to 308,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

pp. 788 to 790, and the making thereof assigned as

error at pages 777 and 797) for the reason that none

of the appellees are entitled to recover from appellant

a reasonable attorney's fee in addition to the penalty

of said $11,000.00 bond, aside from the question of the

right of appellant to cancellation thereof, and the

making of said Findings and Conclusions of Law al-
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lowing attorney's fees to appellee claimants, is con-

trary to the law and evidence.

74. The Court erred in refusing to confirm the

Report of Robert F. Maguire, Master in Chancery,

which found upon the issue of the right of successful

appellee claimants to a reasonable attorney's fee in

addition to the penalty of the $4000.00 bond (Exhibit

1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614) involved in suit E. 9339; that

none of the appellees were entitled to any attorney's

fees with respect to that bond and by his report said

Master denied any recovery upon the $11,000.00 bond

for the reason that there was fraud and concealment

of material facts in the procurement of said bond and

that said bond had not been required by or delivered

to the State of Oregon and recommended a decree of

cancellation of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616)

sought to be cancelled in this suit; that the Findings

and Recommendations of the Master upon the issue of

recovery of reasonable attorney's fees appear at Tr.

pp. 224 to 231 inclusive ; and also included in the Fifth

Assignment of Error at Tr. pp. 777 to 784. Appellees,

First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H.

Kelly, its Receiver filed exceptions to the foregoing

Findings and Recoimnendations of the Master that no

attorney's fees should be recovered (Tr. pp. 239, 240,

also included in the Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr.

p. 785, and the allowance of said exception assigned

as error at Tr. pp. 777 and 797 of the Fifth Assign-

ment) for the reason the Master erred in not allowing

said appellees recovery of attorney's fees against the

$11,000.00 bond.
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The Court erred in sustaining said exceptions by

making and entering a decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310)

upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
made upon said issues raised by said report and said

exceptions thereto, and which decree adjudged that

appellees, First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon,

and L. H. Kelly, its Receiver, were entitled to and

should recover attorney's fees in the sum of $650.00

from appellant in addition to the penalty of said

$11,000.00 bond, for the reason said decree made by

the Court w^as contrary to the law and evidence (De-

cree, Tr. pp. 308 to 310 ; also referred to and the entry

thereof assigned as error in Fifth Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 777 and 797).

75. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to Finding of Fact XXII, thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. p. 303, also included in the

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 786, 787, and the

making thereof assigned as error at Tr. p. 797) which

Finding was to the effect that no claim or contention

was ever made by appellant until after appellees made

claim against the appellant under and by virtue of

said bond. And said exception of appellant thereto

being upon the grounds (Exception XIX, Tr. p. 283,

also included in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 791,

and the refusal of the 'Court to allow said Exception

assigned as error at Tr. p. 797) that said Finding

XXII was contrary to the law, evidence and issues

and for the further reason the Court in its memo-

randum opinion, Tr. pp. 264 to 266, made no such

finding; the Court erred in making and entering said

Finding XXII and in overruling said exception of
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appellant thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310(h)) for the

reasons assigned in said Exception XIX.

76. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XXII
covered by specification of error 77, by its Decree

(Tr. p. 310(h)) which proposed Finding read as

follows

:

•'Complainant promptly and with due diligence

upon the discovery of the fraud, misrepresenta-

tions and concealment of the material facts in-

ducing it to sign the $11,000.00 writing as afore-

said, brought this suit and paid and tendered into

the registry of this court the sum of $110.00 the

amount of the premium it received when it signed

said writing.

After the filing of this suit certain of the re-

spondents claimants made their demands upon
complainant by filing herein answers and counter-

claims and at the conclusion of the taking of all

of the evidence all respondents amended their

demands and counterclaims by increasing the

amount of the ad damnum clause therein. The
amount of the asserted claims and demands at all

times exceeded the sum of $15,000.00.

Respondent, Hal E. Hoss, after demand refuses

to surrender to complainant said $11,000.00 writ-

ing and retained the same as a legal bond regularly

given for the use and benefit of the respondent

asserting claims against the same. The evidence

touching the validity thereof involved discovery

of the various respondents mentioned in comiec-

tion with the procurement and retention of said

$11,000.00 writing who would not be before a

court entertaining an action by a single respond-

ent claimant against complainant upon said $11,-
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000.00 writing and would involve the examina-
tion of complex issues suitable and proper only

in a court of equity with all respondents before

the court, and complainant could make only a

partial and inadequate defense at law exposing

it to possibility of several judgments and to re-

peated trials of the same issues common to the

claims of all the respondents. Complainant is

peculiarly entitled herein to the remedy of can-

cellation of said $11,000.00 writing in this suit and
will suffer great and irreparable damage unless

said $11,000.00 writing is cancelled."

(Tr. pp. 283, 285, also included in the Fifth Assign-

ment of Error at Tr. pp. 791, 792, and the refusal of

the Court to make said Finding is assigned as error

at Tr. p. 797) for the reason said proposed Finding

is in accord with the law and evidence.

77. The Court erred in overruling the exceptions

of appellant to Finding of Fact XXIII thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. p. 304, also included in

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 787, and the making

thereof assigned as error at Tr. p. 797) which finding

was to the effect that each respondent filed with appel-

lant due proof of loss and that more than six months

have elapsed since the proof of loss was filed with ap-

pellant, and which was prior to the trial of this suit.

And said exception of appellant thereto being upon

the ground (Exception XX, Tr. p. 285, also included in

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 792, 793, and the

refusal of the Court to allow said exception, assigned

as error at Tr. p. 797) that said Finding XXIII was

contrary to the law and evidence and for the reasons
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assigned with respect to the matters set out in appel-

lant 's tendered Finding in lieu of said Finding XXII,

covered by Specification of Error, No. 76. The Court

erred in making and entering said Finding XXIII
and in overruling said Exception of appellant thereto

by its Decree (Tr. p. 310(h)) for the reasons assigned

in said Exception XX and in the tendered Finding

coA^ered by Specification of Error 76.

78. The Court erred in overruling the exception

of appellant to Finding of Fact XXIV thereafter

entered by the Court (Tr. p. 304, also included in

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 787, 788, and the

making thereof assigned as error, Tr. p. 797) which

Finding was to the effect the appellant had rejected

171 toto and refused to pay oi' settle the claim of each

appeUee herein, and that each appellee has been re-

quired to employ attorneys to enforce and prosecute

their respective loss and claim under the bond (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. pp. 615, 616) against appellant and that

each appellee is entitled to attorney's fees as by law

provided, thereinafter reciting after the name of each

appellee a reasonable sum to be allowed to each as

attorney's fees in this suit, to-wit:

Silverton Lumber Company $900.00

W. S. Jack 100.00

L. H. Kelly, Receiver First National

Bank of Silverton, Oregon 650.00

W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H.

Tate 500.00

Edward L. Eyre & Company 1500.00

F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier 500.00

Max Gehlhar and Hal E. Hoss None
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And said exception of appellant thereto being' upon

the grounds (Exception XXI, Tr. p. 285, also included

in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 793, and the

refusal of the Court to allow said exception assigned

as error at p. 797) that said Finding XXIV was con-

trary to the law and evidence and for the reasons

assigned with respect to Finding X, covered by speci-

fication of error, No. 17, and for the further reason:

(a) Suit E. 9338 involved the phases, First, a

cancellation of the $11,000.00 writing; secondly,

a suit in the nature of an interpleader similar in

character to suit E. 9339, in event it should be

finally determined that liability existed on account

of said $11,000.00 writing. No attorney's fees

would be allowable in a cancellation suit. No at-

torney's fees should be allowed in a suit in the

nature of an interpleader which suit this Court

in its memorandum of April 8, 1935, found

:

'' Complainant was compelled to institute a suit

in the nature of interpleader in order to ascertain

the parties to whom it was liable, the extent of its

liability, and the pro rata amount each was en-

titled to receive."

This finding was to that extent in accordance

with the two reports of the Master herein, who

disallowed any attorney's fees in both suits.

(b) Section 61-605 Oregon Code 1930, governs

the extent of recovery against a statutory ware-

house bond (Assuming it should be ultimately

found that there is a liability upon the $11,000.00

writing), and said section does not include at-

torney's fees. Section 46-134, Oregon Code 1930,
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as amended, is not applicable to this suit under

any theory.

(c) Respondents at the termination of the tak-

ing of testimony, amended their demands and

counterclaims by increasino- the amount of the ad

damnmn clause therein. The six months' period

allowed within which to pay after proof of loss

has been made, Section 46-134, Oregon Code 1930,

as amended therefore, in no event elapsed.

(d) The evidence does not disclose any such

presentation of proof of loss as is contemplated

by Section 46-134, Oregon Code 1930, as amended,

assuming without admitting said section was ap-

plicable.

(e) No finding referring to suit No. E. 9339

now pending in the above-entitled Court is proper

or necessary.

The Court erred in making and entering said Finding

XXIV and in overruling said exceptions of appellant

thereto (Decree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons as-

signed in said Exception XXI.

79. The Court erred in refusing to make the Find-

ing tendered by appellant in lieu of Finding XXIII,
covered by Specification of Error 77, and in lieu of

Finding XXIY, covered by Specification of Error 78,

by its Decree (Tr. p. 310 (h)) which proposed Find-

ing read as follows:

''Complainant was compelled to institute this

suit E. 9338 in the nature of interpleader in order

to ascertain the parties to whom it was liable, the

extent of its liability, and the pro rata amount
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each was entitled to receive. Its position was
that of a quasi trustee charged with the duty of

requiring strict proof on the part of each claim-

ant against the fund of the claimant's right to

participate in the fund. Complainant acted in

good faith and in accordance with its duties in the

premises. Respondents at the termination of the

taking of testimony, amended their demands and
counterclaims by increasing the amount of the ad

damnum clauses therein."

(Tr. p. 287, also included in Fifth Assignment of

Error, Tr. pp. 794, 795, and the refusal of the Court to

make said Finding is assigned as error at Tr. p. 797

of the Fifth Assignment of Error) for the reason said

proposed finding is in accordance with the law and

evidence.

80. The Court erred in overruling the Exceptions

of appellant to Finding of Fact XXY thereafter en-

tered by the Court (Tr. p. 305 also included in Fifth

Assignment of Error, Tr. p. 788, and the making

thereof assigned as error p. 797) which Finding was

to the effect that the penal limits of said Bond in the

sirni of $11,000.00 (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) is not suf-

ficient to pay the claim and loss of each appellee as set

forth in Finding XV covered by Specification of

Error 50, and therefore each respondent should par-

ticipate pro rata in the penal amount of said bond,

to-wit: $11,000.00, and receive .5123 per centum of

his, their or its claim as set forth in said Finding of

Fact XV and in addition thereto receive interest and

attorney's fees. And said Excej^tion of appellant

thereto being upon the ground (Exception XXII, Tr.

p. 287, also included in Fifth Assignment of Error at
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p. 795, and the refusal of the Court to allow said

exception assigned as error at p. 797) that said Find-

ing- XXV is contrary to the law and evidence and for

the reasons assigned with respect to Findings XXII
and XXIY, covered by Specification of Error No.

75 and No. 78, the Court erred in making and enter-

ing said Finding XXV and in overruling said excep-

tion of appellant thereto (Decree Tr. p. 310 (h)) for

the reasons assigned in said Exception XXII.

81. The Court erred in overruling the exception of

appellant to Conclusion of Law III, thereafter entered

by the Court (Tr. pp. 306 to 308, also included in the

Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 788 to 790, and the

making thereof assigned as error at p. 797) which

Conclusion was to the effect appellees named herein-

after are entitled to a judgment against the appellant

as follows: (a) appellee, Silverton Lumber Company,

$1130.00 with interest at 6% from the 1st day of

August, 1932, and the further sum of $900.00 at-

torney's fees and its costs and disbursements; (b)

appellee, W. S. Jack, $41.34, with interest at 6% from

the 1st day of August, 1932, and the further sum of

$100.00 attorney's fees and for his costs and disburse-

ments; (c) L. H. Kelly, Receiver of First National

Bank of Silverton, Oregon, $4098.40, with interest at

6% from August 15, 1932, and the further sum of

$650.00 attorney's fees and for their costs and dis-

bursements; (d) appellees, W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate

and W. H. Tate, $845.30, with interest at 6% from

the 15th day of August, 1932, and the further sum of

$500.00 attorney's fees and for their costs and dis-

bursements; (e) appellee, Edward L. Eyre & Com-
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pany, $4149.55, with interest at 6% from August 19,

1932, and the further sum of $1500.00 attorney's fees

and for its costs and disbursements; (f) F. A. Frazier

and J. E. Frazier, $735.11, with interest at 6% from

June 26, 1933, and the further sum of $500.00 at-

torney's fees and for their costs and disbursements;

and said exception of appellant thereto being upon

the grounds (Exception XXVI, Tr. p. 290, also in-

cluded in Fifth Assignment of Error, Tr. pp. 795, 796,

and the refusal of the Court to allow said exception

assigned as error at p. 797) that said Conclusion of

Law is contrary to the law and evidence and also for

each of the several reasons more particularly assigned

in Specification of Error 82 with respect to appellant's

tendered Conclusion of Law III, and the Court erred

in making an entry said Conclusion of Law III and

in overruling said Exception of appellant thereto (De-

cree, Tr. p. 310 (h)) for the reasons assigned in Ex-

ception XXVI.

82. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusions of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-

clusion of Law III covered by Specification of Error

No. 81, by its Decree (Tr. p. 310 (h)) which tendered

conclusion read as follows:

** Complainant is entitled to and should have a

decree herein, forever cancelling and holding for

naught said $11,000.00 writing and forever en-

joining and restraining respondents and each of

them from asserting or maintaining any suit, ac-

tion or proceeding against complainant thereon

and forever discharging, exonerating and releas-

ing complainant from any and all liability there-

on. That respondents and each of them taking
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nothing from complainant on account of any of

their demands and counterclaims herein. That
the costs and disbursements of this suit, including

the Master's compensation and Master's expenses

be taxed against respondents and that complain-

ant recover of and from respondents any and all

of the above items which it has paid or may here-

after pay under order of this Court. No attorney's

fees are allowable or recoverable from complain-

ant by any respondent herein.
'

'

(Tr. pp. 290, 291, also included in Fifth Assignment

of Error, Tr. p. 796, and the refusal of the Court to

make said Conclusion is assigned as error at p. 797,

of the said Fifth Assignment), for the reason said

tendered Conclusion of Law is in accord with the law

and the evidence.

83. The Court erred in making and entering a

decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310) and the entry thereof

assigned as error at Tr. pp. 777 and 797, of the Fifth

Assignment of Error, upon the Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law, made by the Court and the rulings

and proceedings covered by Specification of Errors

65 to 84, inclusive, involving the issue of the

right of the successful appellee claimants to recover

of appellant a reasonable attorney's fee in addition to

the penalty of said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) for

the reason that said Decree is contrary to the law and

evidence.

84. The Court erred in refusing to give the Con-

clusion of Law tendered by appellant in lieu of Con-

clusion of Law III (g) which was to the effect appel-

lant pay $600.00 fixed as the compensation of the Mas-
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ter and the cost of the transcript of the testimony

taken before the Master, in the sum of $373.50 (Tr.

p. 308, also included in the Sixth Assignment of

Error (Tr. p. 800) and in refusing to give Conclusion

of Law III tendered by appellant in lieu of said Con-

clusion of Law III, which tendered Conclusion of Law
was denied by the Court by the entry of its Decree

(Tr. 310 (g) and (h)) said tendered Conclusion of

Law reading as follows

:

''Complainant is entitled to and should have
a decree herein forever cancelling and holding for

naught said $11,000.00 writing and forever en-

joining and restraining respondents and each of

them from asserting or maintaining any suit, ac-

tion or proceeding against complainant thereon

and forever discharging, exonerating and releas-

ing complainant from any and all liability there-

on. That respondents and each of them take noth-

ing from complainant on account of any of their

demands and counterclaims herein. That the costs

and disbursements of this suit, including the

Master's compensation and Master's expenses be

taxed against respondents and that complainant

recover of and from respondents any and all of

the above items which it has paid or may here-

after pay under order of this Court. No attorney's

fees are allowable or recoverable from complain-

ant by any respondent herein."

(Tr. pp. 290, 291, also included in the Sixth Assign-

ment of Error, Tr. p. 802, and the denial thereof as-

signed as error, Tr. pp. 797 and 803) for the reason

said tendered Conclusion of Law is in accord with the

law and evidence.
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS NOS. 1 TO 34, DEALINa
WITH ISSUE OF CANCELLATION OF $10,000.00 BOND
(set forth at pages 6 to 59 of the Brief).

The above specifications of Errors present the vari-

ous judicial rulings whereby the Recommendation of

the Master that the $11,000.00 bond be cancelled was

reversed by the Court and the various appellee claim-

ants w^ere by the Court decreed pro rata recovery of

their respective claims against the bond. The proceed-

ings covered by the thirty-four specifications referred

to involve but one issue, viz.: whether the bond (Ex-

hibit 2, Tr. p. 615) sought to be cancelled, should be

cancelled for the fraud and concealment of material

facts in its procurement and because it had not been

required by, or delivered to the State of Oregon

—

named as obligee in the bond, and for lack of con-

sideration.

In explanation of the number of specifications it

should be observed no orders were entered on either

Exception to Master's Reports, or upon Exceptions of

appellant to the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law proposed by appellees. The entry of the ap-

pellees' proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law and the Decree operated to allow the Exceptions

of appellees to the Master's findings and recommenda-

tions, and the recital in the decree (Tr. p. 310 (h))

operated to deny the exception of appellant to the

appellees' tendered Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law and to deny the Findings and Conclusions of

Law requested by appellant in lieu of those entered.

Believing the Court would not want the first thirty-

four Specifications of Errors repeated again at this
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place, appellant, for the Court's convenience, submits

the following digest of the thirty-four specifications

:

1. Presents the substance of the Master's findings

and recommendations on the issue of cancellation; the

substance of appellee Eyre & Company's exception

thereto, and the allowance thereof by entering the

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law upon which

the Decree appealed from was entered.

2. Presents the same matter as Specification of

Error 1 upon the theory the Master's recommenda-

tions were reversed by the entry of the Decree ap-

pealed from.

3. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellee, Silverton

Lumber Company and the allowance of said exception

effected by the making of the same Findings and Con-

clusions.

4. Presents the same matter as specification 3 on

the theory the exception of appellee, Silverton Lumber
Companj^ was allowed by the entry of the decree ap-

pealed from.

5. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellee, W. S. Jack

and the allowance of said exception effected by the

making of the same Findings and Conclusions.
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6. Presents the same matter as specification 5 on

the theory the exception of appellee, W. S. Jack, was

allowed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

7. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellee. First National

Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its

Receiver, and the allowance of said exception effected

by the making of the same Findings and Conclusions.

8. Presents the same matter as specification 7 on

the theory the exception of appellee, First National

Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its Re-

ceiver, was allowed by the entry of the decree ap-

pealed from.

9. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellees, W. A. Tate,

T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate, and the allowance of said

exception effected by the making of the same Findings

and Conclusions.

10. Presents the same matter as specification 9 on

the theory the exception of appellees, W. A. Tate, T. E.

Tate, W. H. Tate, was allowed by the entry of the

decree appealed from.

11. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specifiation of Error 1 raises, which were chal-

lenged by the exception of appellee J. E. Frazier and
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the allowance of said exception effected by the making

of the same Findings and Conclusions.

12. Presents the same matter as specification 11

on the theory the exception of appellee, J. E. Frazier,

was allowed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

13. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellee, F. A. Frazier,

and the allowance of said exception effected by the

making of the same Findings and Conclusions.

14. Presents the same matter as specification 13 on

the theory the exception of appellee, F. A. Frazier,

was allowed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

15. Presents the same matter touching the Master's

findings on the issue of appellant's right to cancella-

tion, as Specification of Error 1 raises, which were

challenged by the exception of appellees, Earl Snell,

Secretary of State of the State of Oregon, and S. T.

White, Director of Agriculture of the State of Oregon,

and the allow^ance of said exception effected by the

making of the same Findings and Conclusions.

16. Presents the same matter as specification 15

on the theory the exception of appellees. Earl Snell,

Secretary of State of the State of Oregon, and S. T.

White, Director of Agriculture of the State of Oregon,

was allowed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

17. Presents the substance of Finding X entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's excep-

tion to the same and the denial thereof by the Court.
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18. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu

of Finding- X covered by specification 17 and the

denial thereof by the Court.

19. Presents the substance of Finding XI entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's excep-

tion to the same and the denial thereof by the Court.

20. Presents the substance of Finding XII entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's excep-

tion to the same and the denial thereof by the Court.

21. Presents the substance of Finding XIII en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

exception to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

22. Presents appellant 's tendered finding in lieu of

Finding XIII covered by specification 21, and the

denial thereof by the Court.

23. Presents the substance of Finding XIX en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

exception to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

24. Presents the substance of Finding XX entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's excep-

tion to the same and the denial thereof by the Court.

25. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu

of Finding XX covered by Specification 24, and the

denial thereof by the Court.

26. Presents the substance of Finding XXI en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

exception to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.
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27. Presents the substance of Finding XXII en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

exception to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

28. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu of

Finding XXII, and the denial thereof by the Court.

29. Presents Equity Rule 611/2 (U.S.C.A. Supp.)

as not having been followed by the Court in passing

on the questions of fact found by the Master.

30. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law I

entered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

exception to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

31. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu

of Conclusion of Law I, and the denial thereof by the

Court.

32. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law
III entered by the Court and the substance of appel-

lant's exception to the same and the denial thereof by

the Court.

33. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu

of Conclusion of Law III and the denial thereof by the

Court.

34. Presents generally the entry of the decree as

error with respect to the issue of cancellation.

The specifications which are of main importance are

Specification I giving the substance of the Master's

holding; Specification 17 giving the substance of ap-

jjellant's Exception VII (Tr. pp. 705, 706), setting out

the grounds of attack on Findings of the Court deny-
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ing cancellation of the bond; Specification 18 giving

the appellant's tendered finding in lieu of Finding X,

which specification sets forth facts (Tr. pp. 708 to

712) which appellant claims the evidence established

as to the fraud and other elements entitling appellant

to cancellation; Specification 31 giving appellant's

tendered Conclusion in lieu of Conclusion 1 (Tr. p.

718) setting out the Conclusion of Law which would

property flow from a finding of the facts covered by

Specification 18 (Tr. pp. 708 to 712) and Specification

33, giving appellant's tendered conclusion in lieu of

Conclusion III entered by the Court (Tr. pp. 719,

720).

BRIEF ON ARGUMENT ON ISSUE OF CANCELLATION.

By w^ay of brief of appellant's argument on the

issue of cancellation the questions of fact and law

involved will be considered in the following order:

(a) Statement of the facts on the issue of

cancellation.

(b) The right of appellant to cancellation of

the bond because of the fraud and concealment

of facts which if known by appellant would have

warned appellant against and prevented it from

writing the bond, and because the bond was not

required by the State of Oregon, named as obligee

therein, or approved by or delivered to the ob-

ligee, State. These matters will be treated under

the head of '^Superior Equity Prevails".

(c) The argument of appellees to the effect

they are the real parties in interest under the
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bond and may recover unless appellant can show

they participated in or knew of the fraud and

infirmities in the bond is anticipated and an-

swered under the heading; ''Real Party in Inter-

est does not cut off Equity between Original Par-

ties to Contract".

(d) The contention the bond may be sustained

as a statutory bond is answered under the head-

ing ''Not a Statutory Bond; Bond never Required

by the State, Obligee therein; No Acceptance or

Delivery of the Bond".

(e) The contention the bond may be sustained

as a common law bond is answered under the

heading "Not a Common Law Bond".

(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS ON THE ISSUE OF
CANCELLATION.

(a) In the interest of brevitj^ we shall refer to

appellant, American Surety Company of New York,

either as appellant or as Surety; to Fischer Ware-

house Co., either as Principal, or as Warehouse Com-

pany; to Fischer Flouring Mills Co., as the Flouring

Mills; to Edward L. Eyre & Co., as Eyre, and to the

First National Bank of Silverton, as the Bank. In

mentioning the $11,000.00 instrument, we shall refer

to it as a bond with no intention of acknowledging or

admitting any valid execution or delivery of it, or of

overlooking the fraud and concealment of material

facts, in its procurement. There are a number of ap-

pellees who did not claim any recovery against the
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bond. Those appellees who did make such a claim

will be frequently referred to as " claimants '^

The Fischer Flouring Mills Co. was an Oregon

corporation engaged at Silverton, Oregon, principally

in the manufacture of cereals and flour. The Fischer

Warehouse Co. was an Oregon corporation licensed

since 1923 to carry on a grain and hay warehouse

business at the same place. L. H. Fischer had been

the president and general manager of both companies

since they were organized (Fischer, 365). The Ware-

house Company had a ten-year lease from the Flour-

ing Mills expiring May 1933, describing the northerly

building on the mill property (Exhibit 20, Tr. p. 635),

but apparently had no other assets (Fischer, pp.

383-6). The capital stock of the Warehouse Com-

pany was $5000.00 divided into five thousand shares

of the par value of one dollar each. All of the author-

ized capital stock was issued, 4997 shares being issued

to the Flouring Mills and the remaining three qualify-

ing shares being issued to L. H. Fischer, D. C. Kerr

and either Custer Ross, organizing attorney, or some-

body else, for the purpose of qualifying directors

(Fischer, 365). It had no books or separate office.

Whatever entries were kept were made in books of

the Flouring Mills (Fischer, 387, 383; Benson, 421);

no warehouse charges had been collected (Fischer,

387). The Warehouse Company had no employees

and paid no salaries and employees of the Flouring

Mills did whatever work was done for it (Benson,

416, 421, 425; Kerr, 458-9, 468; Ramsby, 590; Christi,

585). It had no bank account (Haight, 583). It is
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apparent, therefore, the Warehouse Company was a

shell, not doing a genuine warehouse business and

organized and used by Fischer, executive head of the

Flouring Mills as a corporate convenience.

Since 1885 Oregon has had a county warehouse act

governing the receipt of all kinds of commodities (Sec-

tions 71-101, Oregon Code 1930) which act was early

amended to require a bond to be fixed by the County

Court (Sections 71-107, 71-108, Oregon Code 1930).

In 1917 Oregon adopted from Washington a state

warehouse act designed to cover warehousing of
^

' grain

or hay—to be carried to or from such warehouse, ele-

vator, mill or structure by a common carrier" (Sec-

tion 61-601, Oregon Code 1930). Each warehouse

qualifying under this act was required to give an an-

nual bond by Section 61-635, Oregon Code 1930, under

the direction of the public service commission, and

latterly of the department of agriculture. The bond,

when given, read to the State of Oregon, as obligee.

It was under the State Warehouse Act that the

Warehouse Company qualified and gave its annual

bonds. Section 61-635, Oregon Code 1930, of this act

reads as follows

:

''61-635. Reports to commission—Inspection

of warehouse—Bond of warehouseman.—On June

30 of each year every warehouseman shall make
report under oath to the commission on blanks or

forms prepared by it, showing the total number of

sacks and w^eight of each kind of grain and bales

and weight of hay received and shipped from

each warehouse licensed under this act, and also

the amount of outstanding storage receipts on said
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date, and a statement of the amount of grain and
hay on hand to cover the same. The commission

may also require special reports from such ware-

houseman at such times as the commission may
deem expedient. The commission may cause every

such warehouse and business thereof and the

mode of conducting the same to be inspected by
one or more of its members or by its authorized

agent whenever deemed proper, and the prop-

erty, books, records, accounts, papers and pro-

ceedings of every such warehouseman shall at all

times during business hours be subject to such

inspection. Each person, firm, corporation or as-

sociation of persons operating any public ware-

house or warehouses subject to the provisions of

this act shall, on or before the first day of July of

each year, give a bond in good and sufficient

surety to the state of Oregon in such sum as the

commission may require, to be approved by such

commission conditioned upon the faithful per-

formance of the acts and duties enjoined upon
them by law; provided, however, that if a bond
has been filed w^ith and approved by the depart-

ment of agriculture of the United States, as re-

quired by section 6 of the United States ware-

house act, then such bond filed with and approved
by the department of agriculture of the United

States shall be considered as in lieu of the bond
required by this section, provided that satisfac-

tory proof of said filing and approval of such

bond be filed with the commission; provided said

commission is satisfied with the form thereof, and
such bonding company has complied with the laws

of the state of Oregon, relating to bonding com-

panies, and such bond meets with the other re-

quirements of this act."
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The bonds were written for a year beginning July

1 of one year, to June 30 of the succeeding year.

Warehousemen under the act reported, as of June 30,

the amount of business done during the year then end-

ing, and based thereon the supervising department

fixed the amount of the bond to be given for the en-

suing year. When this bond was given and the annual

license fee paid, license was issued for the ensuing

year. Section 61-635, supra, and Section 61-619, which

reads as follows:

"61-619. License fees—Public or terminal

warehouse—Penalty—Any person, firm, company,

corporation or association of persons operating

any public or terminal warehouse or warehouses in

this state, shall, on or before July 1 of each year,

procure from the state market agent a license for

each such warehouse so operated for the ensuing

year, before transacting business at such public

warehouse or warehouses. Such license shall be

posted in a conspicuous place in the office of each

warehouse. The fee for such license shall be ten

dollars ($10) for each public warehouse, and the

state market agent may revoke any such license

for cause, upon notice and hearing. Any person,

corporation or association operating any publico

or terminal warehouse in this state without a li-

cense shall forfeit to the state for each day's op-

eration fifty dollars ($50) and such operation may
be enjoined upon complaint of the state market

agent."

In this manner the Warehouse Company since 1923

had qualified as a public warehouse under the State

Warehouse Act with American Surety Company of
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New York, as surety. (Exhibit 3, Tr. pp. 616-7; Ex-

hibits 21, 22, 23, Tr. p. 636; Wright, 483.)

In July, 1931, the Warehouse Company gave a bond

in the sum of $4000.00 as required by the Department

of Agriculture to cover its operations as such public

warehouseman for the period from July 1, 1931, to

Jime 30, 1932 (Exhibit 1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614). The

validity of this bond was not challenged by appellant.

Because of the large number of claims made against

the $4000.00 bond in excess of the penalty thereof, and

because of the Surety's duty to pay only those claim-

ants who could establish valid claims against he

bond, appellant brought a suit in the nature of inter-

pleader (E. 9339) in the Court below. The issues

involved in that suit were referred to Honorable Rob-

ert F. MagTiire, Master, to take the evidence, make
findings of fact and conclusions of law and report to

the Court. For convenience, this suit was tried with

the present suit, and upon a separate final decree being

entered therein, appellant paid into Court the full

amount so decreed and was exonerated by the Court

from further liability on account of said $4000.00 bond.

Appellant Edward L. Eyre & Co., by a praecipe

brought much of the record in that suit (improperly

and irrelevant!}^ in the view of appellant) into the

printed record on this appeal (820 to 869).

The suit involved in this appeal was instituted to

cancel an eleven thousand dollar instrument dated

February 1, 1932, in form a warehouse bond similar

to the $4000.00 bond which covered the whole year,

which eleven thousand dollar instrument recited it
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covered the period commencing February 1, 1932, and

ending June 30, 1932 (Exhibit 2, Tr. pp. 615-16).

Cancellation of this instrument is sought on several

grounds

:

(1) Concealment from the appellant of material

facts and fraudulent representation of material facts

which if known to it would have warned the appellant

not to write the bond. Among these are : (a) Conceal-

ment of the embarrassed, harrassed and unsatisfactory

financial condition of the Flouring Mills which became

indemnitor to appellant against liability upon the

bonds, thereby rendering the indemnity agreement

valueless; (b) Concealment of the practice of the

Warehouse Company to issue warehouse receipts for

the accommodation of the Flouring Mills without re-

ceiving the commodity, and without storage charges to

be paid, and without keeping the commodities in stor-

age, permitting, on the contrary, the Flouring Mills to

use and dispose of them at will; (c) Concealment of the

assignment by the Flouring Mills of many of its assets

on or about January 19, 1932, out of the course of usual

business and as a result of the embarrassed financial

condition of the Flouring Mills; (d) Concealment and

misrepresentation of the true financial condition of the

Fischer Companies of the real object and purpose of

the bond and of the fact it had not been demanded or

required by the State of Oregon as a statutory bond.

These matters (a) to (d) are alleged in appellant's

Bill in Equity, Tr. pp. 10 to 13; Appellant's Reply

to the Answer of Edward L. Eyre & Co., Tr. pp. 73 to

75, and are also referred to in each of appellant's

replies to each answer of each appellee.
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(2) The pretended bond was not required by,

delivered to, approved or accepted by the obligee

named therein—the State of Oregon—or by any de-

partment thereof, so as to create a liability thereon,

and was w^ithout consideration and void (Bill in

Equity, Tr. pp. 13-14, and each of appellant's replies

to each answer of each appellee).

We must, therefore, review the facts surroimding

the execution of this document.

The Flouring Mills did its banking business with

First National Bank of Silverton, Oregon. Mr. Haight

became the executive head of the Bank on July 23,

1931, and continued in that capacity until it closed

August 1, 1932. On July 23, 1931, the direct loans to

the Flouring Mills on its notes totaled $15,200.00 and

it owed the bank about $10,000.00 additional. In addi-

tion the indebtedness on trade acceptances was

$11,917.56 supposed to be secured by warehouse re-

ceipts for 2000 barrels of flour, 15,000 barrels of oats

and 1000 barrels of cereals (Haight, 573).

Excerpts from the bank examiner's reports of June

19, 20, 1931 (Tr. pp. 355-6), disclosed the Flouring

Mills account was severely criticized as "undesirable"

with directions it must be liquidated. August 13, 14,

1931, a meeting of the bank's board of directors was

had, the minutes of which recite (Tr. pp. 357-8) :

"Loans of the Fischer Flouring Mills were
especially and thoroughly discussed and the presi-

dent was requested to call on these people to

make every effort to bring about a reduction in

this paper and also to personally check the ware-
house receipts given to the bank as security for

their loan."
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Thereupon the report of Mr. Haight to the bank

was read in evidence (pp. 358-9) :

'^ August 19, 1931. Went through the ware-

house today. Oats in the warehouse about 75,000

bushels, some Fischers, some belonging to others.

About 1500 barrels flour on hand. Paul Benson
showed me through. Find much of their flour

and cereals stored in warehouse at Los Angeles

and Portland for convenience in selling at these

points. Have asked Fischers for memo of inven-

tory covering grain and merchandise on hand at

this time. And following that on August 26, 1931
^

I checked up warehouse again. Not sufficient flour

on hand to cover warehouse receipt. Made new
deal, got new receipts for their goods. Position

now improved as thirty thousand dollar loan from
R. A. Cotton, that was secured by warehouse re-

ceipt, is now paid off through sale of their o\'\ti

and other bonds to Cotton. They owed American
National, Portland, $17,075.00 secured by ware-

house receipts and our own $16,200.00 secured by
warehouse receipts. He told us there are no other

warehouse receipts. American National and our-

selves to share proportionately on reduction of

loan from now on. Believe the new set-up greatly

improves their condition. Expect reduction of

their loans from September 10th on at satisfac-

tory rate. Arrangements on warehouse receipt is

nothing to he removed or substituted tvithout our

consent. We must have pajonent for any goods

to be removed under warehouse receipt. Benson
to be responsible and to have letter from Benson
and Fischer advising they understand our require-

ments, and inventory to be made early in Septem-

ber and to have copies of profits and loss state-

ments twice a year. Keep watching this account. '

'
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Mr. Haight in going over these matters on the wit-

ness stand brought out the fact that not only were

commodities covered by the hank's receipts not on

hand, but, there was at least one other receipt for 3000

barrels of flour in favor of another purported de-

positor outstanding, making at least receipts for 5000

barrels of flour outstanding with about 1500 barrels

of flour actually on hand (Haight, 573-4).

On August 27, 1931, Mr. Haight surrendered the old

receipts for which there were insufficient commodities

on hand and took from Flouring Mills new receipts,

one for 1000 barrels of flour and one for 1000 barrels

of cereals, issued by the Warehouse Company as se-

curity for notes and debt of the Flouring Mills

(Haight, 575-6; 578, 584; Exhibits 24, 25; Tr. pp. 637

to 639). Mr. Haight thereafter continuously pressed

the Flouring Mills for liquidation as fast as possible

of its indebtedness to the bank. Mr. Haight checked

up on the commodities covered by the substituted re-

ceipts about twice each month (Haight, 582, 583). On

page 584, Mr. Haight testified he ''gave up the first

tvarehouse receipts because the stuff ivas not in the

'Warehouse. There was nothing there/' He took the

other warehouse receipts for commodities which were

there. By January 1932, he had informed himself

considerably about the warehouse law\

As further indicating the Warehouse Company did

not attempt to keep on hand the commodities recited

in its outstanding receipts, reference may be made to

the Frazier claim based upon wheat asserted to have

been delivered in 1929 (Frazier, 597; Answer of

Fraziers, 135). Mr. Christi, an employee of the Flour-
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ing Mills called by appellees, testified the usual thing-

was to clean out the bins in July of each year, but it

was not done last year (1932) (Christi, 587). It took

five or six hundred bushels of wheat per day to run

the mill (Christi, 586). Wheat and oats received were

pretty much manufactured into cereals. No distinc-

tion was made between warehouse grain and Flouring

Mills grain. That part of grain placed in the elevator

was transferred to the mill for manufacture as re-

quired (Ramsby, 589, 590).

On another occasion the Warehouse Company prior

to January 21, 1931, issued receipts without having the

commodity on hand, is disclosed by the transaction of

the Flouring Mills with American National Bank
whereby the Flouring Mills borrowed $10,000.00 from

the American National Bank and gave warehouse re-

ceipts issued by the Warehouse Company purporting

to cover 600 tons of oats of the Flouring Mills, but in

fact the oats referred to in the warehouse receipts

were owned by the farmer growers (Fischer, 401, 410

to 412; Kearns, 501 to 507).

The above occasions where the evidence discloses

a total disregard of any of the duties resting upon a

warehouseman occurred before the time the bond

sought to be cancelled was applied for and written.

The evidence shows a like disregard of such duties

after such application. When the Flouring Mills shut

down about July 20, 1932, all commodities were sub-

stantially gone. Not a single transaction appears in

the record of warehousing for a storage charge as con-

templated by Sections 61-620, 61-622, Oregon Code

1930.
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On November 24, 25, 1931, the National Bank ex-

aminer again strongly criticized under the head of

slow and doubtful debts the Flouring Mills indebted-

ness to the Bank (pp. 356-7). About January 20,

1932, the Flouring Mills executed a secret assignment

to the Bank and the American National Bank of

Portland, of all its accounts receivable, promissory

notes and evidence of indebtedness appearing upon its

books (Exhibit 13, Tr. pp. 624 to 627). This assign-

ment was recorded July 19, 1932, at the time the

Flouring Mills closed. The assignment appears to

have been a broadening of an existing assignment to

the Bank which is mentioned by the national bank

examiner in his report referred to at top of page 357.

At this point were reach the negotiations for the

execution of the bond sought to be cancelled.

The Flouring Mills owed $10,000.00 to the American

National Bank of Portland, which was supposed to be

secured by warehouse receipts of the Warehouse Com-

pany upon 600 tons of oats in fact owned by the

farmer-growers as above set out. As above stated the

Flouring Mills Company had no banking credit at

Silverton and the Portland bank was also pressing

for immediate payment (Fischer, 374-5, 377; Kearns,

503).

Appellee, Edward L. Eyre & Co., is and for some

years has been a grain dealer and exporter of grain

having its main office in San Francisco, California,

and a branch office at Portland, Oregon. The Portland

branch office was in charge of W. A. Kearns as man-

ager (Kearns, 487). Eyre had for some time been
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doing a business of about $4000.00 per month with the

Flouring Mills. About the middle of January, 1932,

L. H. Fischer, accompanied by his bookkeeper, Mr.

Benson, interviewed Mr. Kearns relative to getting an

advance of money. Mr. Kearns wrote Salem and was

advised the Warehouse Company was bonded for

$4000.00
;
phoned San Francisco for authority to make

a $10,000.00 advance. The Flouring Mills intended

to increase its business in cereals and flour. Mr.

Kearns told Fischer his company must get an addi-

tional bond so as to justify the increased advance.

Fischer promised to do this (Kearns, 489 to 491).

Mr. Dopplmaier of Eyre called once or twice a month

on Flouring Mills and was present when Fischer and

Benson explained they wanted to keep the oats in

Silverton (Dopplmaier, 539). The increased business

of Flouring Mills was hunting up new customers for

cereals and flour (Dopplmaier, 542).

On January 21, 1932, Messrs. Fischer and Benson in

the interview with Mr. Kearns at the Eyre Portland

office told Kearns the bond had been promised; that

the Flouring Mills must have $10,000.00 with which

to buy 600 tons of oats then belonging to the farmer-

growers, and thus prevent the oats being purchased by

competitive buyers ; the oats w^ere a type especially re-

quired for the manufacture of cereals, in w^hich busi-

ness the Flouring Mills was engaged ; that he, Kearns,

knetv the oats did not then belong to either of the

Fischer Companies, hut must he purchased from the

grower owners with the advance. However, Mr.

Kearns gave Fischer a check for $10,000.00 dated

January 21, 1932, payable to the Flouring Mills which
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check was iimnediately endorsed and paid to the

American National Bank of Portland on that day

(Exhibit 49, Tr. p. 649). At the time of delivering

the check, or within an hour thereafter, Fischer de-

livered to Kearns five warehouse receipts of Fischer

Warehouse Company dated January 21, 1932, for 120

tons of oats each, all of said receipts running to

Eyre & Co. (Exhibit 35, Tr. pp. 639 to 641; Kearns,

500 to 519). The commodities called for in said ware-

house receipts were not owned by the Fischer Com-

panies and known to Eyre not to be owned by them.

The receipts recite a deposit of oats owned by Eyre,

but Eyre admitted it made no deposit of any oats

(Exhibit 35, Tr. p. 639; Kearns, 519).

At page 503 Kearns testified with respect to what

Fischer told him

:

''He didn't say he owned the oats; he intimated

somebody else owned the oats but he wanted to

buy them; hold them and retain them at Silver-

ton."

In this connection Mr. Kearns was not positive

whether or not Mr. Fischer told him about the

$10,000.00 being required to enable the Flouring Mills

to pay off the American National Bank. If Mr.

Fischer did tell Mr. Kearns this fact, as Fischer claims

he did, then Mr. Kearns could not have believed Mr.

Fischer could use the $10,000.00 to pay off the growers

who owned the oats (Kearns, 506, 516, 502-3 ; Fischer,

412).

At the same time the agreement between the Flour-

ing Mills and Eyre was reduced to writing (Exhibit
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36, Tr. pp. 641 to 645). This document evidenced a

loan of $10,000.00 at 7 per cent interest, plus 75 cents

per ton commission to Eyre, reciting under the head

of remarks, '

' It is understood that we will advance you

$10,000.00 on the above warehouse receipts bonded for

$15,000.00" (Kearns, 489, 490; 499 to 519).

It is apparent the $15,000.00 referred to in the

writing of January 21, 1932, was arrived at by adding

the eleven thousand dollar bond to be written, to the

four thousand dollar statutory bond then in force.

It is further undisputed the $10,000.00 advance men-

tioned was repaid and the receipts surrendered. At

this point the appellee Eyre endeavored to enlarge

upon and, as appellant contended, to contradict the

above writing in order to claim on agreement the

$11,000.00 bond w^as to act as security for any other

warehouse receipts taken by appellee. Such an agree-

ment was strenuously denied by appellant and, owing

to the nature of the evidence, made necessary an exact

reproduction of considerable of the testimony upon

these issues and the issues surrounding the procure-

ment and signing of the eleven thousand dollar bond.

Taking up again the narration of the facts relative

to the procurement of the eleven thousand dollar bond,

we find Mr. King, assistant manager of the Portland

office of appellant, had a phone call about January

16 to 18, 1932, from Ed Adams, local agent at Silver-

ton, who as a side line to his regular employment by

the bank, sent in applications for bonds, advising Mr.

King ''That the Fischer Warehouse Company was re-

quired to given an additional warehouse bond". That

''the department of agriculture had required of the
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Warehouse Company an additional bond". King told

Adams to secure a financial statement and customary

application (King, 329; Adams, 336-7). Adams simply

forwarded applications he received which were either

accepted or rejected by the Portland office (Adams,

335-6).

On January 21, 1932, Benson brought to appellant's

Portland office a combined financial statement of the

two Fischer Companies signed for them by Fischer

as President, dated January 19, 1932 (Exhibit 11,

Tr. pp. 621, 622) and an application for the bond.

On January 29, 1932 (Exhibit 8, Tr. p. 620) King

wrote Adams inquiring whether the bond he tenta-

tively inquired about was desired. On February 1,

1932, King wrote Adams enclosing applications (Ex-

hibit 9, Tr. pp. 620, 621). Under date of February 1,

1932, the Fischer Companies executed an indemnity

agreement agreeing to save appellant harmless against

loss on account of writing the bond (Exhibit 12, Tr.

pp. 622, 624). Later, but under date of February 1,

1932, the eleven thousand dollar bond (Exhibit 2, Tr.

pp. 615-6) was signed by appellant. Mr. King recalled

Mr. Benson bringing in the financial statement (King,

330) and Mr. Lyons, manager of Portland office,

remembered Mr. Benson bringing in the financial

statement on January 21, 1932 ; appellant relied upon

the financial statement and believed the Fischer Com-
panies to be in good financial condition ; had appellant

manager known the true facts surrounding the appli-

cation for and procurement of the bond, appellant

would not have written the bond (Lyons, 339, 341-2).

Appellant was not told of the embarrassed financial
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condition of the Flouring Mills or that the banks were

^'riding" the Flouring Mills (Lyons, 349-350). While

$110.00 was the premium paid for the bond that sum
was the premium for a year. When the bond expired,

the excess would be rebated, making an actual pre-

mium of about $46.15 for the 5 months (Lyons, 348).

A comparison of the financial statement of the

Flouring Mills Company (Exhibit 11, Tr. pp. 621-

622) with the secret assignment to the Banks (Exhibit

13, Tr. pp. 624 to 627) discloses all items under heading

"Current Assets", except possibly "Cash" and the

item "Inventories" were false. A comparison with

the liability ledger sheets (Exhibits 14 and 15, Tr.

pp. 628, 630) and with the indebtedness to the two

banks mentioned in the testimony of Mr. Page (Tr.

pp. 354 to 357; Haight, 573) shows the financial state-

ment was made up to mislead rather than correctly

inform. Quite clearly there was no surplus and no

reserves. Mr. Haight 's attitude on behalf of the

banks toward the Fischer Companies is well set forth

in his letters to Mr. Benson as bookkeeper (Exhibits

16 and 17, Tr. pp. 630 to 632).

The eleven thousand dollar bond was placed in the

possession of the Flouring Mills, where it remained

until about July 20, 1932, unknown of by any appel-

lee claimant, or by any representative of the State

of Oregon, obligee therein. The facts respecting the

discovery of the bond and the mailing to the De-

partment of Agriculture will be presently reviewed.

Up to this point the story has been told from the

witnesses for appellees and from three of the wit-
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nesses for appellant, Messrs. Lyons, King and Adams.

At this point we take up the version given by Mr.

Fischer and the bookkeeper, Mr. Benson.

Mr. Fischer, executive head of the Fischer Com-

panies, on being called to the stand, was warned of

his constitutional right at the suggestion of appellee's

counsel, Messrs. Oppenheimer and Ross (Fischer,

360). His testimony is conflicting on several points

and evasive on others. He could not say what his

conversations were with Mr. Haight, but Mr. Haight

was "riding" him pretty hard (366). Mr. Haight

wanted all the collateral he could get, including every-

thing about the mill; this condition existed right

through (367).

Asked the circumstances surrounding the procure-

ment of the eleven thousand dollar bond, he answered

"Mr. 33enson advised me we ought to get some more

security bonds", and, as they were expanding, he

agreed to it (367-8). He denied Mr. Haight had

anything to do with its procurement, although he

stated the contrary in a letter dated August 28, 1932

(Exhibit 19, Tr. pp. 633 to 634; Fischer, 368 to 371).

He signed the financial statement, Exhibit 11 (372).

The banks wanted their loan paid and he had to have

the oats in his cereal manufacturing so he borrowed

the money of Eyre (374-5).

He did not discuss the matter of an additional

bond with any officer or agent of the State of Ore-

gon (376) ; he asked for enlarged credit at American

National Bank but was refused (377). He told Ben-

son when the bond was received "Well, we shall have
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to file that", but instead it was placed in the mill

safe where it rested until Mr. Kerr found it about

July 20, 1932 (378 to 380).

The Flouring Mills closed on July 22, 1932, and has

not operated since; the interest upon the $90,000.00

bond issue was in default and the bond issue provided

for foreclosure in even of such default. A bondhold-

ers' committee had a watchman in possession; the

bond issue covered the entire tract of land, the build-

ings and machinery (381).

In the spring of 1932 Fischer contemi)lated forma-

tion of a company to be known as Cereal Products

Co., organizers Messrs. Benson, Tate and Kirkup to

market his manufactured products. He contemplated

an increase of business from this new company

(383-4).

No department of the State of Oregon had re-

quired an additional bond and he could not say why

it was necessary to secure a bond which was five times

the amount of the bond for the year ending June

30, 1931 (394-395)
;
(Exhibit 3, Tr. pp. 616-617). The

Master gave Fischer until the afternoon adjourn-

ment to figure out why the eleven thousand dollar

bond was secured (394-397). Mr. Oppenheimer stated

his client had a very definite idea as to the circum-

stances under which the bond was issued (397),

At the afternoon session Mr. Fischer appeared with

a new attorney, Mr. Moore (398). Thereupon, Mr.

Fischer explained that after looking it up and talk-

ing to Mr. Dopplmaier of Eyre, he found the bond

was required by Eyre when it had advanced him $10,-
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000.00 so Eyre could give the Flouring Mills more

credit (398-9, 401). On page 400 Fischer explained

in January, 1932, he was "opening up some new ter-

ritory, or trying to sell more intensively in territory

up in Washington and put Mr. Kerr or some other

person up there to represent the Flouring Mill".

Fischer stated the 600 tons of oats mentioned in

Exhibit 36 were the same oats American National

Bank had receipts covering (401). The bond origi-

nated out of the writing made at that time. Exhibit

36; the Flouring Mills was grinding up the oats and

needed them (406). With the bond Eyre could loan

the $10,000.00 and the Flouring Mills could grind

up the oats (407). Eyre knew the oats were being

ground up (409) ; the oats were a special Waldo Hill

oats with w^hich the Flouring Mills made a special

kind of cereal. The witness did not "want those oats

sold to anybody else but Fischer Flouring Mills".

They w^ere grinding the oats right along (410) ; wit-

ness understood he could grind them (411, 413)

;

there was no conversation or understanding for reten-

tion of any warehouse receipts after the commodity

recited therein was paid for (413-414).

Mr. Benson testified he was bookkeeper, but not an

officer of either Fischer Company (416) ; in the late

summer of 1931 when Mr. Haight was checking up

on commodities covered by warehouse receipts, Mr.

Haight was demanding new receipts in lieu of re-

ceipts for commodities not there (417-8). As wit-

ness for appellees Benson stated he called Mr. Adams
about the middle of January, 1932, and told him
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*^w\e wanted un additional eleven thousands dollar

bond for the warehouse/' (423), but that he did not

tell Adams the State of Oregon was requiring the

bond (424). Mr. Kearns told witness Benson and

Mr. Fischer "that additional credit beyond that

amount ($4000.00 open line of credit) would have to

be secured in some manner" (440). On page 447

Benson testified the "San Francisco office would re-

quire that we put up collateral on the account in

excess of that amount".

It was stipulated no order was issued by any de-

partment of the State of Oregon requiring the eleven

thousand dollar bond to be prepared or submitted

(325).

Mr. Gehlhar, Director of Agriculture of the State

of Oregon, testified no other bond than the $4000.00

bond was required of the warehouse company during

the license year 1931-2 (327-8). Bonds were to be

approved by the Director of Agriculture (327) and

filed with the Secretary of State (Wright, 474; 480-2).

This brings the history of the eleven thousand dol-

lar bond down to July 20, 1932, at which time it was

found in the safe of the Flouring Mills. The creditors

knew about July 19, 1932, of the failure of the Flour-

ing Mills. On July 19, 1932, Mr. Ross, attorney for

the Bank, asked Mr. Kerr whether he knew of such

an additional bond, and sent Mr. ICerr to Salem

to find out whether it had been filed. Mr. Kerr found

it had not been filed (Kerr, 459-460). July 20, 1932,

Mr. and Mrs. Fischer and Mr. Kerr went to Port-

land and, without mentioning the bond, advised Mr.
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Lyons of the insolvency of the Flouring Mills (Kerr,

458; Fischer, 380; Lyons, 342-3).

During- the evening of July 20, 1932, Mr. Ross and

several creditors were at the mill offices going over

the situation. Search was again made for the bond

and either Mr. Kerr or Mr. Benson found it in the

safe of the Flouring Mills. Whereupon, Mr. Ross

told Mr. Kerr to mail it at once to the Department

of Agriculture for approval and filing (Kerr, 460 to

465; Fischer, 379).

Thereupon Mr. Kerr sent the bond to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture with a letter dated July 20,

1932 (Exhibit 4, Tr. p. 618), reading as follows:

"Gentlemen: Kindly find enclosed warehouse

bond of Fischer Flouring Mills Warehouse Com-
pany, Silverton, Oregon, in the amount of $11,000.

This covers warehouse No. 65, Silverton, Marion
County, Oregon. It appears that the same was
executed February the 1st and for some reason

or other has not been recorded. '

'

The department immediately replied by a letter

(Exhibit 5, Tr. pp. 618-9) reading:

"We are in receipt of your letter of July 20th,

with enclosures of bond executed by the Ameri-
can Surety Company of New York in the amount
of $11,000.00.

The information contained in this bond is to the

effect that the bond shall be in force from the

first day of February to the thirtieth day of

June, 1932, and shall underwrite the operations

of Warehouse No. 65, located at Silverton.

We are at a loss to knotv tvhy this additional

bond was offered, as there tvas no added cover-
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age demanded from this department at any time

during the ye^d^.

Perhaps a further explanation would be in

order.
'

'

Mr. Kerr forwarded this letter to the Surety un-

der date of July 23, 1932, the letter reading (Exhibit

10, Tr. p. 621) :

''We are enclosing letter of July 21st, received

from the Department of Agriculture. Before we
make an answer to this letter we would like your

advice as to Avhat we should say in this regard.

We might mention that the writer mailed this

bond for recording as per request of Attorney

Ross. However, we might be in error in so

doing. Kindly advise us and oblige."

Mr. Kerr promised the Surety to endeavor to get

it back (Lyons, 344).

Under date of July 25, 1932, Mr. Kerr pursuant

to his promise made the Surety, demanded the return

of the bond (Exhibit 6, Tr. p. 619).

On July 27, 1932, the Department of Agriculture

advised Mr. Kerr the bond had been filed and they

could not comply with the request (Exhibit 7, Tr. p.

619).

Section 61-605, Oregon Code 1930, provides ''that

such bond shall be filed in the office of the Secretary

of State" and then only in a cause of action given on

a bond, even when it had been regularly required.

Thereupon, appellant instituted this suit to cancel

the bond, tendering into Court the total premium

paid (342). The Master took the evidence, heard oral
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arguments, considered written briefs and after careful

consideration found the issues as to cancellation in

favor of appellant. Thereupon appellees filed excep-

tions to his report and recommendations. Upon a

hearing on these exceptions, they were allowed and

this appeal is prosecuted from the resulting decree

against appellant to the amount of the penalty of the

bond, with attorney's fees, interest and costs in addi-

tion thereto.

The theory of the bill as established by proof above

set forth is that the surety was fraudulently imposed

upon in the following particulars:

(a) Into writing the bond by the fraud of the

principal

;

(1) In misrepresenting and concealing the greatly

embarrassed financial condition of itself and of the

Flouring Mills which signed the indemnity agreement

as shown, supra. The financial statement (Exhibit

11, Tr. p. 621) was false, the Flouring Mills being

in fact greatly in debt to the two banks, to which it

had given a secret assignment of all of its accounts

receivable, together with all promissory notes and

evidence of indebtedness of any kind whatsoever of

the Flouring Mills (Exhibit 13, Tr. pp. 624 to 627)

;

the Fischer companies had theretofore had a good

financial standing with the Surety, which financial

standing was reflected in the so-called financial state-

ment, believed by the surety to be true; in reliance

thereon the Surety wrote the bond, taking the in-

demnity agreement (Exhibit 12, Tr. pp. 622-624),

which was in fact valueless;
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(2) In misrepresenting the purpose for which said

bond was really required by representing to the

Surety the bond was demanded by the State of Ore-

gon, as an ordinary warehouse bond, whereas it was

not in truth required at all by the State of Oregon,

but was required by Eyre as a part of a secret scheme

to secure money loaned by Eyre to the Flouring

Mills. The expansion of business, claimed by Eyre,

developed to be expansion of the Flouring Mills in

marketing cereal and flour manufactured by the

Flouring Mills. Not any corporate business of the

separate warehouse company.

Appellees will doubtless claim the Bill in Equity

charged the Bank with requiring the bond, whereas,

the proof shows Eyre demanded the bond as a part

of a scheme for financing the Flouring Mills at the ex-

pense of the Surety. This variance does not affect

the fraud of the principal and did not mislead Eyre,

because Eyre plead in its answer that it, and not

the Bank, required the bond and took the warehouse

receipts as security for money loaned and goods sold

to the Flouring Mills (Eyre's answer, paragraphs

VII and XII (37-40)). Assuming the Bill in Equity

requires any aider in this particular, it would be sup-

plied by the issues of Eyre's answer above referred

to (Richardson v. Greene (C. C. A. 9), 61 Fed. 423,

431, cert, denied 159 U. S. 264).

(3) In misrepresenting and concealing the fact

that it had been issuing warehouse receipts, not as a

public warehouseman based on actual deliveries to it

of commodities, but as a fraudulent de^dce to furnish
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accommodation collateral to another corporation—the

Flouring Mills. This is shown by the testimony of

Mr. Haight relative to inspecting the Flouring Mills

premises as early as August, 1931, and his not find-

ing commodities for which the Bank held warehouse

receipts, and by the testimony disclosing fraudulent

w^arehouse receipts were delivered by the Flouring

Mills to American National Bank upon oats owned by

farmer growers.

The remaining issues established by the proof relate

to the legal effect of the following facts:

1. That the bond had never been required by any

department of the State of Oregon.

2. That the bond was signed and placed in the

possession of the principal, or the Flouring Mills, be-

lieving it had been regularly required by the State of

Oregon as a statutory bond, and no claimant, or the

State of Oregon, gave any consideration therefor.

3. That the bond was never delivered to the State

of Oregon either for approval or filing until about

July 20, 1932, after it had expired according to its

terms and after the principal had become insolvent,

and the mill closed down, when at the insistence of

certain appellee claimants the bond was discovered in

the safe of the Flouring Mills. At the direction and

insistence of these claimants the bond was then mailed

to the Depai-tment of Agriculture. The Department

of Agriculture notified the senders of the bond it had

not been required. Several days after July 20, 1932,

the formality of an approval and filing was gone

through.
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4. That its return was immediately demanded by

the Surety (letter of Mr. Kerr, Exhibit 6, Tr. p. 619)

upon being forwarded the letter of Mr. Fleming stat-

ing in elfect he was at a loss to understand why the

bond had been sent in, it not having been required

(Exhibits 5, 10, Tr. pp. 618, 621). This demand was

refused (Exhibit 7, Tr. p. 619). Thereupon this suit

was instituted accompanied by a tender into Coui*t of

the premium paid.

5. None of the claimants against the bond other

than Eyre make any claim to have known of or to

have relied upon the existence of the bond. In fact,

only Eyre and Frazier Bros, attempted to allege any

affirmative defense to the cancellation of the bond.

The Frazier claim originated in 1929 and is wholly

silent of any element of estoppel against the Surety

to have cancellation. The lower Court found no ele-

ment of estoppel as to the Frazier claim. Therefore,

its attempted plea of an estoppel may be ignored.

Therefore, unless Eyre has established an equitable

right to have recourse against the bond superior to

the equity of the Surety to have it cancelled (a point

discussed under Specifications of Error 35 to 44) it

would seem clear it should be cancelled. We shall re-

serve the discussion of the merits of the Eyre claim

and the law peculiarly applicable to its claim for con-

sideration under the Specifications of Error 45 to 52.

At this time we shall confine our discussion to the law

applicable to our right to cancellation as against

claimants not showing an equity superior to our equity

of cancellation.
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(b) SUPERIOR EQUITY PREVAILS.

So far as the suit seeks a cancellation of the Bond,

the instrument involved is the bond, and when that

instrument is shown to have had its origin in fraud,

or never to have been required by the State of Oregon,

or never to have been so delivered to the State of

Oregon, the obligee, as to become effective, if only

the principal committing the fraud were involved,

then the burden of allegation and proof rests upon

each claimant to allege and prove a state of facts

giving rise to a superior equity estopping the surety

from receiving from the Court its equitable relief of

cancellation.

This is taught by the case of Louisville Ry. Co. v.

Ohio Valley Imp. Co., 57 Fed. 42, 44. In that case it

was the guaranty of complainant and not the bonds

issued by another company which was sought to be

cancelled. The rule was not changed by the fact the

respondents might be bona fide holders of the bonds

as to the issuing company (p. 45). So in the case at

bar the Surety stands in this respect in the position

of the guaranty company in that case, and the in-

firmities and fraud in the execution and pretended

delivery of the bond being shown, the burden rested

upon appellee claimants to show superior equities.

Merely holding valid warehouse receipts would not be

such a superior equity unless elements of estoppel be

present and none is alleged or shown as to any claim-

ant (saving for later discussion the Eyre claim in this

connection). Upon that issue each claimant had the

burden of proof of a superior equity throughout the

trial.
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Smith V. Burt, 46 Fed. (2d) 336, 337, followed the

above case saying:

''As to the question raised by J. E. Burt, that

no cause of action is stated against him because

the petition does not affirmatively allege his bad

faith in coming into possession of the note, which

it is sought to have cancelled and surrendered,

and in the alternative to be held the obligation

of W. G. Burt, the other respondent * * * if the

plaintiif succeeds in establishing the alleged in-

firmity of the note in the hands of the original

payee or holder, then that will be sufficient to

cast the burden upon J. E. Bui-t to allege and

prove his own good faith. See Section 59 of Act

64 of 1904, Louisiana Legislature, known as the

Negotiable Instruments Law; Louisville, etc. Co.

V. Ohio Valley (C. C), 57 Fed. 42; In re Hill

(D. C. 0.), 187 Fed. 214; Mills v. Keep (D. C),
197 Fed. 360; Stewart v. Lansing, 104 U. S. 505,

26 L. Ed. 866."

The last mentioned case of Stewart v. Lansing,

supra, deserves special reading for in that case the

Court directed a verdict for defendant where plain-

tiff had failed to prove all available facts and sustain

burden of proof, after a showing of defect in paper.

To the same effect see Briscoe v. Guaranty Mortgage

Co., 207 Pac. 487 ; Whitaker v. Praeter, 39 S. W. (2d)

248. This rule is followed in Oregon: see American

National Bank v. Kerley, 109 Ore. 155, at 205.

Section 71-255 Oregon Code 1930 being a portion

of the Uniform Warehouse Act provides

:

"71-255 Cases not provided for in act—Rule

Governing. In any case not provided for in this
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act, the rules of law and equity, including the

law merchant, and in particular the rules relating

to the law^ of principal and agent, and to the

effect of fraud, misrepresentation, duress or co-

ercion, mistake, bankruptcy, or other invalidating

cause, shall govern."

Therefore, the relief from "fraud" or "other in-

validating cause" is to be found in general equitable

rules gromided on the rule that the better equity pre-

vails. Claimants showing no superior equity amount-

ing to an estoppel should not profit by another's

"fraud" or "other invalidating cause" entitling surety

to cancellation.

In this connection it should be kept in mind that

the issues as to cancellation are made by the Bill and

Answer. All defenses available against the answers

are available without reply. Only Eyre and Frazier

Bros, attempted to allege any superior equity to the

equity of cancellation. The remaining appellees stand

on denials which wholly ignore Equity Rule 30. It

is particularly significant that the State of Oregon,

obligee in the bond, pleaded no estoppel or affirmative

defense to the cancellation (78 to 82).

The surety having shown facts which require a can-

cellation for fraud of the principal and because there

had been no effective approval or delivery of the bond,

it became incumbent upon the State of Oregon and

each claimant to allege and prove a state of facts con-

stituting a superior equity. This could not be shown

imder a general denial of facts of fraud and of the

other allegations touching the procurement of the
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bond. Equity Rules 29 and 30 {Pneumatic Scale Corp.

V, Mupl-Falke Mills, 24 Fed. (2d) 602). Aside from

the question of pleading no evidence was offered of

any such superior equity.

The Master upon the trial found the fraud and con-

cociUiient on the part of the principal to have been

established substantially as hereinabove indicated

(183 to 193). The authorities above cited establish

our right to cancellation unless there has arisen an

intervening superior equity. Only two respondents,

Eyre & Frazier Bros., attempted to plead the existence

of such an equity. Only the Eyre claim need be con-

sidered on the state of the record on the issue of

estoppel.

The opinion of the lower Court, reversing the hold-

ing of the Master (264 to 266) does not discuss the

evidence, or points advanced by appellant as to the

fraud and concealment in the procuring of the bond.

The opinion proceeds as though there w^as no question

of superior equity involved; as though the only ques-

tion was whether the bond (ignoring the fraud, con-

cealment, and infirmities in its origin), could be sus-

tained, either as a common law or statutory bond.

(c) REAL PARTY IN INTEREST STATUTE DOES NOT CUT OFF

EQUITIES BETWEEN ORIGINAL PARTIES TO CONTRACT.

The appellees claimed in the Court below the bond

was made for their benefit and that they, as the real

parties in interest, may sue thereon under Section

1-301 Oregon Code 1930, as the real parties in inter-
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est ill an obligation made for their benefit. That this

statute cuts off equities between the pai'ties to the con-

tract under which appellees claim, and the right of

one of the parties to the contract to assert there exists

either fraud, concealment, lack of approval, or de-

livery.

It does not follow because a cause of action is given

by statute directly in favor of the beneficiary as to

a bond in the origin of which there are no infirmities,

that this section has the eifect of cutting off equities

existing because of such infirmities. The very appar-

ent answer to this contention is that Section 1-301

Oregon Code 1930, is merely a part of our code of

reformed procedure permitting actions to be brought

by the real parties in interest. It governs the matter

of pleading and has nothing to do with substantive

rights. The same is true with respect to the State

Warehouse Act of Oregon, under Section 61-605 Ore-

gon Code 1930, purporting to give whatever right of

action may exist in favor of appellees.

Thus, in discussing the question of rescission for

fraud in the procurement of the contract it is laid

down in 13 C. J. Contracts, Section 650, page 610, as

follows

:

"Contracts for benefit of Third person. The
rights of such person for whose benefit a contract

is made are subject to the equities growing out

of the contract between the original parties."

In Hargadme-McKittrick Dry Goods Co. v. Stvof-

ford Bros. Dry Goods Co., 70 Pac. 582, 583, the Court

did not require a rescission and restoration of con-
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sideration where there was such fraud as would pre-

vent the original party, if required to pay, from suing

promissor, say:

"The right of action by any outside beneficiary,

for whose advantai^e a contract is made between

two other persons, is entirely subordinate to the

terms of that contract as made. Such heveficiary

cannot acquire a better standing to enforce the

agreement than that occupied by the contracting

parties themselves."

Again in Simmons v. Brir/r/s, 231 Pac. 605, 611

:

"The question is whether an innocent recipient

of a gift procured to be made through another's

fraud, can set up his innocence as a defense to

an action by the donor to rescind the gift on ac-

count of the fraud. No case has been cited or

discovered in ivhich such a defense has been up-

held * * * By now retaining the property ac-

quired through the fraudulent transaction, the

son ratifies his father's agency in j^rocuring it,

and holds it subject to all the infirmities of title

which resulted from his father's conduct. 'He
who takes the benefit must bear the burden.' (Civ.

Code Sec. 3521.)"

The authorities abundantly support our position

that the appellee claimants are, as to the $11,000.00

bond, mere volunteers. Whatever rights they have are

purely derivitive. Until they allege and prove facts

in the nature of estoppel and constituting a superior

equity, they are in no position to profit by the fraud

of the principal, or to claim there were no infirmities

or concealment in the procurement of the bond when

the contrary is the admitted fact. Appellees did not
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contract directly with the Surety, nor did they rely

upon the bond, or otherwise chani^e their position so

as to raise an estoppel.

To quote one noted legal authority, Williston, Con-

tracts, Vol. 1, Sec. 366, p. 691

:

"The common proAnsion in the so-called code

states, that actions shall be brought in the name
of the real party in interest, though sometimes

referred to as controlling the question, seems

properly to have little bearing upon it."

Sec. 394:

''Another question concerns the admissibility

of certain defenses by the promisor. When sued

by the third person, the promisor may rely on

facts showing that the promisee could not en-

force the contract. Is the third person barred,

because the promisee would be? It is necessary

to observe some distinctions here. The founda-

tion of any right the third person may have,

whether he is a sole beneficiary or a creditor of

the promisee, is the promisor's contract. Unless

there is a valid contract no rights can arise in favor

of any one. Moreover, the rights of the third

person, like the rights of the promisee, must be

limited by the terms of the promise. If that is

in terms conditional, no one can acquire any
rights under it unless the condition happens.
Further, if there is a contract valid at law, hut

subject to some equitable defense—as fraud, mis-

take, failure of consideration—the defense may
be set up against the third person. If the under-
taking is to pay a debt or discharge a duty of the

promisee, the rights of the third person can be

derived only through the promisee, and whatever
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defense affects the latter affects the creditor. In

the case of a promise for the sole benefit of a

third person, the beneficiary may indeed be re-

garded as having a direct right, but he is in the

postion of a donee. It is no more equitahle for a

sole beneficiary, though himself innocent to try to

enforce a promise procured by the fraud of an-

other, than for the donee of trust property to in-

sist on his legal title as against the cestui que

trust/'

Moreover, it would appear that appellee-claimants

further fall within the doctrine of Washburn v. Inter-

state Inv. Co., 26 Ore. 436; McCargar v. Federal Se-

curities Co., 134 Ore. 342, 361 to 365 ; Haines v. Pacific

Bancorporation, 146 Ore. 507, 509 to 514. These cases

teach an incidental beneficiary of a contract may not

sue thereon as the real party in interest ; that the right

to sue must be based upon an equity of the promissor

having received a fund which he promises to pay for

their benefit.

Thus, in Pankey v. National Surety Co., 115 Ore.

648, the Couii was considering a completion bond

given by a railroad contractor and the right of an

unpaid materialman to sue thereon. At page 652 the

Court said

:

''It (the bond) simply declares uj)on what

terms it may be exonerated from its liability to

the railway. The bond contains no covenant or

agreement to pay the plaintiff, or to see him paid,

but only a condition, the performance of which

will exonerate the Surety Company from liability,

and such a condition will not be construed as a

promise.
'

'
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In the recent case of Blessing v. Ocean Ace. & Guar.

Corp. Ltd., 152 Ore. 632, 639, 641, the Court said:

"Again, as said by Mi'. Justice Ramsey in

Scheuerman v. Mathison, supra,

'Neither courts of law nor of equity have the

right or power to make contracts for parties, or

to alter or amend those that the parties have

made. It is the intention of the parties, mani-

fested by their words, and not the whim of the

court, that nuist be the guide in construing con-

tracts made by the parties thereto.'

In entering into this contract, the contracting

parties had an absolute right to agree among
themselves upon any lawful terms and conditions

upon which the rights of an injured employee of

the assured, as against the insurer, should be made
to depend and to express in the policy such limita-

tions governing the liabilities of the insurer as

they saw fit to do. This contract was made pri-

marily for the benefit of the assured and not for

the special benefit of any employee of the assured,

nor was it a contract which the law^ required either

to make. It was not a contract based upon a con-

sideration paid in whole or in part hy any em-

ployee of the assured, nor tvas it one which cotdd

only he made with the consent or approval of the

employees of the assured, and it conferred no right

of action upon such employees unless expressly

stipulated in the contract. Plaintiff's deceased

husband was not a party to the contract and, upon
his death, it vested no right in her unless expressly

stipulated and ]3rovided in the contract."

However, switching from this position in the Court

below claimants relied upon a totally different line of
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cases having no bearing upon the facts of this suit

which we should notice, viz. : the type of cases analyzed

in the note in 71 A. L. R. 1278, and Section 342 of

Black (2nd) Rescissioii and Cancellatioyi. This line of

cases refer to contracts of guaranty and suretyship

made directly with the obligee seeking to enforce the

obligation upon an independent consideration, in most

cases not moving, as here, from the principal, but from

the obligee and the surety sought to defend for fraud

practiced upon him the principal to induce the making

of the contract with the obligee.

As stated in the opening paragraphs of the note in

11 A. L. R. 1278, the writer of the note excludes cases

where there has been no effective delivery of the in-

strument and the rationale of the cases is said at page

1280 of the note to rest upon the equitable principle

that where one of two innocent persons must suffer, he

who made it possible for the principal to deceive the

obligee to his damage should suffer. In other words,

the one having the superior equity prevails. The only

equity which defeats the equity of the surety, is one in

the nature of an estoppel by having changed their posi-

tion upon faith of the guaranty. American Surety

Company of New York v. American Mills Co.^ 260

U. S. 360, cited at page 1278 of the note is an illustra-

tive case of this type, and there cancellation was or-

dered.

But we have an entirely different type of case: (1)

the bond was never approved or delivered so as to

become an effective instrument barring some element

of estoppel,—a point we shall presently consider.

(2) The note in A. L. R. deals with substantive law
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and not procedure. It must be first determined upon

whom the burden rests of allegation and proof of a

superior equity. We have shown by an unbroken line

of Federal authorities that the burden both of allega-

tion and proof rests upon the appellee claimants when

a state of facts is shown which would require a decree

of cancellation, unless there be some one who has so

relied upon the bond fraudulently procured or never

effectively delivered as to raise an estoppel.

American Bonding Co. v. U. S., 233 Fed. 364, 369,

teaches a surety may assert not only defenses available

to the principal but also those personal to the surety.

There are many cases where a principal would not be

permitted to plead its own fraud in defense. The

surety however, not being a party to the fraud could

plead the fraud in defense of its suretyship and par-

ticularly so where the deceit goes to the inducement

whereby it became surety.

(d) NOT A STATUTORY BOND: BOND NEVER REQUIRED BY
THE STATE, OBLIGEE THEREIN: NO ACCEPTANCE OR DE-

LIVERY OF THE BOND.

This brings us to the point the bond had never been

required by the state ; that the state gave no considera-

tion for the bond and that there was no acceptance or

delivery of the bond until twenty-one days after the

bond had lapsed according to its terms, and after the

failure of the Fischei* Companies had become public

knowledge and their operations closed down.

The appellant thought it was writing a statutory

bond, but the obligee. State of Oregon, named therein.
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had not required and in fact could not, during the

balance of the license year, have required such a bond.

Citizens of a State may not negotiate a contract nam-

ing the State as obligee therein, for their benefit and

force the State to become a trustee for their benefit

without the affirmative action of the State taken at

that time (State v. U. S. F. & G. Co., 125 Ore. 13, 20).

In Larson v. National Surety Co., 171 Minn. 455, 53

A. L. R. 382, 384, it was laid down

:

'^The bond had not been delivered at that time

as stated by Mr. Justice Mitchell, in State v.

Young, 23 Minn. 551, 560: 'It is almost an elemen-

tary principle, laid down in all the books, that a

bond is not ''executed" until it is delivered, for

delivery is of the essence of a deed. It takes elfect

only from execution on delivery, and, until de-

livery, it is not a contract, and is of no further

value than the paper upon which it is written.'
"

The Larson case held after the appointment of a

receiver the principal in a warehouse bond might not

deliver the bond, though before it had expired and in

due course of business. At page 385 it is said

:

"To hold that the surety ever intended that the

grain company, or any of its officers, might deliver

the instrument to or file it with the commission

after the appointment of a receiver to take charge

of its affairs would seem to be worse than pre-

posterous."

Equally, here, to hold the surety intended to author-

ize a delivery after the principal and the Flouring

Mills, the indemnitor, had gotten into financial diffi-

culties and had been shut down, and after the bond had
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expired according to its terms ^'is worse than pre-

posterous".

Birmingham News Co. v. Molsey, 141 So. 689, 693,

holds that upon a defective delivery being shown by

the surety, matters of waiver or estoppel to rely upon

said defects must be alleged by claimant.

In Oregon the irregularity of the bond in the above

case would have been consti-uctive notice to claimants,

and the surety did not have to plead defective approval

and delivery {Baker County v. Huntington, 46 Ore.

275, 285). However, in our case we have affirmatively

pleaded not only the fraud, but the defective delivery,

or rather lack of delivery. As shown at page 282 of

the Baker County case, it is said the liability of the

surety must be established on the principal of estoppel.

It needs no citation that an estoppel must be plead and

proved by the party claiming it. As heretofore noted

no claimant other than Eyre and Frazier Bros., have

even pretended to assert any estoppel.

There was no approval or filing of the bond until

long after the bond would have expired according to

its terms. On the contrary, the bond was locked in the

safe of the Flouring Mills, its existence unknown to

any claimant other than Eyre. After the insolvency

and closing down of the principal, Mr. Ross, as attor-

ney for certain claimants, insisted that such a bond

existed and caused it to be found and sent in for at-

tempted approval and filing. Its receipt was acknowl-

edged with surprise by the obligee named in the bond

(Exhibit 5, Tr. pp. 618-9), no additional bond having

been required. It seems clear these acts after the bond
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had expired according to its terms and under the cir-

cumstances proven, were not only a fraud upon the

Surety, but could not and should not better the hold

of the appellee claimants upon the Surety.

In People v. Kneeland, 31 Cal. 288, the headnote

reads

:

''To render the obligors on an afficial bond

liable, it must be approved and filed for record."

9 C, J. Bonds, Section 28, page 18:

"Acceptance—Necessity. Every bond, in order

that it may be binding obligation, must not only

be executed and delivered by the obligor, but must

also be accepted by the obligee. If, for any

reason, an obligee in a bond refuses to accept it,

the bond does not become operative, and no lia-

bility on the part of the maker thereunder arises.

Statutory or Official bonds made payable to the

state cannot become effective until they are ac-

cepted by those duly authorized to accept them/'

In State v. American Bank, 75 Mont. 369 ; 342 Pac.

1093-1098, it is said:

''But there is ample reason for holding that the

bond in controversy must have been approved in

order to fix liability upon the sureties."

The remainder of the opinion is strongly in point.

Claimants cited in the Court below Linz v. Eastland

County (Tex.) 77 A. L. R. 1466, as authority that de-

livery for approval and filing was merely directory and

for the protection of the public. A reading of the

case discloses that instead of supporting their position,

it sustains ours. At page 1473, the Court said:
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a* * * Statutory provisions with reference

to the approval of bonds are made for the pro-

tection of public funds, and not for the benefit of

the sureties, and a surety who executes \a bond

and delivers it to the proper authorities, and upon

the faith of tvhich public funds are delivered to

the principal, cannot defend against liability on

the bond on the ground that same had never been

approved.*'

There the bond had been duly required, delivered

and approved by the county commissioners (p. 1471),

but not by the comptroller of public accounts

(p. 1473). On appeal it was first suggested that the

silence of the record as to approval by this functionary

was fatal to a recovery.

There the bond had been admittedly delivered. In

our case the bond was still in the safe of the Flouring

Mills. In that case public funds had been deposited

upon faith in the bond. In our case no one (save

Eyre and possibly the Bank) knew of the existence

of the instrument so no element of estoppel can pos-

sibly be invoked. Moreover, in that case at page 1474

the Court points out the distinction between that case

and one where, as here, a bond must be given before

the principal could act as a warehouseman. In such

a case there is no delivery until the bond has been

duly approved by the official designated to approve it.

Section 61-635 Oregon Code 1930, requires that a

bond, as designated and fixed by the commission, be

given 'Ho the State of Oregon". Such a bond can

hardly be said to have been given when it has, un-

known to the obligee, been signed and has gone no
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further than to be secretly hidden in the safe of a

third party not interested except as indemnitor of the

Surety. The bond by the terms of the statutes, Section

61-635 Oregon Code 1930, must be ''approved by such

commission".

By Section 61-619 Oregon Code 1930, no warehouse-

man shall act without a license which is issued on

July 1st of each year "for the ensuing year'\

Section 61-605 Oregon Code 1930, provides "that

such bond shall be filed in the office of the Secretary

of State" and then only is a cause of action given

thereon.

Therefore, no effective delivery can be spelled out.

The Flouring Mills not a party to the bond, or claim-

ant against it, still had the bond in its safe. Moreover,

in all the cases relied upon hy the appellee claimants

the bond had been actually required. Here it had not

been required. The bond was left in the custody of

the Flouring Mills until after the period recited to be

covered by it had elapsed and then at the instance of

Mr. Ross, acting for certain claimants, it was sent in,

with the hope that his clients might, as mere volun-

teers, profit by an instrument of which they had

known nothing.

Furthermore, our position is the one which has met

with the approval of the Supreme Court of the

United States. In Moses v. U. S,, 166 U. S. 571, 578,

it is said:

''It is settled that a bond of that character takes

effect on the date of acceptance, and it is from

that date that it speaks/'
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Since the bond must speak as of the date of its

acceptance, and since the bond was then according to

its terms functus officio, we are unable to imderstand

how claimants are in any better position than they

would have been had the bond remained at all times

in the safe.

There is a strong case in this Federal Judicial

Circuit which reviews numerous authorities and comes

to the conclusion we have urged as to the essential

nature of delivery and filing before there can be a bond

(Howard Insurance Co. v. Silverherg, 89 Fed. 168,

171-2). In that case an imdertaking on appeal was

involved and the Court had to determine at what point

the bond had been delivered so as to become an

effective instrument. This point was held to be its

delivery and filing.

This question as to when there has been such a de-

livery of a statutory bond as to make it effective is

closely related to the point of law urged by appellee

claimants in the Court below, that, failing as a statu-

tory bond, it may be supported as a common law bond.

Many of the cases cited under the next succeeding

point are equally applicable in sustaining our position

under this head.

(e) NOT A COMMON LAW BOND.

What has already been said disposes of the claim

that the instrument may be supported as a common
law bond.

(1) Delivery for the purpose of giving effect

thereto is as essential to a common law obligation as
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to a statutory. It was in the possession of the Flouring

Mills, unless it can be said the safe likewise was used

by the Warehouse Company, a co-obligor; (2) Appel-

lee claimants can only bring themselves in privity

ujider the bond by claiming under Section 61-605

Oregon Code 1930, which requires a showing the bond

was filed as required by law (State v. U. S. F. <& G.

Co., 125 Ore. 13, 20; Pankey v. National Surety Co.,

115 Ore. 648; (3) The bond shows on its face it was

intended as a statutory bond and no covenant beyond

those of a statutory bond is claimed; (4) no reliance

upon the bond is shown. The element of such reliance

as shoivn under the head '^Superior Equity Prevails"

supra, will appear in each case where a common law

bond has heen found to exist.

A leading case discussing the whole phase of the

law and holding a statutory bond cannot be enlarged

into a common law bond contrary to the intention of

the parties in Schisel v. Marville (Iowa), 197 N. W.

662. This case has been recently cited with approval

in State v. Francis, 152 Ore. 448, 451.

To the same effect was

:

Long Bell Lumber Company v. Car Construc-

tion Co., 133 ^o. ^3S, UO-,

American Book Co. v. State, 113 So. 592, 595;

Netv Amsterdam Cos. Co. v. Detroit F. d G. Co.,

58S. W. (2d) 418;

National Surety Co. v. Ulman (C. C. A. 9), 68

Fed. (2d) 330, 67 A. L. R. 990;

Bram^ch v. Richmond Cold Storage, 132 S. E.

848, 850-851.
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ShaitgJmessy v. American Surety Co., 138 Cal. 543,

held that a bond given pursuant to an unconstitutional

statute, would not be construed as a common law bond.

Appellee claimants relied strongly in the Court

below upon Clatsop County v. Feldschau, 101 Ore. 369,

as sustaining their position.

In that case the bond of a highway contractor con-

tained a clause broader than the requirements of the

statute. The Court in its opinion referred to this

clause in sustaining liability upon the bond. The

articles were in the nature of camp equipment ordi-

narily consumed upon the job. In the opinion much

is said about common law bond and language is used

contrary to the conclusion arrived at in the Iowa and

other cases supra.

Then came Fitzgerald v. Neal, 113 Ore. 103, where

the Court refused to follow the reasoning of the

Feldschau case to its logical conclusion and held the

surety not liable under an extra statutory provision,

not within the scope of the statute—a practical over-

ruling of the Feldschau case.

However, the Court did not overrule the Feldschau,

case until the decision in State v. U. S. F. d; G. Co.,

125 Ore. 13, 22. In this case, the Court has squarely

overruled the reasoning of the Feldschau case, point-

ing out that the decision did not call for a construction

of the bond as a common law obligation. It was pointed

out the camp equipment in the Feldschau case, having

been used up in the job, came within the statutory

provisions of the bond. This latter case has been
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recently approved in Portland v. Multnomah Hospital

Association, 139 Ore. 179, and in State v. Warren

Construction Co., 129 Ore. 58. Therefore, we may con-

fidently assert the reasoning of the Feldschau case,

which appellee claimants relied upon in the Court

below as the citadel of their position, has failed and

is no longer the law in Oregon.

Thus the Oregon Supreme Court is back to the sane

and sensible rule originally annomiced in Malheur

County V. Carter, 52 Ore. 616, 626, where it was said

:

''A statutory undertaking is not a common law

recognizance or bond. It is simply a statutory

contract to pay money under certain conditions:

State V. Hayes, 2 Ore. 314 ; Whitney v. Darrow, 5

Ore. 442. To be enforceable it must have been

taken in substantial compliance with the terms of

the statute authorizing it, and if not so taken, it

cannot he enforced as a common law undertaking.

(Williams v. Shelby, 2 Ore. 144), and the sureties

are entitled to stand on their contract according to

its terms (State v. Oardner, 29 Ore. 254) * * *

It does not appear thereon that any order had

been entered, by any judicial officer having juris-

diction, holding the accused to answer for a speci-

fied charge."

Again, in Portland v. Bituminous Paving Co., 33

Ore. 307, Mr. Justice Wolverton refused to enforce as

a common law bond (317 to 323) an undertaking in

connection with a paving contract, which, while volun-

tarily entered into and supported by an adequate con-

sideration and fully performed by the city, was ultra

vires the city's power to require.
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Royal Indemnity Co. v. Independence Ind. Co.

(C. C. A. 9), 29 Fed. (2d) 43. In this case a bond was

restricted to a city as obligee. The provisions of a

statutory bond could not be read into it to permit suit.

As was said in State v. Americmi Bank d Trust Co.,

243 Pac. 1093,1098:

''A bond is a contract, and requires the assent

of both parties to the same thing at the same
time.

'

'

The rule was again announced in State v. Gaver

(Md. 1911), 80 Atl. 891, 893-4:

"But we have been unable to find any authority

for the proposition that the state may without its

consent be made the obligee in a bond in which it

has no interest, and which is not required by law

to be executed * * *

Independent of the question of the right of in-

dividuals to make the state, without its consent,

the obligee in bonds executed for their private

ends, there is a more serious objection to the in-

strument sued on in this case. Every bond, in

order that it may be a binding obligation, must
not only be executed by the obligors, but must be

delivered, and it must be accepted by the obligee.

Bac. Abr. Obligations C. Statutory or official

bonds made payable to the state cannot become

effective tmtil they are accepted by those duly

authorized to accept thern. Where they are made
payable to the persons for whose protection they

are required, the approval and filing takes the

place of delivery, and the assent of the obligee

is not required. It is said in Murfree on Official

Bonds, Sec. 46, that where a bond is made payable
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to the state, 'not to subserve any interest of the

state, but as trustee for others' the bond 'does not

become operative at all until it has been duly

accepted by the state acting through its appro-

priate and duly accredited agents '.
'

'

We refer the Court to the further reasoning of the

Maryland Supreme Court upon this phase of the case

found on page 894.

Broussard v. Hines (Tex.), 101 S. W. 855, 856,

reads

:

"The bond was not good under the statute, and

the question arises: Can it be enforced as a com-

mon law bond in this case ? We do not think that

the bond is good as a common law bond. To sus-

tain the bond under the common law, it must

appear that the persons seeking to enforce the

same, or those persons with whom they are in

privity, agreed mid consented to the contract evi-

denced thereby with the makers thereof/'

In the above case the bond was made to the Sheriff.

The decision has been followed in White v. Suttle, 255

S. W. 253, 254.

Again in RoMnson v. Ortiz (Del.), 100 Atl. 408, 409,

it was said

:

"As a general proposition no one can sue on a

sealed instrument, but a party to it, and the

expressed intention of the instrument, with

respect to the question of who shall be considered

the parties to it, prevails over any implied inten-

tion that the instrument was given for the bene-

fit of some other person.
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Moody, Governor of Texas, v, Magee, 31 Fed. (2d)

117, held: The United States might not sue on a

pilot 's bond made to the governor of Texas

:

"I agree with defendant (a surety company)

that at coimnon law the only persons entitled to

recover upon a bond are the beneficiaries named
in the text, and that it is the rule that only by

statute are persons not named or in privity with

the obligor in the bond entitled to sue on it, and

then only in the event such right is either ex-

pressly or by unavoidable intendment given by

the statutes themselves. Sunter v. Frazer, et al.,

194 Cal. 337, 228 Pac. 660; Gushing v. Lickert, 79

Neb. 384, 112 N. W. 616; Alexander v. Ison, 107

Ga. 745, 33 S. E. 657; Commonwealth v. Hatch, 5

Mass. 191. This I believe to be the general rule

or law."

The Court also held in Belleview v. Wittenberg, 5

Alaska 515, 520

:

''Moreover, even if the undertaking could by

any possibility be treated as a common law obli-

gation, it tvould he void for want of considera-

tion/^

In the case at bar there is no pretense any claimant

parted with a consideration or that there is Siny privity

of contract, or consideration on the part of the state

for the bond. To work out privity, they must assume

a valid statutory bond, filed as required by Section

61-605; which section also creates the only privity, as

taught in Pankey v. National Surety Co., 115 Ore. 648.

See further, Blessing v. Ocean Ace. & Guar. Corp.

Ltd., 152 Ore. 639, 641.
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It is said in Boystone Co. v. Darling, 154 Pac. 15, 19

:

'

' The principle that a bond given solely to com-

ply with a statute, which is itself void, or which

does not require the bond as supposed, is without

binding force is settled by the cases of Powers v.

Chabot, 93 Calif. 270; Cobum v. Townsend, 103

Calif. 235; Reay v. Butler, 118 Calif. 115, and

similar cases * * *."

Thus, viewed as a common law bond, the contention

of ap])ellee claimants must fail because mider that

theory they are mere volunteers, who have given no

consideration and are not named as obligees in the

bond. Nor can they claim to be in privity with the

State of Oregon without first assuming as a link in

their chain of reasoning a valid statutory bond.

There was no meeting of minds upon the basis of a

common law bond, nor was one intended by any per-

son. The bond itself shows unmistakably a statutory

bond only was contemplated.

Moreover, the State of Oregon, obligee in the bond,

knew nothing whatever about the bond, had never

required the bond and, therefore, never intended to

assume the relation of trustee for the benefit of any

one, with respect to the bond.

The Maryland case. State v. Gaver, supra, above

(luoted from, proceeds to say the approval of the bond

by the wrong official of the state has no more effect

than its approval by one of the hiunblest citizens of

the State. Justice McBride in State v. U. S. F. <& G.

Co., 125 Ore. 13, at page 20, had in mind this rule,

when he said

:
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''The state is here as a plaintiff seeking to re-

cover money not due or owing it, but as a statu-

tory ti^ustee for the benefit of relator. Upon
principle, it would seem that the state's right to

interpose as a ])laintift* is a statutory duty which

should be permitted only in the cases provided for

its exercise, and that, while the statute, permitting

it to interpose as a plaintiff in respect to the

matter which may be included by fair implication

as being within the contemplation of the statute,

should not be extended to authorize actions to be

instituted under the shadow of the great name of

the state to cover hardships not within a fair and
liberal construction of its terms."

Like the highway department in that case, the de-

partment of the State of Oregon having supervision

of the State Warehouse Act, is of limited statutory

jurisdiction. As taught by the cases of State v. U. S.

F. d G. Co., supra; Portland v. Bitiiminoiis Paving

Co., 33 Ore. 307; Malheur Count ij v. Carter, 52 Ore.

616, the State would have had no right or authority to

have required another bond of Fischer Warehouse

Co., for the year for which it was already licensed and

bonded. The license already granted was for the full

year (Exhibit 23, Tr. pp. 636, 637). As a matter of

fact, the department having charge of warehouses

had never required by further bond after requiring

and approving the $4000.00 bond. It is clear both upon

principal and precedent, the bond cannot be construed

as a connnon law bond. Having never been called for

or accepted by the State of Oregon through its proper

department, as heretofore pointed out, the $11,000.00
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bond camiot be sustained as a statutory or common
law bond.

The lower Court held the consideration (actually

about $45.00 for the period from February 1, 1932, to

June 30, 1932) paid by the Flouring Mills in the form

of a premimn for the bond, was sufficient to sustain

the bond as a common law bond (Opinion of Court,

Tr. pp. 264-266). This ruling ignores (1) the fraud

and infirmities in the procurement and pretended ap-

proval and delivery of the bond; (2) the fact there

was no meeting of minds or contractual intention for

a common law bond; (3) the insignificant premimn

indicates a limited statutory bond was contemplated

by the Surety on the assumption such a bond had

actually been required by the state, and not a faithful

performance contract guaranteeing the obligations of

the Flouring Mills—a third party—to Eyre.

In holding the small premium paid on behalf of the

Warehouse Company by the Flouring Mills was a

sufficient consideration to sustain the bond as a com-

mon law bond in favor of appellee claimants, the lower

Court in effect declined to follow a well considered

decision of the Supreme Court of Oregon to the con-

trary; Pankey v. National Surety Company, 115 Ore.

648, 653. At the star page it is said

:

"3. This doctrine, however, can have no ap-

plication here for the bond in question was made

directly and primarily for the benefit of the rail-

way company and not plaintiff, and defendant

received nothing from the Nettleton-Bruce-Esch-

bach Company, in which plaintiff did or could

acquire any equitable interest. Presmnably, the
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defendant received from its principal in the bond
the usual compensation for the execution of an

undertaking of that nature. In the amount thus

paid, plaintiif can have no legal or equitable in-

terest, whether paid by its principal or by the

railway company, and the promise, for the con-

sideration of which the compensation was paid,

was for the sole benefit of the railway company.

4. Plaintiif cites Clatsop Co. v. Feldscliau,

101 Ore. 369 (199 Pac. 953, 18 A. L. R. 1221)
;

Fitzgerald v. Neal, 113 Ore. 103 (231 Pac. 645),

and Columbia County v. Consolidated Contract

Co., 83 Ore. 251 (163 Pac. 438), as authorities to

support his right to maintain this action. Those

cases were actions to recover upon surety bonds

given by contractors performing public work for

labor or material furnished in the performance

of such w^ork. The right to maintain these actions

was conferred by statute—Section 2991, Or. L.

Until the enactment of that statute, the right to

maintain an action upon a bond given by a con-

tractor for the faithful performance of public

work, by materialmen or laborers for labor or

material furnished, did not exist—see Parker v.

Jeffery, supra. The statute referred to created the

right,—see The Home v. Selling, supra * * * ?>

Tn State ik Francis, 152 Ore. 448, 453, 454, the Court

held a faithful performance clause which had been

inserted in a stockbroker's bond as the basis for the

issuance of a license was beyond the scope of the

supervising commission to require and was unen-

forcible. In that case the argument was made that the

surety by executing the bond could not challenge the

power of the supervising commission to require
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it and that the surety should be estopped. The Court

held that there was no estoppel by the execution of the

bond to question its validity, the Court saying at page

453:

''In our opinion estoppel is not involved. The
defendants, in the execution of the bond, fully

complied with the statute. The non-statutory

conditions exacted b}^ the corporation commission

were ultra vires and void. Hence their inclusion

in the bond w^as without consideration. Defendant

Francis was entitled to the license to operate as

a broker regardless of the inclusion of the faith-

ful performance clause."

To paraphrase the language of the above case ''In

our opinion estoppel is not involved. The defendants

in the execution of the $4000.00 bond fully complied

with the warehouse statute. Defendant Warehouse

Company was entitled to retain its license based upon

the $4000.00 bond to operate as a warehouse until the

end of the license year without giving any further

undertaking." Appellees in the Court below cited

State V. Jutstrom Fish Co., 149 Ore. 362. In that case

the surety gave a bond as the basis for the issuance

of a wholesale fish dealers' license and in reliance on

the bond the license was issued. After the license year

had elapsed the dealer failed to pay the State the

]X)undage fees required by the licensing act. The

surety defended upon the theory as to fish caught upon

the high seas, the act was unconstitutional. The Court

held that the state having relied upon the bond the

surety was estopped to raise the issue of constitu-

tionality.
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In State v. Francis, 152 Ore. 448, 454, the Court in

disposing of the question of estoppel said it was not

dealing- with a case where one had accepted benefits

mider an unconstitutional law, thus further making

clear what the Court meant b}^ estoppel in State v.

Jiitstrom Fish Co., supra.

By exceptions and proposed Findings and Conclu-

sions (Specification of Errors 17 to 33) appellant

repeatedly made a record of its theory of the case

upon the issue of cancellation of the bond and of the

facts upon this issue. We submit the assignment is

well taken and the Decree of the Court below should

be reversed and the bond decreed cancelled by this

Court as prayed for by appellant.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS NOS. 35 TO 44, DEALING
WITH ISSUE AS TO WHETHER EYRE & CO. IS

CLOTHED WITH AN ESTOPPEL AGAINST APPEL-
LANT'S RIGHT OF CANCELLATION (set forth at pages

59 to 76 of the Brief).

The above Specifications of Errors present the vari-

ous judicial rulings whereby the recommendations of

the Master that appellee Eyre & Co. is not clothed with

an estoppel against the right of appellant to have said

bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) cancelled, w^ere reversed

by the Court and said appellee, Eyre & Co., was decreed

by the Coui-t a pro rate recovery of its claim against

said bond. The proceedings covered by the ten Specifi-

cations referred to involve but one issue, viz. : whether

appellee, Eyre & Co., is clothed with an estoppel

against the right of appellant to have cancellation of
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said bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) even though the right

of appellant to cancellation is otherwise ruled.

In explanation of the number of Specifications it

should be observed no orders were entered on either

exceptions to Master's Reports or upon exceptions of

appellants to Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law proposed by appellees. The entry of the appellees

proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and the Decree operated to allow the exceptions of

appellee, Eyre & Co., to the Master's findings and

recommendations there was no estoppel in said ap-

pellee, and the recital in the Decree (Tr. p. 610 (h))

operated to deny the exceptions of appellant to the

proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of

said appellee, Eyre & Co., on the issue of estoppel and

to refuse the Findings and Conclusions requested by

appellant in lieu of those entered by the Court.

Believing the Court would not want the said ten

Specifications of Errors repeated at this place, appel-

lant, for the Court's convenience, submits the following

digest of Specifications 35 to 44.

35. Presents the substance of the Master's findings

and recommendations on the issue of estoppel ; the sub-

stance of appellee. Eyre & Co. 's exception thereto, and

the allow^ance thereof by the entering of Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law, among other things,

sustaining said estoppel upon which the Decree ap-

pealed from was entered.

36. Presents the same matter as Specification of

Error 35 upon the theory the Master's recommenda-

tions were reversed by the entry of the Decree ap-

pealed from.
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37. Presents the substance of Finding XVII en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

Exception to the same and the denial by the Court.

38. Presents appellant's tendered finding- in lieu

of Finding XVII covered by Specification 37, and the

denial thereof by the Court.

39. Presents the substance of Finding XX entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's Excep-

tion to the same and the denial thereof by the Court.

40. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu of

Finding XX covered by Specification 39, and the de-

nial thereof by the Court.

41. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law
II, entered by the Court and the substance of appel-

lant's Exception to the same and the denial thereof by

the Court.

42. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu of

Conclusion of Law II, and the denial thereof by the

Court.

43. Presents Equity Rule 611/2, (U. S. C. A. Supp.)

as not having been followed by the Court in passing on

the question of fact.

44. Presents generally the entry of the Decree as

error with respect to the issue of estoppel in favor of

appellee, Eyre & Co.
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BRIEF OF ARGUMENT ON ISSUE OF ESTOPPEL IN FAVOR
OF APPELLEE, EYRE & CO.

By way of brief of appellant's argument on the issue

of estoppel in favor of appellee, Eyre & Co., the ques-

tions of fact and laAv involved will be considered in the

following order

:

(a) Statement of the facts on the issue of estoppel

in favor of appellee. Eyre & Co.

(b) Argument.

(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS ON THE ISSUE OF ESTOPPEL
IN FAVOR OF APPELLEE, EYRE & CO.

The issues raised by Eyre on the question of estop-

pel are framed by the answer of Eyre (Tr. pp. 35 to

46) setting up its claim upon a number of pretended

warehouse receipts purporting to have been issued by

the warehouse company and the matters upon which

it relies for an estoppel (Tr. pp 35 to 42), i. e., extend-

ing credit to the Flouring Mills. The principal allega-

tions of Eyre were denied by appellant in its Reply

(Tr. pp. 60 to 70) followed by an affirmative defense

of payment of most of the items of the Eyre claim, and

a second affirmative defense charging Eyre with bad

faith in taking and retaining the pretended warehouse

receipts; that the receipts did not represent actual

warehouse transactions or actual receipt of commodi-

ties and referring back to the appellant's Bill of

Equity (Tr. pp. 70 to 76). Appellee claimant, Silver-

ton Lumber Co., by Reply to Eyre's answer denied

generally the principal allegations of the Eyre an-

swers (Tr. pp. 138 to 139). Appellee claimant, W. S.
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Jack (Tr. pp. 139 to 140) filed Reply similar to the

last named Reply. Eyre replied with denials to the

Reply of appellant to its answer (Tr. pp. 124 to 126).

The issues were referred by the Court to the stand-

ing Master in Chancery, Hon. Robert F. Maguire (Tr.

pp. 141 to 143) to take the evidence and report his

findings, conclusions and recommendations for a de-

cree.

The issues in this suit and the suit upon the $4000.00

bond were tried before said Master, who after argu-

ment and briefs, filed his Report (Tr. pp. 182 to 234)

in which he found not only Eyre had no estoppel as

against the right of appellant to a cancellation of the

$11,000.00 bond, but also that Eyre had no valid claim.

Eyre thereupon petitioned the Master to reconsider

his findings on these issues and the issue of the right

of appellant to cancellation. The Master secured an

order withdrawing his report for further considera-

tion (Tr. p. 248). Thereafter, the Master filed back

his report with a Supplemental Report in which he

reaffirmed his position upon the right of appellant to

a cancellation of the $11,000.00 bond and upon the is-

sue of estoppel in favor of Eyre, but held Eyre had a

valid claim against the $4000.00 bond (Tr. pp. 249 to

256). Eyre filed Exceptions to the portions of the Re-

ports finding there was no estoppel in its favor against

the cancellation of the $11,000.00 bond as found and

recommended by the Master (Tr. pp. 256 to 262).

The lower Court rendered a memorandum o])inion

disposing of exceptions (Tr. pp. 264 to 266) which did

not discuss the issues of estoppel or validity of the

Eyre claim.
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Thereupon, appellee claimants tendered proposed

findings and conclusions, being the ones actually en-

tered (Tr. pp. 291 to 308), to which appellant ex-

cepted (Tr. pp. 267 to 291) challenging by exceptions

the proposed findings and conclusions on these issues

and tendering findings and conclusions in favor of

appellant in lieu thereof. The lower Court in its De-

cree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310) wholly denied these ex-

ceptions.

The specification of errors, 35 to 44, are based upon

the Second Assignment of Error (Tr. pjj. 720 to 739).

In taking up the facts touching estoppel it is nec-

essary to bear in mind that all facts touching appel-

lant's right to cancellation of the bond are developed

under the Statement of the Facts in dealing with the

first 34 Specifications of Errors covering that single

issue. The facts pertaining to the merits of the claim

of appellee. Eyre & Co., are reserved for treatment

under the next succeeding group of Specifications of

Errors. If appellee. Eyre & Co., does not have a

valid claim, it, of course, cannot claim an estoppel. It

may have a valid claim and yet there be no estoppel.

We shall endeavor to collate the facts pertaining to

this narrow issue.

Fischer Flouring Mills Company for many years

had been engaged in the manufacture of flour and

cereals at Silverton, Oregon. Louis Fischer was its

President and executive head (Fischer, 365). In 1923

Fischer organized another corporation knov\Ti as

Fischer Warehouse Company. All but three qualify-

ing shares of its capital stock was owned by the
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Flouring Mills (Fischer, 382 to 386, 365). The Ware-

house Company qualified as a warehouseman under

the State Warehouse Act which required a bond for

a license year beginning July 1 of one year and end-

ing with June 30 of the ensuing year. About July 1,

1931, the supervising department of the State of Ore-

gon having charge of warehouses under the State Act

fixed its w^arehouse bond for the ensuing year at

$4000.00 (Exhibit 1, Tr. pp. 611 to 614). This bond

was given with the appellant as surety. The present

case, however, involved a bond given February 1,

1932, to expire at the same time the $4000.00 bond was

to expire (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615). This additional

bond had not been required by or delivered to the

State of Oregon and its existence was unknown to any

official of the State of Oregon (Exhibit 5, Tr. p. 618;

Stipulation no department of the State had ordered

any additional bond, Tr. p. 325).

We have traced the history of the procurement of

the $11,000.00 bond in discussing the first group of

Specifications of Error showing that the Flouring

Mills Co. was greatly indebted to American National

Bank and that the Bank was pressing for liquidation

of this indebtedness (Haight, 573, 355, 356, 357, 358,

573, 574).

It appears the Flouring Mill had some credit with

American National Bank, but Fischer says this credit

was cut off in January, 1932, and about the 20th of

that month the Flouring Mills was required to execute

a secret assignment to American National Bank and

the appellee, First National Bank of Silverton, of all
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of its accounts receivable and notes payable (Exhibit

13, Tr. pp. 624 to 627). The assignment, however,

was not recorded until after the failure of the Fischer

Companies in July, 1932 (Exhibit 13, Tr. pp. 624,

627).

Apparently $10,000.00 of the amount owed Ameri-

can National Bank was supposed to be secured by

warehouse receipts on 600 tons of oats, but on trial

it developed Fischer had deceived American National

Bank and the oats in truth belonged to the farmers of

the Silverton district (Fischer, 374, 375, 377; Keams,

503). In addition, American National Bank was

threatening to move in if not paid and take the oats

(Fischer, 375).

Faced with this situation, Mr. Fischer went to

Kearns, Portland manager of appellee, Eyre & Co.,

asked for a loan of $10,000.00 secured by the identical

oats pledged to American National Bank, but actually

owned by the farmers. Keams does not admit he was

told by Fischer that the oats were pledged to Ameri-

can National Bank, but he admits Fischer told him

the oats were owned by the farmers and that the

Fischer Flouring Mills must have the oats in order

to continue its manufacture of cereals (Kearns, 500

to 519, 489, 490, 499). Thereupon, Kearns phoned

the San Francisco office for authority to make the

loan, wrote the warehouse department of the State

of Oregan to find out amount of warehouse bond of

the Warehouse Company and was advised it was

$4000.00 (Kearns, 489 to 491) ; thereupon, Kearns

told Fischer to get an additional bond for $11,000.00
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and his company, Eyre & Co., would make the $10,-

000.00 loan (Exhibit 36, Tr. pp. 641, 644). The de-

tailed evidence as to the procurement of the $11,000.00

bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) sought to be cancelled in

this suit, has been set forth under the previous group

of Specifications of Errors touching the right to can-

cellation and will not be here repeated, except to state

that the appellant was not advised of any of the actual

facts or dealings between Eyre & Co., Fischer Flour-

ing Mills Co., and Fischer Warehouse Co. (Lyons,

339, 341-2, 349-350).

On January 21, 1932, Mr. Kearns closed the trans-

action with Fischer Flouring Mills Company, making

at the time a written memo of what that transaction

was (Exhibit 36, Tr. pp. 641-645) ; his memo is in

evidence and reads in part

:

''It is understood that we will advance you $10,-

000.00 on the above against warehouse receipts bonded

for $15,000.00" (Exhibit 36, Tr. pp. 641 to 645). The

warehouse receipts referred to in the other portion of

the memo are the 600 tons oats receipts (Exhibit 35,

Tr. p. 639). The money was paid by check reading

to the Flouring Mills and it was cleared through

American National Bank, being duly returned to ap-

pellee, Eyre & Co. (Exhibit 49, Tr. p. 649).

Mr. Fischer told Kearns at that time and during

the negotiations for the $10,000.00 that his Flouring

Mills had to have the oats to manufacture into cereals

and that the oats belonged to the farmers (Fischer,

401, 410 to 412; Kearns, 501 to 519). Mr. Kearns for

appellee Eyre & Co. received the warehouse receipts
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either at the time of receiving the check or within an

hour or so thereafter (Exhibit 49, Tr. p. 649 ; Exhibit

35, Tr. pp. 639, 641). These oat warehouse receipts

read to Eyre & Co. as alleged depositor, but Mr. Kearns

admitted it had deposited no oats (Kearns, 519). Mr.

Kearns did not attempt to find out from the State of

Oregon whether the additional $11,000.00 bond had in

fact been given or required. Mr. Kearns was told

by either Mr. Fischer or Mr. Benson on January 21,

1932, that the bond would be procured and about a

month later Mr. Kearns was told by Mr. Benson the

bond had been procured, but Mr. Kearns did not verify

this or ever see the bond (Kearns, 491, 494).

The bond was not sent to the supervising depart-

ment of the State for approval and filing, but was

placed in the safe of the Flouring Mills where it re-

mained, its existence unknown to any of the appellee

claimants vmtil about July 20, 1932, except as to the

qualified knowledge of Eyre & Co., just stated. About

that time the Fischer Companies suspended business

and the bond was found. At the suggestion of an at-

torney for another creditor of the Flouring Mills, it

was sent to the department of the State of Oregon

having supervision of w^arehouse bonds for approval

and filing (Kerr, 460 to 465; Fischer, 379). The of-

ficer of the supervising department of the State to

which it was sent at first declined to approve or file

the bond until advised how it happened a bond had

been given when one had not been required by the

warehouse department (Exhibit 5, Tr. p. 618).

The surety, being advised of this letter, immedi-

ately asked that the bond be returned. This was de-
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clined and a form of approval and filing was gone

through.

It is undisputed that the $10,000.00 loan to the

Flouring Mills was subsequently repaid in full and

the warehouse receipts covering the 600 tons of oats

were cancelled and surrendered, and no claim is made

on account of said receipts. (Exhibit 35, Tr. pp. 639

to 641). The appellee. Eyre & Co., seeks to hold sub-

sequently issued warehouse receipts as collateral to

the general indebtedness of the Flouring Mills to

Eyre & Co. relying upon the testimony of Mr. Ben-

son alone on this issue. This line of evidence was an

effort to vary the writing made by Mr. Kearns of

Eyre & Co. (Exhibit 36, Tr. p. 641) which limits the

transaction for which the $11,000.00 bond was to stand

as collateral to the 600 ton oat transaction (Benson,

Tr. pp. 448 to 456).

Mr. Fischer testified he had made no agreement

with appellee Eyre & Co. for retention of warehouse

receipts as collateral and had authorized no one to

make such an agreement (Fischer, 413, 414). Mr.

Benson testified such an agreement was part of the

conversation relating to the $10,000.00 loan on oats,

W'hich was by Mr. Kearns reduced to writing (Ex-

hibit 36, Tr. p. 641; Benson, 447).

Subsequently, Eyre & Co. shipped various commodi-

ties directly to Flouring Mills Co. under invoices

many reading "quick shipment", knowing the urgency

of the Flouring Mills in its manufacturing operations

for the commodities (Meyer, 567; Exhibit 73, Tr.

p. 663; Exhibit 74, Tr. p. 664; Exhibit 78, Tr. p. 666;

Exhibit 79, Tr. p. 667).
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(b) ARGUMENT.

The issue raised by appellee Eyre & Go's, plea of

an estoppel against appellant's right to a cancella-

tion is predicated on the assumption for the sake of

argument that appellee Eyre & Co., has a valid claim

based on warehouse transactions which are on an

equal meritorious basis with the claims of the other

appellee claimants who have asserted no estoppel. In

fact the Master found that no estoppel existed as to

the remaining appellees and none of them filed Excep-

tions. The Master's finding on this issue is therefore

conclusive as to all appellees except Eyre & Co.

Appellee Eyre & Co's. claim of an estoppel disap-

pears when examined. In the first place appellee

Eyre & Co., bargained for an additional warehouse

bond to secure it in a single transaction—the 600

ton oat transaction involving a loan or advance of

$10,000.00 to the Flouring Mills. It is conceded ap-

pellee Eyre & Co., was fully repaid the $10,000.00 and

returned as fully cancelled the oat warehouse re-

ceipts. Appellee Eyre & Co. cannot dispute its own

written evidence of the transaction (Exhibit 36, Tr.

p. 641), and claim the agreement was really some-

thing different. Moreover, the evidence by which aj)-

pellee Eyre & Co., sought to enlarge upon its own

written evidence of the agreement was based upon

the impeached testimony of Mr. Benson whom ap-

pellee Eyre & Co., called as its witness on this issue.

Appellee Eyre & Co., assuming it could enlarge upon

its own written evidence of the agreement, by adding

something which it claims was said in the course
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of the conversations leading up to the making of the

memoranda of January 21, 1932, has the burden of

proof and clearly has not carried it.

In the second place appellee Eyre & Co. knew that

it and not the State of Oregon was requiring the

$11,000.00 bond for the purpose of guaranteeing its

$10,000.00 loan to the Flouring Mills,—a distinct cor-

poration from Fischer Warehouse Company. It knew

Flouring Mills was speeding up its manufacturing

plant and was trying to extend its market for manu-

factured cereals. These enlarged operations had noth-

ing to do with warehouse operations contemplated by

the State Warehouse Act under which the bond was

supposed to have been given. On the contrary these

enlarged operations of the Flouring Mills were in

themselves notice to api^ellee Eyre & Co. that no

grain would long remain in the warehouse operated

by another corporation, if indeed the grain ever

reached the warehouse. The documentary evidence

of purported sales and purchases between appellee

Eyre & Co., and Fischer Flouring Mills Co., evidenced

direct sales to the Flouring Mills (Exhibits 61 to 79,

Tr. pp. 650 to 670), whereas the warehouse receipts

made the basis of appellee Eyre & Co's. claim read to

Eyre & Co., as an alleged depositor, an admittedly

false recital (Exhibits 37 to 48, Tr. pp. 645 to 649).

In the third place, and this is most important,

appellee Eyre & Co. knew the Warehouse Company
was perpetrating a fraud upon the farmers of the

Silverton district when the Warehouse Company
issued receipts in favor of Eyre & Co. upon oats
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known 'to Eyre & Co. to be owned by the farmers.

Eyre as a party to this fraud, cannot wash its hands

of the deceit practiced by the Warehouse Company
upon appellant to induce the writing of the $11,000.00

bond, and say the bond should respond for later ware-

house receipts issued.

Eyre seeks to pervert a supposed statutory ware-

house bond into a bond guaranteeing the obligations

of the Flouring Mills growing out of its effort to

expand by reaching into California and Washington

for new customers for its manufactured cereals and

flour, a rank per^^ersion of the function of a statutory

w^arehouse bond for storage of ^'hay and grain".

Eyre established no agreement that the bond should

stand as security for credit extended to the Flouring

Mills after the $10,000.00 loaned on the oat deal was

repaid. It may not in effect say: '^I admit I was

indifferent as to whether the Flouring Mills w^as

pledging oats which the Flouring Mills did not own

in fraud of thei rights of the true owners, but later I

extended credit to the Flouring Mills, having a pur-

pose in my own mind of holding the bond if the Flour-

ing Mills should endeavor to defraud me as I knew

it was defrauding the farmers in its neighborhood."

An estoppel rests upon facts appealing to the con-

science of a chancellor. A stream which springs from

a contaminated and foul fountainhead is not so easily

purified.

It is not enough for Eyre & Co. to urge that it

increased its credit line with an independent corpo-

ration—the Flouring Mills. It had to show a right to
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increase its line of credit with the Flouring Mills as

a transaction within the spirit and scope of a statu-

tory warehouse bond of a separate corporation.

It is not enough for Eyre & Co. to urge it knew

of the increased manufacture of cereals and the open-

ing of increased markets for these cereals by the

Flouring Mills and that it extended enlarged credit

to the Flouring Mills to aid it in these enlarged

operations.

Eyre must bring itself within the equitable prin-

ciples governing an estoppel in pais. It must establish

an equity superior to the equity of the appellant to

cancellation because of the fraud and concealments of

material facts in its procurement and because no bond

had actually been required by the obligee State.

This case differs widely, as developed under the

head of the right to cancellation, from the usual case

where the minds of the Surety, its principal, and the

creditor extending credit on the faith of the bond,

have met upon the type of bond intended and the

purpose for which it was written.

In the present case Eyre actually knew of the fraud-

ulent issuance by the Warehouse Company of the 600

ton oat receipts and that it, and not the State, w^as

requiring the bond. Eyre & Co. has failed to show

any right to rely, or clean hands, or credit extended

within the purpose and scope of the bond.

The conclusion of the Master denying Eyre & Co.'s

claim of an estoppel against appellant's right to can-

cellation as set forth in his supplemental report (Tr.
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pp. 254, 255) ably disposes of this contention of ap-

pellee Eyre & Co.

"With regard to Eyre & Company's claim upon
the $11,000 bond, the Master has considered the

able argmnent of counsel made upon the motion
that the Master reconsider his report, but is com-
pelled to adhere to the views originally expressed.

The claim is made that Eyre & Company's check

for $10,000 was used to take up a loan with the

American National Bank which was itself sup-

ported by warehouse receipts, and that therefore,

the grain must have been deposited with the ware-

house company by the Flouring Mills. This does

not follow however. The receipts held by the bank
might have covered other grain, or that grain

may have been unlawfully converted by the Flour-

ing Mills prior to the time of this loan—a condi-

tion not unlikely in view of the practices of the

Flouring Mills and the Warehouse Company.

"Eyre & Company did not know of and cer-

tainly did not rely upon any such previous trans-

actions with the bank. By the admission of its

manager, it made a loan to the Flouring Mills

Company and expected the Flouring Mills Com-
pany to take the money and purchase grain stored

with the Warehouse Company by the farmers.

The receipts were issued contemporaneously to

the loan and accepted by Eyre & Company when
it knew that neither the Warehouse Company nor

the Fischer Flouring Mills Company owned the

grain, if it was in the warehouse, and that it in

fact belonged to others. While it may have in-

tended no dishonest practice and may have relied

upon the Flouring Mills Company, complying

with its agreement, yet the receipts which it took
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did not evidence grain then owned by either the

Warehouse Company or the Flouring Mills. It

did not disclose these facts to the surety, and the

latter had the right to be truly informed of the

nature of the transactions between Eyre & Co.

and the Fischer Company, for which it was being

asked to stand surety. The obligation which the

surety company undertook was to stand good for

the violations by the Warehouse Company of its

duties as a warehouse company upon actual ware-
house transactions, and while it might be estopped

from denying liability under its bond as to ware-

house receipts fravidulently issued, if they came
into the possession of a bona fide holder^ yet this

ground of estoppel does not exist when the re-

ceipts are in the possession of one who knew the

actual nature of the transaction."

SPECIFICATIONS OF ERRORS NOS. 45 TO 52, DEALING
WITH THE CLAIM OF EYRE & CO. ON ITS MERITS AS
A WAREHOUSE TRANSACTION (set forth at pages 77 to

87 of this Brief).

The above Specifications of Errors present the vari-

ous judicial rulings whereby the recommendations of

the Master that appellee Eyre & Co. had no claim

against the $11,000.00 bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615),

and the Court found and decreed appellee Eyre & Co.

to have a valid claim upon its merits. The proceed-

ings covered by the eight Specifications referred to

involve but one issue, viz: whether appellee Eyre &
Co. 's claim is based upon valid warehouse transactions.

In explanation of the number of Specifications it

should be observed no orders were entered on either
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exceptions to Master's Reports or upon exceptions of

appellant to Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
proposed by appellees. The entry of the appellees'

proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and Decree operated to allow the exception of ap-

pellee Eyre & Co. to the Master's findings and recom-

mendations that no appellee recover against the $11,-

000.00 bond, and the recital in the Decree (Tr. p.

610 (h) ) operated to deny the exceptions of appellant

to the proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law of said appellee Eyre & Co. on the issue whether

appellee Eyre & Co.'s claim is based upon valid ware-

house transactions and to deny the Findings and Con-

clusions requested by appellant in lieu of those entered

by the Court.

Believing the Court would not want the said eight

Specifications of Errors repeated at this place, appel-

lant for the Court's convenience, submits the following

digest of Specifications 45 to 52:

45. Presents the substance of the Master's findings

and recommendations whereby the Master while allow-

ing the Eyre & Co. claim against the $4000.00 bond

denied the claim with respect to the $11,000.00 bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) sought to be cancelled herein.

46. Presents the same matter as Specifications of

Error 45 upon the theory the result of the Master's

recommendations denying recovery by said appellee.

Eyre & Co., as to said $11,000.00 bond, was reversed

by the entry of the Decree.
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47. Presents the substance of Finding XIII en-

tered by the Court and the substance of appellant's

Exception to the same and the denial by the Court.

48. Presents appellant's tendered finding in lieu

of Finding XIII, and the denial thereof by the Court.

49. Presents the substance of Finding XIV entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's Excep-

tion to the same, and the denial of the Court.

50. Presents the substance of Finding XV entered

by the Court and the substance of appellant's Excep-

tion to the same and the denial of the Court.

51. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law
III (e) entered by the Court and the substance of

appellant's exception to the same and the denial

thereof by the Court.

52. Presents generally the entry of the Decree as

error with respect to the issue of the merits of the

claim of appellee Eyre & Co. as a warehouse trans-

action.

BRIEF OF ARGUMENT ON ISSUE WHETHER APPELLEE
EYRE & CO.'S CLAIM IS BASED UPON VALID WARE-
HOUSE TRANSACTIONS.

By way of brief of appellant's argument on the issue

as to the merits of the claim of appellee Eyre & Co. as

a warehouse transaction, the questions of fact and law

involved will be considered in the following order

:

(a) Statement of the facts whether appellee Eyre

& Co.'s claim is based upon valid warehouse trans-

actions.
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(b) An analysis of the law pertaining to the issue

of the validity of the Eyre claim

:

(1) Form of Eyre's warehouse receipts charged

Eyre with notice of all irregularities in issuance of

warehouse receipts.

(2) Circumstances show bad faith of Eyre prevent-

ing claim of innocent purchaser.

(3) Eyre could not, as alleged depositor named in

receipts, be innocent purchaser within Uniform Ware-

house Act.

(4) Sale by Eyre to Flouring Mills inconsistent

with retention of interest in goods.

(5) Warehouse receipts may be contradicted by

parol and delivery may be to person actualy entitled

to possession.

(6) Second group of receipts.

(7) Claim of res adjudicata and decree pro con-

fesso.

(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS WHETHER APPELLEE EYRE &
CO.'S CLAIM IS BASED UPON VALID WAREHOUSE TRANS-
ACTIONS.

The issues raised by Eyre with respect to the merits

of its claim are framed by the answer of Eyre (Tr. pp.

35 to 46) setting up its claim upon a number of pre-

tended warehouse receipts purporting to have been

issued by the warehouse company and the matters upon

which it relies for an estoppel (Tr. pp. 35 to 42), i. e.,

extending credit to the Flouring Mills. The principal

allegations of Eyre were denied by appellant in its
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Reply (Tr. pp. 60 to 70) followed by an affirmative de-

fense of payment of most of the items of the Eyre

claim, and a second affirmative defense charging Eyre

with bad faith in taking and retaining the pretended

warehouse receipts; that the recepits did not represent

actual warehouse transactions or actual receipt of com-

modities and referring back to the appellant's Bill in

Equity (Tr. pp. 70 to 76). Appellee claimant, Silver-

ton Lumber Co., by Reply to Eyre's answer denied

generally the principal allegations of the Eyre answers

(Tr. pp. 138 to 139). Appellee claimant, W. S. Jack

(Tr. pp. 139 to 140) filed Reply similar to the last

named Reply. Eyre replied with denials to the Reply

'of appellant to its answer (Tr. pp. 124 to 126).

The issues were referred by the Court to the stand-

ing Master in Chancery, Hon. Robert F. Maguire

(Tr. pp. 141 to 143) to take the evidence and report

his finding, conclusions and recommendations for a

Decree.

The issues in this suit and the suit upon the $4000.00

bond were tried before said Master, w^ho after argu-

ment and briefs, filed his Report (Tr. pp. 182 to 234)

in w^hich he found not only Eyre had no estoppel as

against the right of appellant to a cancellation of the

$11,000.00 bond, but also that Eyre had no valid claim.

Eyre thereupon petitioned the Master to reconsider

his findings on these issues, and the issue of the right

of appellant to cancellation. The Master secured an

order withdrawing his report for further considera-

tion (Tr. p. 248). Thereafter, the Master filed back

his report with a Supplemental Report in which he
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re-affirmed his position upon the right of appellant

to a cancellation of the $11,000 bond and upon the is-

sue of estoppel in favor of Eyre, but held Eyre had

a valid claim against the $4000.00 bond (Tr. pp. 249 to

256).

Appellant filed Exceptions to the unfavorable por-

tion of said Supplemental Report sustaining said

Eyre claim as a valid warehouse claim (Tr. pp. 263-4).

Eyre filed Exceptions to the portions of the Reports

finding there was no estoppel in its favor against the

cancellation of the $11,000.00 bond as found and rec-

ommended by the Master (Tr. pp. 256 to 262).

The lower Court rendered a memorandum opin-

ion disposing of exceptions (Tr. pp. 264 to 266) which

did not discuss the issues of estoppel or validity of

the Eyre claim.

Thereupon appellee claimants tendered proposed

findings and conclusions being the ones actually en-

tered (Tr. pp. 291 to 308) to which appellant ex-

cepted (Tr. pp. 267 to 291), challenging by exceptions

the proposed findings and conclusions on these is-

sues and tendering findings and conclusions in favor

of appellant in lieu thereof. The lower Court in its

Decree (Tr. pp. 308 to 310) wholly denied these ex-

ceptions.

Eyre claimed in its answer to have taken warehouse

receipts of the Warehouse Company subsequent to the

oat transaction in reliance upon the agreement made

January 21, 1932 (Exhibit 36, Tr. p. 641), and that

pursuant thereto Eyre increased its business with the
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Flouring Mills and ''made cash advances and pur-

chased grain from the Fischer Flouring Mills Co.''

(37 par. VI of Eyre Answer; 40 par. XII of Eyre

Answer) . It is undisputed the $10,000.00 loaned on the

oats receipts was repaid and the receipts returned

(Exhibit 35, Tr. pp. 639 to 641; Benson, 457-8) ; also

that the commodities described in receipts numbered

140 and 154 to 159, inclusive (Exhibits 38 to 43, Tr.

pp. 645 to 647) were paid in full (Report, 194-5).

Eyre at the trial took the position it could retain

these receipts as collateral to its account with Flour-

ing Mills for other commodities sold (Tr. pp. 433 to

445). We must, therefore, review the proof upon

these points.

The transaction of the procuring of the $11,000.00

bond by the express language of the writing drawn

by Eyre and signed by Eyre with a copy delivered

to the Flouring Mills, is limited to the 600 ton oat

transaction and the loan of $10,000.00 (Exhibit 36, Tr.

pp. 641 to 644) where under the head of "Remarks"

it is stated:

"It is understood that we will advance you $10,-

000 on the above against warehouse receipts

bonded for $15,000."

Mr. Kearns, manager of Eyre, in his testimony on

pages 489 to 490 so limits the writing to that loan

and transaction. Over appellant's objection that the

evidence was irrelevant and immaterial and that Eyre

has shown no right to rely upon the bond in its fu-

ture transaction, Mr. Kearns testified he did so

rely upon it (494).
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Eyre sought to vary and enlarge upon this writ-

ten memoranda it had made of its agreement by call-

ing Mr. Benson, bookkeeper of the Flouring Mills,

and asking him whether the increased line of credit

was secured and what the understanding was about

security (Tr. pp. 442 to 446), but the witness was

stopped by objections of appellant that the question

called for the legal conclusions of the witness and that

he must state what was said and done.

Benson was then withdrawn, being later recalled

by Eyre (Tr. p. 446) Benson testified the agreement

was made with Mr. Kearns when Fischer and he went

to Eyre's office in January to attempt to secure a

$10,000.00 loan on 600 tons of oats (Tr. p. 447).

Inasmuch as the agreement claimed by Eyre as the

basis of its right to retain receipts after the commodi-

ties recited therein had been paid for, is an essential

link in proof of the Eyre claim, we, for the conven-

ience of the Court, quote at length from the only tes-

timony on this point. Since appellee Eyre & Co. has

challenged throughout the fairness of appelleant in

condensing and giving the substance of the testimony

of certain witnesses, particularly Keanas, Fischer and

Benson, touching certain important issues of fact, ap-

pellant was required to include in the narrative state-

ment the testimony of these witnesses touching these

controversial issues by question and answer so that

the Court may determine whether or not our con-

struction of their testimony is fair. (Approved and

settled by consent, Tr. pp. 321, 322, 673 to 676.) This
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verbatim testimony discloses the difficulty Eyre had

in attempting to prove such an agreement contradict-

ing the writmg of January 21, (Exhibit 36), and its

failure of proof in this respect. We quote from pages

448 to 456:

"When we received shipments of wheat or oats

the warehouse receipts would be issued and sent

to the Edward L. Eyre & Company as collateral.

The Master. Q. Collateral for what ?

A. Well, it was collateral on the account.

Q. Would that be a warehouse receipt on the

particular goods or shipment you had received or

would it be a warehouse receipt on some other

commodity ?

A. Well, those were warehouse receipts on a

shipment of goods that were received.

Mr. Oppenheimer. Q. Now, I will ask you to

state whether or not from time to time these va-

rious warehouse receipts were retained by Ed-

ward L. Eyre & Company, if you know, and not

surrendered due to the fact that the Fischer

Flouring Mills received other commodities of

equal value or possibly of equal value f

Mr, Clark. We object to that as calling for

the conclusion of the witness; it doesn't show they

were taken as substitute collateral ; it suggests the

answer.

The Master. It is leading, no question about

that.

Mr. Oppenheimer. Withdraw it, it is leading.

Q. Now I call your attention to respondents'

exhibit 37 while you were on the stand before

you stated at the time that was issued that it

wasn't received as collateral security.

A. That is right.
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Q. I will ask you if subsequent to that time

it was in the possession of Edward L. Eyre &
Company as collateral security?

A. Mr. Clark. That calls for a conclusion;

there has not been any agreement proven yet.

Mr. Oppenheimer. How are you going to

prove

Mr. Clark (interrupting). Prove just what
was said and done.

The Master. I will ask a question or two if I

may?
Q. How did that warehouse receipt s^et into

the possession of Edward L. Eyre & Company?
Mr. Oppenheimer. Q. And why was it held?

The Master. Now wait, I will get to that a

little later.

A. In December the Fischer Flouring Mills

Company had these oats and were short of money,

so if I remember rightly, we called the Edward L.

Eyre & Company on the phone and talked to

either Mr. Dopplmaier or Mr. Meyers and told

them we wanted to sell these oats to them. They
agreed to that, and this warehouse receipt was

made out and a draft for a thousand dollars was
deposited in the First National Bank of Silver-

ton, Then through the mail we got the confirma-

tion of purchase with the notation it would be

sold back to us, option to repurchase, and later

on this option was exercised.

Q. All right. When the option to repurchase

was exercised you paid for those oats; why was
it this particular warehouse receipt was not re-

turned to you?
A. For the simple reason that we had received

other oats which we hadn't issued a warehouse

receipt on.
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Q. What difference did that make f

A. Well, the simple fact Eyre & Company
would not return this receipt to us until they had
received a receipt on subsequent shipments.

Q. Did you ask them to I

A. No.

Q. Why not?

A. Well, because I knew they would not do

it. They would not return this one without a sub-

sequent receipt.

Q. What were the}^ holdinis: that for?

A. They were holding this for collateral on
the account.

Mr. Clark. I submit, your Honor, one party

to 'Eyre & Company could not make a contract.

The Master. I will let counsel go ahead and
inquire.

Mr. Oppenheimer. I will ask likewise as to

each one.

The Master. Let us finish up this one first;

then we will follow right along when we will get

the ice once broken.

Mr. Oppenheimer. I think that is all there was
to it, it was held for collateral for our account.

The Master. Q. What right did they have to

hold it as collateral?

A. That was the terms on which they did busi-

ness with us.

The Master. I will have to leave that for

cross-examination later on your side of the case.

Mr. Oppenheimer. Q. I will ask you if that

course of conduct in relation to exhibit 37, if it

didn't exist only pertaining to various other

transactions in like manner, to exhibits 38 to 48

inclusive, if you know?
A. I didn't get the question?
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Q. Well, what I mean, what you have testified

to about exhibit 37, if it doesn't apply in like

manner to these other exhibits except they were

other commodities and different shipments then

in lieu of oats?

A. As far as retaining of the warehouse re-

ceipt was concerned, that is true."

Cross-examination of Mr. Benson by Mr. Clark:

''Nothing was said at time of payment of ware-

house receipt No. 140 with respect to surrender

of it. It was paid at First National Bank of Sil-

verton. Asked whether anything specific was said

about retention of their particular receipts, 140

for instance, as collateral to an open account, wit-

ness answered 'I don't think there was anything

specific as to receipt 140.'

The witness understood the oats receipts 'we

would have to keep covered until the warehouse

receipt was returned.'
"

The witness was then interrogated as follows

:

"Q. I will ask you Mr. Benson, if you were in

the office of Mr. Stott about the time we brought

Mr. Kerr in with some records of the company,

I don't know just what day of the week—last

week, and Mr. Randall, myself and Mr. Stott

were present in the office discussing this situa-

tion?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember that at that time you

stated something about you thought there would

be no dispute about these warehouse receipts hav-

ing been paid, do you recall that ?
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A. I recall that, stating I didn't think there

would be any dispute about the payment on those

particular invoices.

Q. And that 1 asked you tlien whether there

w^as any understanding- that they could retain

those warehouse receipts, any agreement that they

could retain the warehouse receipts as collateral

to the open account and you at that time stated

that there was no such understanding^ one way or

the other I

A. I don't believe you asked me that question,

Mr. Clark.

Q. Will you say that I didn't ask you that

question ?

A. Yes, 1 don't tliink you did.

Q. Do you say that you didn't make that state-

ment?
A. No, I don't think I made that statement.

As I I'emember it you asked me if there was any
reason why that particular warehouse receipt

should not be retunied.

Q. I will ask you whether at that time you
stated in effect, in response to a question of mine
as to whether there was any agreement one way
or the other with Eyre & Company and the

Fischer Flouring Mills Company or the Fischer

Warehouse Company that they should retain the

warehouse receipts, you stated in effect, in re-

sponse to that question, that there tvas no agree-

ment or tinderstandinc) oyie way or the other, that

they were simply retaining them and refusing to

send them in, or ivords to that effect '^

Mr. Oppenheimer. Just a moment. I object

to the question as not proper impeaching ques-

tion; he has got to ask him what the statement
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was, he is saying in effect it is about a three bar-

rel question, there are three separate parts to it.

He can ask him what was said.

The Master. He is laying the foundation for

impeachment, I take it. The proper thing to do

is to call the witness' attention to the time and

place, persons present, and ask if a certain con-

versation didn't take place in substance and effect.

Mr. Clark. That is what I did.

The Master. That is what I think.

Mr. Oppenheimer. The question has about

three parts to it, I think.

The Master. What Mi*. Clark said to the wit-

ness and the witness said to Mr. Clark?

Mr. Oppenheimer. If he is attempting to do

it, I don't think he did.

The Master. I think he did. You may answer.

A. As I remember it Mr. Clark asked me
if

Mr. Clark (interrupting). Did you make that

statement, first 'yes' or 'no' then explain.

The Witness. Repeat the statement you said

I made at the time.

(The question was thereupon read by the reporter.)

The Master. Now, you can answer that 'yes'

or 'no' then make any explanation you desire.

A. Something along that line.

Mr. Clark. Q. You said something along that

line?

A. Yes.

Q. That was the substance of it?

A. Not exactly.

Q. In what respect have I
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Mr. Oppenheimer (iiiterruptiiii^). Just a min-

ute now. I think the witness has an explanation

or version of it, I think he is entitled to i^ive it.

The Master. As I take it counsel is about to

ask him what the diU'erence was.

Mr. Clark. Yes, I was going- to ask him in

what particular you didn't agree with my recital

of what was said and done.

A. Well, the point iras different. We were en-

titled to a.s'A" for the return of anii specific ware-

house receipt that was paid., hid that other ware-

house receipts would have to he given, hut those

particular receipts we would he entitled to the re-

turn of them.

Q. Of those ])artieular warehouse receipts?

A. Yes.

Mr. Oppenheimer. Just finish what was said

upon substitution of other warehouse receipts.

Mr. Clark. What is your answer, now.

Mr. Oppenheimer. I will stand on the record

here now\ Just read that.

Mr. Clark. Just read the question.

The question was thereupon read.

Mr. Clark. Q. And that would be your an-

swer as to w^arehouse receipt No. 140 and the

others concerning which payment has been shown
of the commodities up to and including 149?

A. Yes.

Mr. Clark. Q. Did you at the same time and
place and the same parties present state that

those particular warehouse receipts concerning

which payment of the commodity has been ad-

mitted, should have been sent into the Fischer
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Flouring Mills Company or the Fischer Ware-
house Company?

A. / think what I was was that tve should have

taken up those particular receipts and given other

receipts on the later shipments/'

No other evidence was offered on the right of Eyre

to retain receipts after the commodities recited

therein had been paid for.

Mr. Randall, an investigator for the appellant, tes-

tified on July 23, 1932, he called at Eyre's office; saw

Mr. Kearns and questioned him about the warehouse

receipts which appeared to be paid. Mr. Kearns had

Mr. Levy bring the Eyre records and after examining

these records told the witness Eyre had no claim

based upon these receipts because they had been paid

and that the receipts would be returned (Tr. pp. 523

to 525). The witness being asked whether Mr. Benson

had qualified his statement in Mr. Stott's office to the

effect the receipts should have been returned when

the commodities were paid for, answered Mr. Benson

had not qualified his statement that the receipts

should have been surrendered by Eyre (Tr. pp. 525

to 526).

Mr. Kearns admitted talking to Mr. Randall, but

denied any ^* recollection" of saying the receipts would

be returned (Tr. pp. 518 to 520) ; it was his policy

to retain receipts after the commodity had been paid

for even without an agreement, where there was in-

debtedness unpaid (Tr. p. 522). But Kearns did not
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support by direct evidence the statement of Benson

relative to 0ny agreement to retain.

Mr. Fischer testified he had made no such agree-

ment for retention of warehouse receipts as collateral

and had authorized no one to make such an agi'ee-

ment (Tr. pj). 413, 414). Inasmuch as Benson tes-

tified it was part of the conversation relating to the

$10,000.00 loan on oats, which was by Eyre reduced to

writing (Exhibit 36, Tr. p. 641), Mr. Fischer, who

was admitted by all concerned to have been present,

should have known w^hat was said at that meeting

(Tr. p. 416).

The Master in his Report (Tr. pp. 215-6) classified

the Eyre receipts for which claim was made into three

classes, the second class receipts 140 and 154 to 159

(w^here the commodities were paid for and the re-

ceipts retained) we have just considered.

His first group covered receipts 140, 163 and 164,

covered tranaetions where Eyre made "advances" to

the Flouring Mills in the form of sales by Flouring

Mills to Eyre, charging interest, followed immediately

by a resale by Eyre to the Flouring Mills at an ad-

vance in prices as a disguised commission. See Ex-

hibit 37, Tr. p. 645, for receipt 140; see Exhibit 47,

Tr. p. 648 for receipt 163 ; see Exhibit 48, Tr. p. 649

for receipt 164. The Court will notice receipt 140

falls within group one and two.

The third class consists of receipts 160, 161 and

162; see Exhibits 44, 45 and 46, Tr. pp. 647 and 648

representing commodities sold by Eyre to the Flour-
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ing Mills for which it issued trade acceptances which

were not paid.

Exhibit 61, Tr. pp. 650 to 652, relates to receipt

140.

Exhibit 62, Tr. pp. 652-3, and Exhibit 75, Tr. pp.

664-5, relate to receipts 154 and 155.

Exhibit 63, Tr. p. 654, Exhibit 76, Tr. p. 665, relate

to receipt 156.

Exhibit 64, Tr. pp. 654-5, Exhibit 76, Tr. p. 665,

relate to receipt 157.

Exhibit 65, Tr. pp. 655-6 relates to receipts 158 and

159.

Exhibit 67, Tr. p. 657, relates to receipt 160.

Exhibit 68, Tr. p. 658, relates to receipt 161.

Exhibit 69, Tr. p. 658, relates to receipt 162.

Exhibit 70, Tr. p. 659, relates to receipt 163.

Exhibit 71, Tr. pp. 659, 660, relates to receipt 164.

Exhibits 72, 73, 74, Tr. pp. 660 to 664; Exhibits 77,

78, 79, 80, Tr. pp. 668 to 670, relate to sales by Eyre

to Flouring Mills for which no receipts were taken

and for the purchase price of which Eyre seeks to

retain the receipts representing commodities fully

paid for as collateral.

All evidence as to substitute shipments was intro-

duced over appellant's objection (Tr. pp. 556 to 572).

All the transactions take the foi*m of sales to the

Flouring Mills at the risk of the Flouring Mills ; many

of the documents have notations requiring ''quick
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shipment '

' knowing the urgency of the Flouring Mills

in its manufacturing operations for the commodities

(Meyer, 567, Exhibit 71, Tr. p. 659; Exhibits 73, 74,

78, 79, Tr. pp. 663 to 667). Mr. Kearns knew with re-

spect to the 600 ton oats transaction the absolute ne-

cessity of the Flouring Mills that the oats be retained

at Silverton so the Flouring Mills could without re-

gard to the warehouse receipts continue manufactur-

ing them into cereals (Kearns, 500 to 519; Fischer,

407, 8). No evidence was offered of the value of the

substitute shipments on which Eyre, upon the testi-

mony of Benson alone, claimed new receipts should

have been sent to Eyre upon the substitute commodi-

ties. No demand for w^arehouse receipts covering sub-

stitute shipments was ever made (Meyer, 568).

No warehouse charges were provided for, or in-

tended to be paid in any of the Eyre warehouse re-

ceipts (Exhibits 37 to 48, Tr. pp. 645-9).

The Master's first report filed April 17, 1934, found

the warehouse receipts held by Eyre were not valid

against either the $11,000.00 or the $4000.00 bond.

Thereafter, the Master filed a supplementary report on

July 17, 1934, wherein he allowed the receipts of Eyre

against the $4000.00 bond, but adhered to his ruling

recommending cancellation of the $11,000.00 bond. The

receipts of Eyre are of three classes and are so treated

by the Master in his reports. The lower Court did

not discuss in his opinion the issues relative to the

validity of the Eyre claim, or the issue of estoppel.

The following considerations apply generally to all

the Eyre \varehouse receipts

:
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(1) Form of Eyre's warehouse receipts charged "Eyre with notice

of all irregniilarities in issuance of warehouse receipts.

It is admitted all the Eyre receipts read direct to

Eyre as the alleged depositor of the grain therein de-

scribed. However, Eyre does not claim to have de-

posited the grain, but claims that these receipts were

taken as collateral to secure money loaned, or grain

sold to the Flouring Mills. None of them is payable

to bearer. The grain was sold and shipped to the

Flouring Mills. No storage charge was to be made

by the Warehouse Company and the Flouring Mills

paid to Eyre a brokerage charge and interest.

We turn to our Uniform Warehouse Act to ascer-

tain whether (1), the form of the receipts does not

strip Eyre of any possibility of claiming to be an in-

nocent holder in due course; and (2) whether the

Warehouse Company could lend its corporate name

for the accommodation of the Flouring Mills so as to

bind either the Warehouse Company, or its surety.

Section 71-236 Oregon Code 1930, provides a nego-

tiable receipt may be negotiated by delivery, where, by

its terms it is either payable to bearer or has been

endorsed in blank.

The next section of the Act provides so far as ma-

terial :

^'A negotiable receipt may be negotiated hi/ the

indorsement of the person to v^Jiose order the

goods are, hy the terms of the receipt, deliver-

abUr * * *

Section 71-239 makes doubly clear that only a regu-

lar indorsee may claim the protection of the Act.
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Section 71-257 provides " * Owner' does not include

mortgagee or pledgee". '^ 'Purchaser' includes mort-

gagee and pledgee". Section 71-201 (e) requires the

receipt to show ''the rate of storage charges".

Therefore, Eyre cannot be an "owner" within Sec-

tion 71-239 (a) or (b).

By taking a receipt from the Warehouse Company

directly to itself, there is no representation the goods

had been stored by the Flouring Mills with the Ware-

house Company, as would have been the case had the

receipt run to the Flouring Mills and then been in-

dorsed over to Eyre, The receipts do not purport to

represent goods owned by Warehouse Company as

would have been the case had they read to the Ware-

house Company and contained the provision required

by Sec. 71-252, where a warehouseman issues a re-

ceipt on goods owned by itself. The law requires the

fact of such ownership to be specially indorsed upon

the receipt. Eyre knew the recital that it had deliv-

ered the goods to the Warehouse Company was false,

for the blue slips and invoices in each case and the

undisputed evidence show that the goods were sold to

the Flouring Mills and the receipts were a mere form,

taken as collateral until the goods were paid for, when

new receipts were supposed (according to Benson) to

be sent on. This statement is more favorable to Eyre

than the e^ddence justifies.

Upon such a state of facts, these are several rules

of law which place the burden of proof upon Eyre,

assuming the paper in its hands to have had a nego-

tiable character.
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(1) The Warehouse Company could not issue re-

ceipts for the accommodation of the Flouring Mills,

without actual receipt of the commodity (Sec. 61-

623). One who took the receipts as pretended collat-

eral has the burden of proof of showing that the is-

suing corporation (Warehouse Company) did not act

beyond the corporate authority and that the receipts

were valid and regular.

Rosenberg v. Bekenstein, 208 N. Y. S. 309,

312-3;

Rudolph Sav. Bank Co. v. Anchor Oil <£• Gas

Co., 101 Ohio St. 217, 128, N. E. 266, 267-8.

Durprotv v. Swedith Iron <& Steel Corp., 158 N. Y.

S. 701, the headnote reads

:

As a rule corporations are without power to

bind themselves as accommodation parties, so

that, where a corporation becomes party to nego-

tiable paper for accommodation, the holder has

the burden of proving that he holds for value and

without notice that the corporation was an ac-

commodation maker."

Pierce, Butler, etc., Corp. v. Daniel Russell Boiler

Works, 262 Mass. 242, 159 N. E. 625 (626) headnote

reads

:

^'A corporation is not liable on accommodation

indorsement in hands of one taking with knowl-

edge of such fact."

Black Hawk Natl. Bank v. Monarch Co., 201 la.

240; 207 N. W. 121, 123-4, same rule announced wdth

burden on holder suing.
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Oppenheim v. Simon Reigel Cigar Co., 90 N. Y. S.

355, holds that discount of paper for maker, indorsed

by a corporation for its accommodation, was notice

to plaintiff of accommodation character of paper as

to corporation; that Negotiable Instruments Act had

not changed corporate law that corporation could not

issue accommodation paper, and therefore, there

could be no recovery against corporation.

MegunticooJx Natl. Bank v. Knowiton, 125 Me.

480, 483, 135 Atl. 95, 96.

'*If, however, the holder knows at the time

when he takes the paper that one of the partners

has indorsed the partnership name thereon as

surety for the maker, it is incumbent upon him to

rehut the presumption that he received the firm

name as surety for another in fraud of the part-

nership^' (citing numerous cases).

McDotuell V. Bauman, 189 Ky. 136, 224 S. W. 641,

642. There one Martin was secretary of a building

and loan association and of a real estate brokerage

company, which occupied common offices. One Mc-

Dowell delivered a deed to one Bauman, as grantee,

one Martin receiving a check signed by a real estate

company by Martin as secretary. Bauman was re-

ceiving a loan from the loan association, the proceeds

of which loan was embezzled by Martin. The real

estate company was permitted to recover the amount

of the check from McDowell, the Court saying:

''McDowell cannot be regarded as a purchaser

in good faith for when his attorney delivered the

deed and received the check, the check itself was
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notice of the fact that it was drawn on the funds

of the corporation to discharge the obligation of

a third party, and this circumstance was sufficient

to put the attorney on inquiry as to the authority

of Martin to draw the check, which inquir}^ if

pursued, would have elicited the information that

Martin had no authority to apply the funds of

the corporation to the purpose for which the

check was issued."

Another case similar to the preceding is Bank of

Benson v. Gordon, 103 Nebr. 508, 172 N. W. 367, 368;

where the same rule was approved with citation of

numerous authorities ; the form of the corporate paper

taken for the debt of another corporation in which

officer is interested, constituted notice of the infirmi-

ties in the paper and bad faith, under the Negotiable

Instruments Act.

It should be kept in mind that the Surety in our

case stands in a stronger position than the Warehouse

Company. The Surety did not in any event (assum-

ing without admitting no cancellation be had) under-

write all possible operations of the Warehouse Com-

pany, but only entered into a bond for the faithful

performance by the principal ''as such warehouse-

man" of the acts and duties enjoined upon the prin-

cipal by Title 61 Chapter 6 known as the State Ware-

house Act. This Act is the charter of the Warehouse

Company so far as the Surety is concerned (Sams

Co, Inc., V. Jewell Laudermilk Co. (1930), 42 Ga. App.

676, cert, denied, 837).
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The State Warehouse Act requires the "actual de-

livery" of the commodity before a warehouse receipt

is issued. How can Eyre, holding- receipts reading

direct to it, for commodities sold by it to the Flour-

ing Mills claim the right to retain these receipts, as

collateral for an account owed it by the Flouring Mills

and afterwards contend it acted in reliance upon a

'*Warehouse" transaction"? The very form of the

paper belies its claim. The blue sales slips and in-

voices running to the Flouring Mills belie its claim

(Exhibits 62 to 79; Tr. pp. 652 to 667).

The fact Eyre asserts its right to take accommoda-

tion w^arehouse receipts from the Warehouse Com-

pany for a debt owed it by the Flouring Mills shows

it cared nothing about the limitations on the corporate

right of the Warehouse Company to issue those re-

ceipts, nor did it care about the statutory limitation

on the duty of the Warehouse Company, or the rights

of its Surety in the premises. The form of the paper

was notice of the transaction and placed the burden

of establishing a normal "warehouse" transaction

upon Eyre. So far from carrying this burden its

proof disclosed an accommodation transaction where

the Warehouse Company issued directly to Eyre ware-

house receipts as alleged collateral for the debt of a

third person—the Flouring Mills. Such a transaction

is not "in the usual course of business". The above

cases and the following authorities show such a trans-

action would not be valid even as to the Warehouse

Company.

Coleman v. Stocke, 159 Mo. App. 43, 139 S. W.
216, 217-8;
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Napoleon Hill Cotton Co. v. Stix, etc. Co., 203

Mo. App. 25, 217 S. W. 323, 324;

Fidelity <f Deposit Co. v. Farmers Bank, 4:4:

Fed. (2d) 11, 16; cert, denied, 282 U. S. 901;

Sheer v. Hall & Lyon Co., 36 R. I. 47, 88 Atl.

801;

Hoffman V. Gottstein Inv. Co., 101 Wash. 74,

172 Pac. 573, 574.

(2) Circumstances show bad faith of Eyre preventing claim of

innocent purchaser.

Moreover, the documentary evidence shows sales to

the Flouring Mills of the commodities; knowledge of

Eyre of the urgency of keeping the oats for imme-

diate grinding and not allowing American National

Bank to take them thus giving rise to the $10,000.00

loan; knowledge by Eyre all commodities were needed

for immediate manufacture, many invoices showing

''rush'^ nature of order; knowledge by Eyre of some-

thing of the embarrassed financial condition of the

Flouring Mills. The intention of Eyre to return re-

ceipts as the commodities were paid for, is shown by

the actual return of the original oat receipts ; the re-

tention of the receipts when the commodities had

been paid for was an afterthought. This is shown

by the fact no right to retain receipts after payment

was made a part of this written evidence of the agree-

ment of January 21, 1932. Benson is the only witness

called by Eyre in effort to establish a right in Eyre

to retain, and he changed his testimony to the effect

there was no right to retain, to a statement there was

an understanding that when new grain was sent in,
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new receipts should be sent. // such receipts were not

sent, it could amount, at iriost to breach of contract

on the part of Flouring Mills only—a contract wholly

outside any possible ''warehouse^* duties of the Ware-

house Company. Nor could the datnages be more than

the value of the new commodities—not the value of

the commodities recited in the receipts which com-

modities had been paid for.

Section 71-247 Oregon Code 1930, shows that after

a sale of a commodity covered by a warehouse receipt

which is not surrendered, there is no liability except

as to an innocent purchaser from the person so left

in possession of the receipt.

In Bunnell v. Ward, 241 Mich. 404, 217 N. W. 68,

the Court held a warehouseman was entitled to sur-

render stored articles to one of the members of a

partnership without requiring surrender of the out-

standing receipt and although the warehouseman had

been advised of trouble between partners.

Two interesting warehouse cases where pledgee

banks were held not to be innocent holders are the

recent cases of Comal v. Thompson <& Co., 132 So.

149, 152, and Gerber <& Co., Inc., v. First Natl. Bank,

110 Conn. 583, 148 Atl. 669, 672. These cases show

that in the case at bar, aside from the irregularities

in form and infirmities in substance of the transac-

tions giving rise to the warehouse receipts, there are

many circumstances present which would prevent

Eyre claiming the rights of an innocent purchaser.

Because of those infirmities the burden of proof

rested upon Eyre, which so far from bettering its
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position by its proof, rendered its case legally and

equitably the more impossible.

(3) Ejnre could not, as alleged depositor named in receipts, be

innocent purchaser within Uniform Warehouse Act.

We have already called attention to Sec. 71-236

defining who may negotiate a warehouse receipt. Eyre

did not secure the receipts by "negotiation" but they

read directly to it.

The question under the Negotiable Instrmnents Act

whether a ''payee" may be a holder in due course, has

received support from a respectable line of decisions.

In ArYierican Nat. Bank v. Kerley, supra, Oregon

lined up with the authorities which state that a
'

' payee

may be such a holder". The cases which arrive at that

result rely principally upon Section 57-1101 defining

a "holder" as a payee or indorsee of a bill or note who

is in possession of it, and upon Sections 57-301 and

57-402.

The language of the Uniform Warehouse Act def-

initely excludes any such construction (Sec. 71-239)

and contains no language making a "depositor" such

a holder as is present in the case of a "payee".

The rule that a "payee" cannot be a holder in due

course has received the support of the highest Coui-t

in England in Jones, Ltd. v. Waring & Gillow, Ltd.

(1926), A. C. 670, 680, 687. This case likewise denies

that the maker should be estopped.

Likewise it has received the approval of the Cir-

cuit Court of the Eighth Circuit, in Walker v. Tray-

lor Engineering d Mfg. Co., 12 Fed. (2d) 382 it was

decided (p. 385) :
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^'This, if true, would constitute a good defense

against a payee, not a holder in due course, and

defendant in error, being the original payee is

not a holder in due course.''

In conclusion on this point the Uniform Warehouse

Act is so phrased as to prevent a division in the au-

thorities as to whether a ''depositor" may be a holder

in due course, and requires the construction that he

may not be such holder; in matters of uniform laws

such as negotiable instruments the federal Courts are

not, in any event, bound by state decisions.

The Eyre claim, we respectfully submit, should and

must be denied. No superior equity has been shown

to the equity of the Surety to cancellation, and no

valid ''warehouse" transaction has been shown as to

either bond.

(4) Sale by Eyre to Flouring- Mills inconsistent with retention of

interest in goods.

Eyre sold the grain to Flouring Mills in each in-

stance (blue sales slips) except where the transaction

was a pure loan, and sent slips and invoices showing

the price and interest charged on price (Exhibits 62 to

79, Tr. pp. 652 to 667). In the instances, where loans

were involved, a commission was covered up under

the guise of a purchase and resale. All sales were

followed by a present delivery of the grain to the

Flouring Mills, knowing the grain was needed for

immediate manufacture into cereal and flour. As to

Warehouse receipts 140, 154 to 159 inclusive, pay-

ment in full was made by the Flouring Mills for the

commodities recited therein.
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It is our position not only that none of these trans-

actions was a ''warehouse transaction", but that a

sale is wholly inconsistent with the claim of a re-

served interest in the grain sold. Extended terms of

credit were provided for, but no word was inserted

providing for a retention of title or interest in the

grain sold.

The rule is laid down by Mechem, Sales, page 1362,

Sees. 1657-9, the only remedy of the seller in such a

case is to sue for the price upon the expiration of

the terms of credit. If a lien has been retained, as by

a chattel mortgage, of course, the seller has that rem-

edy also; but nothing of that character exists here.

Section 71-247 Oregon Code 1930, indicates only a

bona fide purchaser from a seller, who retains a ware-

house receipt after selling the goods, can sue on the

receipt. Of course, this must be the law. It can

hardly be that the law would reward the seller for

violating his duty and for committing a fraud in not

surrendering the receipt, by permitting him to recover

again on the receipt as for a conversion. Conversion

necessarily implies title and a right to possession in

the plaintiff. How can he have either where he has

sold and delivered the goods, thereby vesting in the

purchaser the rights and burdens of an absolute

owner.

In this connection Eyre does not attempt to dis-

affirm the sales to the Flouring Mills, but boldly as-

serts its claim for the balance of its open accounts

with the Flouring Mills, against which no Decree is

asked in the $11,000.00 suit. On the happy theory that
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a compensated surety has no rights whatever, Eyre

seeks to collect of the Surety of a third party its open

account against the Flouring Mills. We are not sur-

prised the books seem to contain no case where so

far fetched a claim has ever been made.

It was admitted the commodities named in re-

ceipts 140, 154 to 159 inclusive, had been fully paid

for, and the burden of proof was upon Eyre to

show a state of facts justifying it in retaining these

and other receipts (Benson, 433 to 437, 427 to 432).

As pointed out supra, the bare testimony of Benson

relative to sending in a new receipt for the purchases,

taken at its face value, would not be such a justifica-

tion, being at most, but a breach of contract on the

part of the Flouring Mills, and a contract relative to

the action of another independent corporation. It

should be noted that the damages for failure to send

in new receipts covering new commodities could only

be the value of new commodities and not the value of

those paid for. No evidence whatever of such value

was offered.

However, Benson's statement stands impeached and

remains wholly unsupported by any other evidence.

The '* remarks" on the purchase and sale slips of Jan-

uary 21, 1932, which are relied upon by Eyre as con-

stituting its contract (Exhibit 36, Tr. pp. 641 to 645)

are silent as to any continuing financing arrangement

beyond the $10,000.00 then loaned. The course of con-

duct evidenced by the return of the 600 ton oat re-

ceipts when paid, disproves the contention of Eyre.
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Furthermore, as noted supra, Mr. Kearns stated on

cross-examination that he retained such receipts, with

or without an understanding to that effect (Kearns,

522). In addition Kearns at the time these matters

were coming to a head, and before the Eyre claim was

filed, stated to Randall the receipts named were paid

and would be returned and made no claim of any

such right to retain them (Randall, 523 to 527).

(5) Warehouse receipts may be contradicted by parol and de-

livery may be to person actually entitled to possession.

Claimants announced at the argument the strange

doctrine that the recitals of the warehouse receipts

might not be varied by parol and cited the two ap-

peals of Farmers Bank of Weston v. Ellis, 122 Ore.

266 and 126 Ore. 602.

That case turns upon Sec. 71-103 Oregon Code

1930, which is the same as Sec. 7997 Oregon Laws,

quoted or referred to at pages 271, 274, 275 and 276

of the first decision. This is a part of the County

Warehouse Act enacted in 1885. It creates a strict

relationship of bailer and bailee and requires any

dealing with the goods stored must be evidenced by

the written assent of the holder of the receipt.

This act has no bearing upon our problem for the

State Warehouse Act passed in 1917 by Sec. 61-624

requires delivery of "grain or hay of the grade and

quantity named therein" and Sec. 61-634 provides

it shall not he "reduced below the amount of which

warehouse receipts for the particular grade are out-

standing." Sec. 61-649 exempts one licensed under

the State Warehouse Act "from all of the provisions
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of all other laws of the State of Oregon regulating

and licensing warehouses and warehousemen.''

Therefore, the provision of the County Warehouse
Act requiring written consent, which is the exclusive

basis of the Ellis case, has no bearing whatever upon
the present case.

It will be noted Sees. 71-208, 71-209, 71-210, 71-215

and 71-247 of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act

do not require a writing in the case of a delivery

to the ]jerson entitled thereto, where he has bought

the goods from the depositor, or for other reason, or

in the case of a delivery to his agent. The law only

requires that if delivered without a surrender of the

receipt, the delivery shall be to the one ''in fact"

(Sec. 71-209) entitled thereto. Section 71-257 de-

fines a "holder" of a receipt as meaning ''The per-

son who has both actual possession of such receipt

and a right of property therein."

In the case at bar the blue sales slips and invoices

reciting a sale by Eyre to Flouring Mills constitute

written authority if any was needed, to deliver to

the purchaser, assuming the Warehouse Company

actually received the commodity. Payment of the

commodities named in the receipts strengthen the

right of the purchaser to receive such commodities.

Moreover, the evidence shows merely an accommo-

dation issuance of the receipts as attempted collateral

for debts of another independent corporation—the

Flouring Mills for purposes not "warehouse" trans-

actions. Eyre does not pretend it ever delivered any

commodity to the Warehouse Company as recited in

the receipts.
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We submit the reasonin,i»- of the dissenting opinion

of Justice Rand particularly at page 283-4 in the

Ellis case seems to us sound. But the majority of

the Court did not believe Sec. 71-103 of the Act of

1885, had been impliedly repealed. It will also be

noted that Bank of California v. Schmaltz, 139 Ore.

163, involved a warehouse licensed under the County
Warehouse Act. Since the County Warehouse Act

requires the return of the identical commodity a dif-

ferent rule as to conversion must apply.

The question as to whether Eyre could upon the

facts of this case claim the status of a bona fide

holder is covered supra. In any event Eyre has

never attempted to explain how it can escape the

burden of establishing a clear right to retain the

receipts as collateral after admitting a sale to the

Flouring Mills and payment of the purchase price

by Flouring Mills.

Upon proof of fraud and infirmities in the origin

of its transaction with the Fischer Companies, the

receipts would clearly be open to all defenses between

the parties, and delivery to the Flouring Mills as

purchaser would be proper, assuming the grain ever

reached the warehouse.

We have developed, supra, the right to deliver to

the Flouring Mills as purchaser from Eyre. The

case of Farmers Union Warehouse Co. v. Barnett

(Ala. 1926), 107 So. 46, 47, where the Court after

quoting the equivalent of our Sec. 71-208 Oregon

Code, 1930, held:

''The argument of counsel, reduced to its last

analysis, seems to be that the warehouseman is
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liable in any and every case, ^vhe^e deliver}^ is

made without a production of the receipt—but

that the statute does not so provide, and if so

intended, it would have been a simple matter to

have been so expressed."

An additional authority holding that a warehouse-

man may deliver the goods covered by the receipt to

one who is entitled to possession thereof, without tak-

ing up the receipt, is Cloivney v. Rivers, 123 S. E.

759, 761, w^here the (^ourt said:

•'Whether there was a wrongful deliver}^ de-

pends upon whether the person to whom the de-

liveiy was made was entitled to the possession

of the cotton. While a warehouseman cannot,

for the purpose of api>ropriating goods to his

own use, or of otherwise promoting his own ad-

vantage, dispute the title of the bailor, as a gen-

eral rule he is justified in delivering stored goods

to one \A'ho is entitled to possession whether such

person be the bailor or another. 27 R. C. L. 983,

Sec. 40. Where the Warehouseman has deliv-

ered goods to another than the bailor, he is al-

tvays entitled to the protection of the title of the

person to whom such delivery has been made."

In Citizens National Bank v. Texas Compress Co.,

294 S. W. 331, 338-9, the Court rejected the argu-

ment the warehouseman must have written authority

from the holder of the warehouse receipts in order

to make delivery to the true owner of the warehouse

goods. The Court at star pages, said:

"We overrule contention (2) to the effect that

the compress was as a matter of law not justi-

fied in clearing the cotton to Ellis in the absence
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of written authority from Richardson or the

bank. This contention, reduced to its last anal-

ysis, is that under provision 2 of Article 5620

the compress could not defeat an action by the

owner of the cotton even though he had in per-

son surrendered the receipts to the compress and
at the same time given verbal instructions to

deliver to a third party. This contention gives

to provision 2 the effect of a rule of evidence

or statute of frauds, under which the authority

of the owner could not be proved by parol testi-

mony, however conclusive that might be, but

must be j:>i*oved by writing. We have examined

the authorities cited by the bank and find noth-

ing in them to support this contention. The
section does not provide that the warehouseman
is justified in making delivery only on the writ-

ten authority of the ]3arty entitled to possession;

and to give it that meaning would open the door

to fraud by enabling an unscrupulous owner to

repudiate his express verbal authorization, and

thereby reap the beneficial fruits of his own
wrong—a result which would be counter to the

general policy of the law. Such construction

should not be read into the statute, imless by

its express language, or by necessary implication

therefrom, it will admit of no other.

Our holding is that if Richardson or Buddie

gave verbal instructions to the compress, the

effect of which, if in writing, would authorize

the compress to clear the cotton in the name

of Ellis, and if Richardson's authority from the

bank, either actual or apparent, was sufficient to

warrant such clearing both Richardson and the

bank are bound in like manner as they would be

bound had the instructions given been reduced to
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writing". A contrary rule would be out of harmony
with the purposes of the act and counter to its

policy.
'

'

The Court will notice in the case at bar, the sale

invoices were in fact written instructions by Eyre

to the Warehouse Company to deliver to the Flour-

ing Mills named as purchaser of the commodities in

the invoices (Exhibits 62 to 79; Tr. pp. 652 to 667).

In this connection, Eyre argued the Warehouse

Company was liable for issuing receipts upon "non-

existent" goods (Sec. 71-219).

The section relative to ''non-existent" goods re-

lates only to question of agency where an innocent

third party has taken a receipt from an agent of a

w^arehouseman relying upon it as reciting a fact

(Rosenberg v. National Dock etc., Co., 218 Mass. 18,

106 N. E. 171). This section was never intended to

protect those who know the receipts to be fictitious,

or a fraud, or nullified by a sale by holder to the

party to whom delivery is made. See to this effect

also Sec. 64-409 Oregon Code 1930, which is a part

of Uniform Sales Act.

Suppose that Eyre under compulsion of physical

force had exacted warehouse receipts from the Ware-

house Company for the accommodation of and as

collateral to a debt owed by the Flouring Mills.

Would Eyre still contend the receipts were valid

obligations of Warehouse Company'? The only dif-

ference is that here there was threat to liquidate its

account at once, spelling immediate ruination to the

Flouring Mills, imless the receipts, fictitious on their
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face, were issued. We say ''on their face" because

admittedly no commodity was received in storage

from Eyre and no storage charges were to be paid;

also Eyre knew their real accommodation character,

not within the scope of State Warehouse Act.

As is said in Blaekivell v. Ore. Short Line, 82 Ore.

303, 312:

''The liability of the carrier as common car-

rier begins with the actual delivery of the goods

for transportation and not merely with the formal

execution of a receipt or bill of lading."

Hale V. Milwaukee Dock Co., 23 Wise. 276;

Dean v. Driggs, 137 N. Y. 274, 33 N. E. 326,

330.

In the Court below Eyre relied upon Gleason v.

Seaboard By. Co., 278 U. S. 349, 49 L. Ed. 161. The

doctrine of respondeat superior is not here involved.

In our case the limitation, both corporate and statu-

tory, is upon the power of the Warehouse Company

to issue warehouse receipts as collateral to the debt

of another corporation.

The Gleason case involved the fraud of an em-

ployee of the Railroad Company, having the duty

to advise consignee of arrival of goods (p. 352) in

inducing the consignee to pay for a shipment so re-

ported, but actually based upon a bill of lading

forged by the agent. The federal Court made the

bill of lading binding in the hands of a bona fide

purchaser (p. 355) while the false advice of arrival

was a duty performed by agent within scope of his

authority.
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But, this is not the law where a transfer company

which was the agent of shipper induced issuance of

a bill of lading without depositing the goods {Mis-

souri etc. Co. V. Askaiv Saddlery Co., 256 S. W. 566,

570).

In Pere Marquette By. Co. v. French <k Co., 254

U. S. 538, the Court held that failure to require sur-

render of bill did not make railway liable unless it

was the cause of injury to one who would claim the

rights of a bona fide purchaser.

The receipts were signed either by Benson or

Fischer for the Warehouse Company, but were used

with the knowledge of Eyre as accommodation col-

lateral to a debt of the Flouiing Mills to Eyre. Eyre

knew that both companies had common officers and

knew, or should have known, that neither the cor-

porate powers of the warehouse company, nor the

warehouse statute under which it was operating, al-

lowed such a perversion of its ''duties as such ware-

houseman. '

'

In Continental Trust Company v. Western etc. Co.,

134 Atl. 140, a warehouseman was held not liable

where receipts were not cancelled and were pledged

with bona fide purchaser and surrendered under spe-

cial agreement to substitute bills of lading. The bills

were not substituted.

In National Bank v. Maryland Casualty Co., 146

S. E. 739, 749, it was said:

''Furthermore, if this transaction was a mere

scheme by which the warehouse company under-

took to obtain from the bank funds for its own
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use, by pledging cotton which it did not own or

on which it had no lien for advances made to

depositors of such cotton, and which the parties

to whom the receipts were issued did not own,

or in which they did not have any interest, it

was not a genuine warehouse transaction, and if

the bank knew the character of the transaction

at the time it discounted the notes secured by the

warehouse receipts, the surety on the bond of the

warehouse company would not be liable to the

bank on the receipts so issued and used.

* * * But it is insisted by the bank that

the principal and surety are estopped from de-

nying that the warehouse receipts were given

for cotton actually stored in the warehouse of

the principal * * * moreover no estoppel

arises where a party seeking to set it up knew
the facts/'

In Citizens Bank v. Willing, 109 Wash. 464, 186

Pac. 1072, 1074, held a company issuing receipts to

a bank as a financial device was not engaged in the

''warehouse" business.

The same result was reached in Security Ware-

house Co. V. Hand, 206 U. S. 415, 420-1, 426. This

case is most instructive in view of the fact in the

case at bar, the Warehouse Company owned nothing

but a lease to one building which expires May 1933,

and was a mere shell (Exhibit 20, Tr. p. 635 ; Fischer

397).

Another similar, but even stronger case is Moore

V. Jagode, 195 Pa. St. 163, 45 Atl. 723, 724.
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These last three cases teach that the symbolic effect

of a warehouse receipt is in derogation of the com-

mon law and must be backed up by a genuine ware-

house transaction.

State V. Stockman, 30 Ore. 36, 40-1;

Savage v. Salem Milling Co., 48 Ore. 1, 13

;

Interstate Banking & Trust Co. v. Brown, 235

Fed. 32, 38, 39.

''The office of such receipts is to evidence the

delivery and deposit of certain articles; they are

the depositor's vouchers; these receipts had no

such function; they were only intended to be

certificates or undertakings by the warehouse-

man that the depositor should thereafter keep up
and maintain his deposit to a fixed minimum.''

In our case, Eyre knew it was not a genuine ware-

house transaction; knew it was not depositing grain

with Warehouse Company as recited in receipts, but

knew it was on the contrary, selling the grain to

another corporation, \hQ Flouring Mills; knew the

receipts were taken in an effort to secure its debt

from the Flouring Mills; knew receipts such as those

of January 21, were not backed by any commodity

owned by it as recited ''depositor", or by Warehouse

Company; knew the commodity had been sold to

Flouring Mills and was needed for inmiediate manu-
facture by the Flouring Mills.

Passing to a criticism of the grounds upon which

the Master reversed his holding as to the merits of

the Eyre claim, we shall endeavor to analyze his rea-

soning in the sequence given in his Supplemental

Report.
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The first group are receipts 140, 163 and 164, which

constituted loans in the form of a sale by Flouring

Mills to Eyre with a contemporaneous sale by Eyre to

Flouring Mills (Original Report, Tr. p. 215; Supple-

mental Report, Tr. p. 249).

As to this group the Master erred in recommend-

ing and holding these receipts were valid as against

the $4000.00 bond and the lower court erred in decree-

ing them valid against the $11,000.00 bond, because

:

1. The receipts on their face purport to be a de-

posit of grain by Eyre—a false recital, and to be with-

out storage charges—which brands them as not based

upon a genuine warehouse transaction.

(a) Section 61-623 Oregon Code 1930, requires

that a warehouse receipt be issued ''to the owner".

The receipts on their face purport to represent grain

deposited and owned by Eyre and there is no pre-

tense that Eyre owned or deposited any part of the

grain. Eyre could not be ''owner" because Sec.

71-257 provides "owner does not include mortgagee

or pledgee".

(b) All the receipts held by Eyre disclose that

no warehouse charges were to be made. By force of

statute and decision of the Supreme Court of Ore-

gon a genuine warehouse transaction under the state

Warehouse Act requires that w^arehouseman be act-

ing "for profit" and making non-discriminatory

warehouse charges.

Sec. 61-610 provides as follows:

Warehouse charges—Reasonableness—Power

of Commission.—All charges made by any public
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warehouseman subject to the provisions of this

act for the handling or storage of grain and hay

shall be just, fair and reasonable; and the com-

mission is hereby vested with power and author-

ity upon the complaint of any person interested

or by inquiry upon its own motion, after a full

hearing, to declare any existing charge for the

handling or storage of grain or hay, or any

regulation whatsoever affecting such charge, or

the receipt, handling or storage to be unreason-

able, or unjust, and to declare and order what

shall be a just and reasonable charge or regula-

tion to be imposed or enforced in place of that

fomid to be unreasonable or unjust.

Section 61-622 provides as follows:

Rebates and preferences prohibited.—If any

public or terminal warehouse subject to the pro-

visions of this act shall, directly or indirectly,

by any special charge, rebate, drawback or other

device, demand, collect or receive from any per-

son or persons a greater or lesser compensation

for any service rendered or to be rendered in

the handling or storage of grain or hay than he

demands, collects oi' receives from any other per-

son or persons for doing for him or for them a

like and contemporaneous service in the handling

or storage of grain or hay' under substantially

similar circmnstances or conditions, or if any

such public or private terminal warehouseman
shall make or give any undue or unreasonable

preference or advantage to any person, com-

pany, firm or corporation in any respect what-

soever or shall subject any particular j^erson,

company, firm or corporation to any undue or
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unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any
respect whatsoever, such warehouseman shall be

subject to a penalty as hereinafter provided.

State V, American Surety Company, 148 Ore. 1,

14, the Court says:

"Section 71-257, Oregon Code 1930, being Sec-

tion 53 of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act,

defines the word 'warehouseman' thus:

'Warehouseman' means a person lawfully en-

gaged in the business of storing goods for profit,

and includes every person keeping, controlling,

managing or operating, as owner or agent or

superintendent, of any company or corporation,

any warehouse, commission house, forwarding

house, mill, wharf, or other place where grain,

flour, pork, beef, wool or other produce or com-

modity is stored."

67 C. J., Warehousemen and Safe Depositaries,

Sec. 1, p. 441, defines warehouseman thus:

"A warehouseman is one engaged in the busi-

ness of receiving and storing goods of others for

compensation or profit; 'a person who receives

goods and merchandise to be stored in his ware-

house for hire'. 'One who, as a business and for

hire, keeps and stores the goods of others.'

In Savage v. Salem Mills Co., 48 Or. 1, 85 Pac.

69, and State v. Stockman, 30 Or. 36, 46 Pac.

851, we held that bailments did not arise when

grain was delivered to warehousemen under

agreements that authorized them to use the grain

and discharge their obligation to the depositors

by paying for it, or, in the event that the ware-

houseman neither used nor sold it, to deliver.
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upon demand oi' the depositors, a like amount of

grain.

Thus, a warehouseman is a person who receives

grain for the purpose of its storage and return.

He is not a factor nor a sales agent. Such being-

true, we are satisfied, that, if the warehouse

company sold grain belonging to the plaintiffs

and collected the prices obtained, that these ser-

vices were not performed by it in its capacity

as a warehouseman. Therefore, there exists no

occasion in this action for taking an accounting

of those transactions. Briefly summarized, the

only issues for detei'mination in this action are

the amount of grain which the warehouse com-

pany received as a warehouseman * * *."

Bearing in mind in the case at bar the acconmio-

dation nature of the receipts and the fact they dis-

close on their face that no warehouse charges were

to be made, the following language from the case of

State V. Cochran;^ 175 S. W. 599, 600, is significant.

"A warehouseman is a person or corporation

lawfully engaged in the business of storing goods

for hire."

This definition was quoted with approval in To-

hacco etc. v. Danville Warehouse Co., 132 S. E. 482,

486.

2. The presumptions that the statute has been

obeyed, that transactions ai'e fair and regular and

that the receipts were issued only upon '^actual re-

ceipt of the grain into the warehouse" (Sec, 61-

634), cannot apply to receipts admittedly false and
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in violation of the State Warehouse Act, in the fol-

lowing particulars:

(a) In reciting Eyre was owner and depositor

whereas in truth Flouring Mills was owner and by

the contemporaneous resale to Flouring Mills is doc-

umentarily shown to be owner. Eyre and the Master

sought to employ the above presumptions to contra-

dict the recital in the receipts themselves and to raise

a presumption that a third party, not referred to

in the receipts, had, contrary to the tenor of the

resale documents and receipts, made an agreement

of pledge and pursuant thereto deposited the grain

with the Warehouse Company.

Thus, a presumption of law is resorted to in an

effort, not to sustain the transaction according to

the tenor of the receipts, but to supply an agreement

to be inferred of pledge and deposit entered into

by Eyre and an independent third party corporation.

(b) Eyre took the position it was to pay no

warehouse charges and the receipts disclose no ware-

house charges were to be made. Therefore, the re-

ceipts on their face disclose a transaction not within

the State Warehouse Act under which the bond was

given and a violation of Sees. 61-610 and 61-622. The

$4000.00 bond stood hack of genuine tvarehouse trans-

actions only, and, if held valid, the $11,000.00 bond

would stand back of only such transactions.

3. Knowing it was paying no warehouse charges

and advised by the form of the receipts that no

one was to pay the Warehouse Company warehouse

charges, Eyre knew the Warehouse Company was
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acting without consideration for the accommodation

of the Flouring Mills, and that the receipts were

ultra vires the corporate powers of the warehouse

company, a point we have already developed.

4. The presumptions do violence to the evidence:

(a) The 600 ton deal was found by the Master

to have been fraudulent and the receipts to have

been taken with knowledge.

Fischer told Keams of the financial pressure upon

him and the need to use the oats at once, without

regard to the warehouse receipts (Fischer 406 to 411;

Kearns 500, 503, 508; Dopplmaier 535).

Eyre through Kearns knew the oats did not belong

to either Flouring Mills or the Warehouse Company

on January 21, 1932, but was told by Fischer on said

date the oats belonged to the farmers who had raised

them and the $10,000.00 advanced was to be used to

purchase the oats from the farmer growers. The

tvarehouse receipts, with the knoivledge of Eyre were

issued before the oats had, been purchased fronts the

farmer growers (Kearns 500 to 519).

Fischer told Eyre and Eyre admits it knew Fischer

had formed another cereal sales company and was

rapidly expanding his manufacturing of cereal prod-

ucts and required the 600 tons of oats for his cereal

purposes. Sales from Eyre to Fischer represented

by most of the warehouse receipts herein were ac-

companied by invoices and shipping instructions

which were marked quick shipment, indicating im-

mediate use in manufacture (Fischer, 406 to 411;
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Kearns, 500 to 519; Meyer, 567, Exhibits 73, Tr. p.

663; 74, Tr. p. 664; 78, Tr. p. 666; 79, Tr. p. 667).

Upon this issue the Master in his original report

to the Court (Tr. pp. 189 to 191) said:

"The real question for determination, in the

judgment of the Master, is whether or not Eyre
& Company are in a position to claim any
estoppel.

Eyre & Company issued its $10,000.00 check

to Fischer Flouring Mills, and coincident there-

with, or within an hour or so, received ware-

house receipts covering 600 tons of oats. At the

time it received the receipts it knew that the

oats were not either the property of the Flour-

ing Mills or the Warehouse Company. It knew
first, that it had not deposited any oats with the

warehouse company; second, that the oats were

not the property of either the Warehouse Com-
pany or the Flouring Mills; third, that the oats

in fact belonged to the growers; fourth, that

until the Fischer Flouring Mills Company ob-

tained the $10,000 and used it to pay the growers

for the oats, the title thereto remained in the

growers, and therefore, that the Warehouse

Company had no right in law, in fact or in

equity to issue its receipt for these oats to Eyre

& Company; it knew, furthermore, that the State

of Oregon had not requested the bond in ques-

tion and that the warehouseman had already

posted the only bond required by law or by the

state officials, namely, that of $4000 which was

filed in the summer of 1931.'^*******
''While the warehouse receipts are negotiable

and may in proper circumstances be used as col-
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lateral security for a debt or loan, it is not the

purpose of the warehouse law that warehouse-

men may issue them ad lib as security for its

own or indebtedness of its officers or affiliated

corporations. The whole purpose of the act, the

sole excuse for the statutory bond, is to protect

growers and others who in good faith deposit

grain or hay at the warehouse, and those who
become holders of such warehouse receipts in the

ordinary course of business. The law^ plainly

forbids the warehouseman to issue receipts un-

less the commodity is deposited with him. To
peiTtdt this statute to be used for any other pur-

pose would manifestly defeat its intent and the

plain language of the act. It would enable hold-

ers, with knowledge of warehouse receipts issued

for accoimnodation, or as collateral (and evi-

dencing no actual deposit of grain) to partici-

pate pro rata in the proceeds of a bond with.

bona fide depositors of grain,—a situation cer-

tainly not contemplated by law and shocking to

the conscience."

In the Master's supplemental report, he adhered

to his previous ruling with respect to the $11,000.00

bond and the oat transaction saying (Tr. pp. 254,

255):

"With regard to Eyre & Company's claim

upon the $11,000 bond, the Master has consid-

ered the able argument of counsel made upon
the motion that the Master reconsider his re-

port, but is compelled to adhere to the views

originally expressed. The claim is made that

Eyre & Company's check for $10,000 was used

to take up a loan with the American National

Bank which was itself supported by warehouse
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receipts, and that therefore, the grain must have

been deposited with the warehouse company by
the Flouring Mills. This does not follow how-

ever. The receipts held by the bank might have

covered other grain, or that grain may have been

milawfully converted by the Flouring Mills prior

to the time of this loan—a condition not unlikely

in view of the practices of the Flouring Mills

and the Warehouse Company.

Eyre & Company did not know^ of and cer-

tainly did not rely upon any such previous trans-

actions with the bank. By the admission of its

manager, it made a loan to the Flouring Mills

Company and expected the Flouring Mills Com-
pany to take the money and purchase grain

stored with the Warehouse Company by the

farmers. The receipts were issued contempora-

neously to the loan and accepted by Eyre & Com-
pany when it knew that neither the Warehouse
Company nor the Fischer Flouring Mills Com-
pany owned the grain, if it was in the ware-

house, and that it in fact belonged to others.

While it may have intended no dishonest prac-

tice and may have relied upon the Flouring

Mills Company, complying with its agreement,

yet the receipts which it took did not evidence

grain then o\\'ned by eithei- the Warehouse Com-

pany or the Flouring Mills. It did not disclose

these facts to the surety, and the latter had the

right to be truly informed of the nature of the

transactions between Eyre & Co., and the Fischer

Company, for which it was being asked to stand

surety. The obligation which the Surety Com-

pany undertook was to stand good for the vio-

lations by the Warehouse Company of its duties

as a warehouse company upon actual warehouse
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transactions, and while it might be estopped

from denying liability mider its bond as to ware-

house receipts fraudulently issued, if they came

into the possession of a bona fide holder, yet

this ground of estoppel does not exist when the

receipts are in the possession of one who knew
the actual nature of the transaction."

With the foregoing indisputable evidence of the

issuance of the oat receipts without the actual re-

ceipt by the Warehouse (company of the oats, and

in fraud of the rights of the farmer growers, all

with knowledge of Eyre, how can there be any pre-

sumption that subsequent receipts issued to secure

loans of money or otherwise were issued in good faith

and in compliance with the law?

(b) The presumptions invoked by the Master of

fairness of issuance of receipts and that receipts were

based upon actual delivery of commodity is further

disputed by the testimony of Mr, Haight, former

president of appellee, First National Bank of Sil-

vei-ton, who testified that as early as August 1930,

several months before the issuance of the pretended

$11,000.00 bond, he had discovered commodities cov-

ered by his receipts were not there (Haight, 576; pp.

358-9), and by the pledge to the American National

Bank of oats owTied by the farmer growers (Fischer,

Tr. pp. 401, 412).

Thus, taking the above transactions into consider-

ation we have three separate transactions occurring

nust previous to the time of the issuance of the re-

ceipts in question, in which transactions the receipts

were not backed by actual receipt of the commodities
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recited therein. These transactions were large trans-

actions and it does violence to reason to suppose the

receipts sued upon invoked a different course of

doing business. In fact, the Master in the quota-

tions above made from his reports finds that it was

the usual course of business for the Warehouse Com-

pany to issue receipts for commodities not actually

received.

5. The presumptions indulged in by the Master

are further contrary to the evidence in that as to

three receipts first mentioned no grain was shipped

to the Flouring Mills by Eyre and this as well as

all grain represented by the remaining receipts, was

sold by Eyre to the Flouring Mills, knowing (as in

Savage v. Salem Mills Co., 48 Ore. 1), the grain was

needed for and would be manufactured into cereals.

The admitted sales to Fischer of all the commodities

(follow, except as to receipts 160, 161, 162 by pay-

ment of the agreed price therefor) clothed the Flour-

ing Mills with title to the grain, and, if the Ware-

house Company ever received any of the grain, these

sales to the Flouring Mills evidenced by written in-

voices were authority to the Warehouse Company to

deliver to the Flouring Mills. Such sales were in-

consistent with retention of title.

Eyre claims title was in the Flouring Mills which

it asks the Court to assume placed the grain in the

warehouse and caused the Warehouse Company to

send the receipts to Eyre in pledge to secure the

Flouring Mills debt to Eyre. The form of the re-
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ceipts do not support this contention for they recite

Eyre to be the owner and depositor of the com-

modity. If the Flouring Mills had intended such a

transaction, the receipts would have been endorsed

over by the Flouring Mills to Eyre.

There is, as we have shown, supra, absolutely no

evidence of any agreement to hold the grain in

pledge. The Master, reversing his original report,

relies wholly upon presumptions of law, not, as above

pointed out, to sustain the receipts according to their

tenor, but to supply an agreement of pledge varying

the receipts into an entirely different relationship,

i. e., from one of actual deposit by Eyre to one of a

deposit by the Flouring Mills.

This is a perversion of the function of presump-

tions of law whereby it is sought by legal fictions

inconsistent with the proven facts and tenor of the

receipts to reform the receipts into documents evi-

dencing a deposit by Flouring Mills and an endorse-

ment by Flouring Mills to Eyre in pledge. Even then

Eyre would still have had to supply proof of the

agreement of pledge.

Therefore, the invoices of sale to Flouring Mills

are direct e^ddence contradicting the receipts; the

expanding manufacturing operations of the Flouring

Mills and inmiediate need of the grain to make cer-

eals, all known to Eyre, contradict the receipts; the

fact no grain was there in June 1932, and that in

the fall and \\dnter of 1931-2, receipts had been re-

peatedly issued without grain to back them up, all

overcome any possible effect which might attach to
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the mere issuance of receipts, assuming Eyre could

in law be a bona fide holder thereof.

6. The record is silent as to any agreement be-

tween Eyre and either of the Fischer Companies for

the issuance of warehouse receipts on wash sales such

as the three warehouse receipts here involved, or for

the retention of the receipts after the commodities

had been paid for as in the case of group number
two of the receipts.

(a) The written evidence of the agreement of

January 21, 1932, is contained (Exhibit 36, Tr. pp.

641, 643, 644), in confirmation order reading as fol-

lows:

"It is understood we will advance you $10,-

000.00 on the above mentioned warehouse receipt

bonded for $15,000.00."

The receipts referred to above are identified (Ex-

hibit 35 (Tr. pp. 639, 641) as the warehouse receipts

covering 600 tons of oats, which were thereafter fully

paid, returned and cancelled.

The transaction involved only the 600 tons of oats

and advance of $10,000.00 (Kearns, 489, 500, 508;

Dopplmaier, 535, 539). Kearns phoned his head of-

fice at San Francisco and got authority for that

transaction alone (Kearns, 509, 510).

Eyre either received the five oat receipts prior to

giving Fischer the $10,000.00 check on January 21,

1932, or within an hour or two thereafter (Kearns,

511-2). The oat transaction is the sole subject matter

of their deal of January 21st, and the only one men-
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tioned in the memorandum made by Eyre at the time

(Exhibit 36, Tr. pp. 641-5).

For the first time and after the controversy had

arisen Eyre seeks to expand and contradict the writ-

ten memoranda made by itself i^n January 21, 1932,

into a general agreement whereby it was to hold all

warehouse receipts issued subsequent to January 21,

1932, as collateral to its open account with Flouring

Mills, even where the Flouring Mills had paid Eyre

in full for the commodities represented by the ware-

house receipts, following- a sale of the commodities

by Eyre to Flouring Mills.

It is significant that this contradiction of its own

memoranda of the agreement was made after the

trial had considerably progressed. In an effort to do

this Eyre relied as pointed out supra wholly upon

the testimony of one Benson, the former bookkeeper

of Flouring Mills. Mr. Fischer, the executive head

of Fischer Companies, testified he himself never

made, or authorized Benson to make, any contract

with Eyre that receipts should be held as collateral

after the commodities recited therein were paid for

(Fischer, 413-4).

(6) Second group of receipts.

The second group of warehouse receipts are 140,

154 to 159 inclusive and are dealt with in the Master's

supplemental report (Tr. pp. 251-2). They represent

receipts where the commodity was subsequently sold

to the Flouring Mills by written invoices and the

commodities paid for. All the points made with
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respect to the First Group of Receipts are equally

controlling as to the Second Group of Receipts.

The Master in his supplemental report (Tr. p. 251)

makes the statement the purported agreement to hold

the receipts as collateral for subsequent grain sold

Flouring Mills was not denied by Flouring Mills.

This, as we have above pointed out, is not in accord

with the record. The veiy fact Eyre was compelled

to rely upon the impeached statement of Benson

rather than the testimony of its own officers for proof

of the purported agreement is most significant. Also

it is significant the qualified statement of Benson does

not support the agreement, and the memoranda of

January 21, 1932, prepared by Eyre, negatives the

existence of any such agreement.

In his Supplementary Report (Tr. pp. 251-2) the

Master advances the proposition a warehouseman

must deliver to the holder of his receipt, but may
not defend in the right of the person to whom he

has made delivery.

This involves (a) the proposition as to whether

Eyre either as a matter of law or as a matter of fact

can claim the position of a bona fide purchaser for

value, and (b) whether the Avarehouse company (as-

suming it ever received the grain) could make de-

livery to the Flouring Mills as purchaser from Eyre.

(a) The question as to whether Eyre as recited

''depositor" in receipts where no warehouse charges

were to be paid can be as a matter of law a bona

fide purchaser is answered in the negative by the

authorities cited supra.
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The question as to whether Eyre could upon the

facts of this case claim the status of a bona fide

holder is likewise answered supra. Eyre has never

attempted to explain how in any event it can escape

the burden of establishing a clear right to retain

after admitting a sale to the Flouring Mills and

payment of the purchase price by the Flouring Mills.

In any event upon proof of fraud and infirmities

in the origin of Eyre's transactions with the Fischer

Companies the receipts would clearly be open to all

defenses between the parties, and delivery to the

Flouring Mills as purchaser would be proper.

(b) We have developed, supra, the right of the

Warehouse Company to deliver to the Flouring Mills

as purchaser, from Eyre, citing at length from the

authorities.

(7) Claim of res adjudicata and decree pro confesso.

Appellee Eyre & Co., filed a praecipe (Tr. p. 820),

on this appeal whereby it sought to bring into the

printed record a Decree pro confesso (Tr. pp. 161,

162) dated May 11, 1933, and the Complaint (Tr.

p. 824), the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law and Decree (Tr. pp. 852 to 869), in the com-

panion suit, E. 9339, upon the $4000.00 bond. Based

upon this record said appellee for the first time on

appeal without tendering findings or conclusions in

the Court below, argues (1) that the Decree pro

confesso binds the appellant as to the merits of

said appellee's claim. Or, if this does not follow, that

(2) the decree in the companion suit E. 9339, is res

adjudicata of the issue as to the validity of its claim.
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With respect to the Decree pro confesso the Court

will notice the appellant is not recited therein. The

record shows appellee Silverton Lumber Co., on

April 28, 1933, filed a Reply putting at issue the

validity of the claim of Eyre & Co., as against said

appellee (Tr. p. 138). A similar Reply was filed

by appellee W. S. Jack (Tr. p. 139). On the eve

of trial, appellees, Frazier, filed their first appear-

ance in the suits (Tr. p. 126), their claim not being

known of when the suits were filed.

Appellee, Eyre & Co., filed replies denying the

claims of the above appellees (Tr. p. 157) ; to the

First National Bank (Tr. p. 154, to Tates, Tr. p.

156; to Silverton Lumber Co., Tr. p. 121; to W. S.

Jack, Tr. p. 123). The claimants litigated their re-

spective claims as between themselves and as against

the appellant without pleading, or referring to the

Decree pro confesso, and appellant had no knowledge

thereof until after the Decree herein had been en-

tered, when it was discovered as the appeal was

being perfected.

Appellant contends that appelle may not, in the

first place, rely upon the Decree pro confesso for the

first time on appeal without pleading the same in the

Court below, or raising the matter by objections dur-

ing the trial, or by asking the Court to find on that

theory. In other words, a litigant may not conceal

a pretended defence during the trial in the Court

below and spring it as a last resort argument on

appeal.

Secondly, a warehouse company might not be in

a position to plead its own fraud as to a claimant,
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and still such fraud would be available to its surety,

which was the innocent victim of the scheme (the

600 ton oats transaction) whereby the surety was

tricked into assuming the supposed suretyship rela-

tionship.

Res Adjudicata: With respect to the claim of res

adjudicata by the establishing of the Eyre & Co.

claim in the $4000.00 bond case, it is sufficient to

observe (1) the matter is injected into this case

by the wholly unusual and, we believe unauthorized,

procedure on the part of appellee Eyre & Co. of filing

a praecipe calling for the inclusion in the record on

this appeal of part of the records in another and

entirely separate case.

Secondly, no plea of res adjudicata was interposed

in the Court below and res adjudicata is an affirma-

tive defense.

Both these contentions of appellee Eyre & Co. may
be disregarded as attempts to better its hold on ap-

peal by issues not raised in the Court below. If it

be urged appellant should have appealed the $4000,00

bond case, that argument would imply a duty to

carry all issues to the Court of last resort where

appellant could not possibly reduce its liability under

the penalty of its $4000.00 bond. Appellant could

hardly owe appellees the duty of appealing the

$4000.00 bond case in the face of their expressed

desire to accede to the rulings of the Court, despite

the fact the Court had allowed claims which appel-

lees had themselves questioned during the trial.
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS NOS. 53 TO 62, DEALING
WITH THE VALIDITY OF THE CLAIM OF APPELLEE,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SILVERTON, OREGON,
AND ITS RECEIVER, AS A VALID WAREHOUSE CLAIM
GOOD AGAINST A WAREHOUSE BOND UNDER THE
STATE WAREHOUSE ACT (set forth on pages 87 to 99

of this Brief).

The above Specification of Errors present the vari-

ous judicial rulings whereby the recommendations

of the Master that appellee Bank and its Receiver,

did not have a valid claim based upon a warehouse

transaction covered by a bond given under the State

Warehouse Act, were reversed by the Court and

said appellee Bank and its Receiver, was decreed by

the Court a pro rata recovery of its claim based on

flour and cereal against said bond. The proceedings

covered by the ten Specifications referred to involve

but one issue, viz.: whether the claim of appellee

Bank, and its Receiver, which was based upon flour

and cereal comes within the purview of the ware-

housing operations of a warehouse licensed under the

State Warehouse Act, as ''hay or grain".

In explanation of the number of Specifications it

should be observed no orders were entered on either

exceptions to Master's Reports, or upon exceptions

of appellants to Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law proposed by appellees. The entry of the

appellees proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law and the Decree operated to allow the excep-

tions of the appellee Bank, and its Receiver, to the

Master's findings and recommendations to effect said

appellee's claim based on flour and cereal did not

come within the purview of the warehouse act per-
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taining- to warehousing "hay or grain"; and the

entry of tlie Decree (Tr. p. 610 (h)) operated to

deny the exceptions of appellant to said proposed

Findings and Conclusions of said appellee Bank, and

its Receiver, on said issue, and to refuse the Find-

ings and Conclusions requested by appellant in lieu

of those entered by the Court.

Believing the Court would not want the ten Speci-

fication of Errors repeated at this place, appellant,

foi' the Court's convenience, submits the following

digest of Specifications 53 to 62.

53. Presents the substance of the Master's find-

ings and recommendations upon the issue as to

whether flour or cereal constituted "hay or grain";

the substance of appellee Bank, and its Receiver's

exceptions thereto, and the allowance thereof by the

entry of Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
among other things establishing said claim as

"grain" upon which the Decree appealed from was

entered.

54. Presents the same matter as Specification of

Error 53, upon the theory the Master's recommenda-

tions were reversed by the entry of the Decree ap-

pealed from.

55. Presents the substance of Finding XITI en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's Ex-

ceptions to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

56. Presents appellant's tendered Finding in lieu

of Finding XIII covered by Specification 55 and the

denial thereof by the Court.
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57. Presents the substance of Finding XIV en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's ex-

ceptions to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

58. Presents the substance of Finding XV en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's ex-

ceptions to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

59. Presents the substance of Finding XXV en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's ex-

ceptions to the same and the denial thereof by the

Court.

60. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law
III(c) entered by the Court; the substance of ap-

pellant's exceptions to the same and the denial there-

of by the Court.

61. Presents appellant's tendered Conclusion of

Law III in lieu of Conclusion of Law III(c) and

the denial thereof by the Court.

62. Presents generally the entry of the Decree

as error with respect to the issue as to the validity

of appellee Bank and its Receiver's claim.

BRIEF OF ARGUMENT ON ISSUE AS TO WHETHER AP-
PELLEE BANK AND ITS RECEIVER'S CLAIM BASED
ON FLOUR AND CEREAL COMES WITHIN THE TERMS
"HAY OR GRAIN".

By way of brief of appellant's argument on the

issue as to whether appellee Bank's claim based on

flour and cereal comes within the terms ''hav or
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grain" the questions of fact and law involved will

be considered in the following order.

(a) Statement of the facts pertaining to said

issue. $'

(b) An analysis of the law pertaining to said

issue.

(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS PERTAINING TO SAID ISSUE.

The issues on these specifications are framed by

the answer of the Bank and its receiver (Tr. pp. 82 to

93) setting forth the claim of the Bank upon a pre-

tended warehouse receipt purpoiiing to cover 1000

barrels of flour, and a warehouse receipt purporting

to cover 1000 barrels of cereals, both dated August 27,

1931, both issued by the Warehouse Company to the

Flouring Mills and endorsed by it to the Bank, as col-

lateral to a loan to the Flouring Mills (Exhibits 24 and

25, Tr. pp. 637 to 639). The appellant replied to this

answer denying many of the allegations thereof, and

pleading among other things, the receipts were for

commodities not covered by a statutory warehouse

bond and referring back to complainant's Bill in

Equity (Tr. pp. 100 to 110). Appellee, Eyre also

filed a Reply denying the validity and existence of

the Bank's claim (Tr. pp. 154 to 155).

The issues were referred to the standing Master

in Chancery, Hon. Robert F. Maguire (Tr. pp. 141

to 143) to take the evidence and report his findings,

conclusions aud recommendations for a decree.

The issues in this suit and the suit upon the

$4000.00 bond were tried before said Master, who
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ruled upon the trial the Bank had no valid claim

because the commodities recited in the receipts

—

cereal and flour, were not within the terms ^'hay or

grain" covered by the State Warehouse Act and

secured by a statutory wai'ehouse bond given there-

under (Tr. pp. 204-209). The evidence was taken

imder the rule (Tr. p. 583) and all the record was

returned by the Master to the Court with his Re-

port disallowing the claim as against either bond

(Tr. pp. 204 to 209 inclusive).

Appellee Bank and its receiver excepted to this

portion of the report (Tr. p. 239). This exception,

with the others, came on for hearing on March 20,

1935, solely upon the record made before the Master.

On April 8, 1935, the Court rendered an opinion

allowing said exception (Tr. pp. 264 to 266). Upon
the appellee claimants tendering proposed Findings

and Conclusions (as thereafter entered, Tr. pp. 291

to 308) appellant filed exceptions thereto with Find-

ings and Conclusions in lieu of those tendered by

appellees (Tr. pp. 267 to 291), wherein appellant

made a record of its objections to the Court's fail-

ure to confirm the action of the Master as to appellee

Bank's claimi and the refusal of the Court to find said

Bank and its receiver had no claim valid as against

either bond. All exceptions and requested Findings

and Conclusions of appellant were denied by the

lower Court (Tr. p. 310). The material parts of the

Master's report, the exceptions, the opinion, the

Findings and Conclusions and the exceptions of ap-

pellant thereto, and Findings and Conclusions ten-

dered by appellant in lieu thereof, and the ruling
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and decree thereon, are all conveniently collated in

Specifications of Errors 53 to 62 and referred to in

the Fourth Assignment of EiTor (Tr. pp. 763 to 776

inclusive).

Mr. Haight found about August 27, 1931, the com-

modities recited in the warehouse receipts of Ware-

house Company, indorsed by Flouring Mills as col-

lateral to the Bank's indebtedness, were not on hand

and he took new receipts to cover the cereal and

flour on hand (Tr. pp. 573 to 580; Exhibits 24 and

25, Tr. pp. 637-9).

(b) AN ALALYSIS OF THE LAW PERTAINING TO SAID ISSUE.

The Bank urged (1) title of the 1917 act creating

the State Warehouse Act required a construction that

the State Warehouse Act included such commodities

as flour and cereals as covered by bonds given there-

under; and (2) the commodities manufactured from
** grain" were within the act, citing German Fire Ins.

Co. V. Walker, 146 S. W. 606, 607.

(1) The title of an act is helpful only where a

statute is of doubtful or uncertain import. There

is no room in the instant case for the operation of

this rule.

The act had a two-fold x>urpose, viz, (1) the defi-

nition of Warehouses sub.iect to the act; and (2) a

method of inspecting at a few designated points of

general articles of commerce.

The definition of a '^public warehouse" is by sec-

tion 61-601 Oregon Code 1930, as follows:
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"The term public warehouse when used in this

act, includes any elevator, mill, warehouse or

structure in which grain or hay is received from
the public for storage, shipment or handling,

'whenever such grain or hay is carried or in-

tended to he carried to or from such warehouse,

elevator, mill or structure by a common carrier."

This section then proceeds to define the term "pub-

lic terminal warehouse" as such warehouses "located

in such cities in the state as may hereafter be desig-

nated as inspection points by the Public Service

Commission of Oregon". There are only three such

designated cities in Oregon, viz. : Portland, Pendle-

ton and Astoria. "Public Terminal Warehouses"

are of two classes: Class "A", electing to issue regis-

tered receipts, and Class "B" not so electing.

Section 61-623 requires a public warehouseman to

receive all "grain and hay" issuing warehouse re-

ceipts therefor. Section 61-624 provided for the sur-

render of "grain and hay" receipts. Section 61-635

requires a report as the basis for determining the

amount of the bond of "gi*ain and hay" only. And
generally as to warehouse duties the various sections

of the State Warehouse Act are expressly limited to

"grain and hay".

(2) However, the Act also refers to other matters

than "w^arehouse" transactions: viz., the power of

the commission to designate inspection points for

other commodities.

"Section 61-602: * * * npj^g commission

may by resolution authorize the weighing, in-

spection and grading, upon request of any in-
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terested party of commodities of commerce other

than grain or hay, such as grain or hay prod-

ucts, rice, beans, and other similar articles, ni-

trates and other fertilizers, suljjhur, and other

chemicals used in the arts, or in manufacturing,

when same are received from or delivered to

any rail or water carrier in the state in com-

mercial transportation, and may authorize the

certification of the weights and grades thereof.

Fees for such service, sufficient to cover the cost

thereof shall be fixed by the commission. Such
commission shall investigate all complaints of

fraud or injustice in the grain and hay trade, fix

the charges of public and terminal warehouses,

and make all necessary rules and regulations for

carrying out and enforcing the ])rovisions of this

act, and of all laws of the state relating to this

subject."

Section 61-604 relates to the duties of inspectors,

samplers, etc., in cities so designated, actually three

in number.

Section 61-605 gives an action on the bond of such

inspectors, samplers, etc., for breach of their duties

and Sections 61-606 to 61-609 relate to their duties.

It needs no argument to establish that inspection,

sampling and grading '^commodities of commerce"

in three designated inspection points is quite a dif-

ferent thing from ''warehouse" transactions. The

Act recognizes this by allowing recourse in such

matters only against the bonds of the inspectors or

samplers (Sec. 61-603). "Warehouse" transactions

are expressly limited by the Act to "grain and hay"
and the bond of the warehouseman is fixed upon the
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basis of the business done in these two articles only

(Sec. 61-635) thus disclosing a clear legislative pur-

pose, and reconciling the language of the title to the

twofold objects of the act, i. e., (1) to regulate ware-

houses handling ''grain and hay" and (2) to regu-

late inspection and grading of other ''commodities

of commerce other than grain and hay, such as grain

or hay products, rice, beans and other similar ar-

ticles, nitrates and other fertilizers, sulphur, and other

chemicals used in the arts, or in manufacturing" (Sec.

61-602).

Manufactured products of oats or wheat in the form

of cereals or flour are thus by the express language

"other than grain and hay, such as grain or hay

products" made proper subjects for inspection, but

are clearly excluded as proper subjects for "ware-

house" transactions under the act.

We have heretofore called attention to the fact that

since 1885 Oregon has had a County Warehouse Act

covering all articles, subject to bailment, under which

a warehouseman doing a general warehouse business

w^ould qualify and give a different bond (Sees. 71-102,

71-107, Oregon Code 1930).

We submit the lower Court erred in failing to

confirm the report of the Master disallowing this

claim and in entering the Findings, Conclusions and

Decree in favor of said appellee.
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS NOS. 63 TO 83, DEALING
WITH THE RIGHT OF THE SUCCESSFUL APPELLEE
CLAIMANTS TO RECOVER REASONABLE ATTORNEYS
FEES FROM APPELLANT IN ADDITION TO THE PEN-
ALTY OF THE $11,000.00 BOND, ASSUMING SAID BOND
IS NOT CANCELLED (set forth at pages 99 to 125 of

the Brief).

The above Specification of Errors presents the vari-

ous judicial rulings whereby the recommendations

of the Master that no recovery be had against appel-

lant on the $11,000.00 bond (Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615)

by any appellee, and that as to the $4000.00 bond

involved in a companion suit appellees recover no

attorneys' fees against appellant on said bond, were

reversed by the Court and the Court found and

decreed the successful appellee claimants recover

amomits from appellant as reasonable attorneys' fees

in addition to the penalt}^ of said $11,000.00 bond.

In explanation of the number of Specifications, it

should be observed no orders were entered on either

exceptions to Master's Reports or upon Exceptions

of appellants to Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law proposed by appellees. The entry of the

appellees' proposed Findings of Fact and Conclu-

sions of Law and the Decree operated to allow the

Exceptions of appellees to the Master's findings and

recommendations that there be no recovery against

the $11,000.00 bond, or on account of attorneys' fees

and a recital in the Decree (Tr. p. 610 (h)) operated

to deny the Exceptions of appellant to the proposed

Findings of Fact and Conchisions of Law, and to

refuse the Findings and Conclusions requested by

appellant in lieu of those entered by the Court.
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Believing the Court would not want the said

twenty-one Specifications of Errors dealing with this

issue repeated at this place, appellant for the court's

convenience submits the following digest of Specifi-

cations 63 to 83:

63. Presents the substance of the Master's find-

ings and recommendations whereby the Master found

against the allowance of attorneys' fees on the

$4000.00 bond involved in the companion suit and

that there should be no recovery by any appellee

against appellant on account of the $11,000.00 bond

(Exhibit 2, Tr. p. 615) ; the substance of appellee Eyre

& Co.'s exception thereto, and the allowance thereof

by the entering of Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law^ among other things allowing said appellee

an attorney's fee in addition to the penalty of said

$11,000.00 bond, upon which the Decree appealed

from was entered.

64. Presents the same matter of Specification 63

on the theory the Master's recommendations were

reversed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

65. Presents the same matter touching the Mas-

ter's findings on the issue of recovery of attorneys'

fees in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00 bond

as Specification of Error 63 raises, which were chal-

lenged by Exception of appellee, Silverton Lumber

Co., and the allowance of said Exception effected by

making the same Findings and Conclusions.

66. Presents the same matter as Specification 65

on the theory the Exception of appellee Silverton

Lumber Co., was allowed by the entry of the Decree

appealed from.
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67. Presents the same matter touching the Mas-

ter's findings on the issue of recovery of attorneys'

fees in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00 bond

as Specification of Error 63, raises, which were chal-

lenged by Exception of appellee, W. S. Jack, and

the allowance of said Exception effected by making

the same Findings and Conclusions.

68. Presents the same matter as Specification 67

on the theory the Exception of W. S. Jack was al-

lowed by the entry of the decree appealed from.

69. Presents the same matter touching the Mas-

ter's findings on the issue of recovery of attorneys

fees in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00 bond

as Specification of Error 63 raises which were chal-

lenged by Exception of appellees, F. A. Frazier and

J. E. Frazier, and the allowance of said Exception

effected by making the same Findings and Conclu-

sions.

70. Presents the same matter as Specification 69

on the theory the Exception of appellees, F. A. Fra-

zier and J. E. Frazier was allowed by the entry of

the Decree appealed from.

71. Presents the same matter touching the Mas-

ter's findings on the issue of recovery of attorneys'

fees in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00 bond

as Specification of Error 63 raises, which were chal-

lenged by exception of appellees, W. A. Tate, T. E.

Tate and W. H. Tate, and the allowance of said

Exception effected by making the same Findings

and Conclusions.
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72. Presents the same matter as Specification 71

on the theory the Exception of W. A. Tate, T. E.

Tate and W. H. Tate was allowed by the entry of

the decree appealed from.

73. Presents the same matter touching the Mas-

ter's findings on the issue of recovery of attorneys'

fees in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00 bond

As Specification of Error 63 raises which were chal-

lenged by Exception of appellees First National

Bank of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its

receiver, and the allowance of said Exception effected

by making the same Findings and Conclusions.

74. Presents the same matter as Specification 73

on the theory the Exception of First National Bank

of Silverton, Oregon, and L. H. Kelly, its Receiver,

was allowed by the entry of the decree appealed

from.

75. Presents the substance of Finding XXII en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's Ex-

ception thereto and the denial thereof by the Court.

76. Presents appellant's tendered Finding in lieu

of Finding XXII covered by Specification 75 and

the denial thereof by the Court.

77. Presents the substance of Finding XXIII en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's Ex-

ception thereto and the denial thereof by the Court.

78. Presents the substance of Finding XXIV en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's Ex-

ception thereto and the denial thereof by the Court.

79. Presents appellant's tendered Finding in lieu

of Finding XXIII covered by Specification of Er-
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ror 77, and in lieu of Finding XXIV covered by

Specification 78 and the denial thereof by the Court.

80. Presents the substance of Finding- XXV en-

tered by the Court; the substance of appellant's Ex-

ception thereto and the denial thereof by the Court.

81. Presents the substance of Conclusion of Law
III entered by the Court; the substance of appel-

lant's Exception thereto and the denial by the Court.

82. Presents appellant's tendered Conclusion of

Law in lieu of Conclusion of Law III covered by

Specification 81 and the denial thereof b}^ the Court.

83. Presents generally the entry of the Decree

appealed from as error with respect to the issue of

the recovery of attorneys' fees.

BRIEF OF ARGUMENT ON THE ISSUE WHETHER SUC-
CESSFUL APPELLEE CLAIMANTS ARE ENTITLED TO
ATTORNEYS FEES IN ADDITION TO THE PENALTY
OF THE BOND, ASSUMING SAID BOND IS NOT CAN-
CELLED.

By way of brief of appellant's argument on the

issue of attorneys' fees the questions of fact and law

involved will be considered in the following order:

(a) Statement of the facts pertaining to the issue

of attorneys' fees.

(b) An analysis of the law issues involved.
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(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS PERTAINING TO THE ISSUE
OF ATTORNEYS' FEES.

The issues on these Specifications of Errors are

framed by the Supplemental Answers of Appellee

claimants, claiming attorneys' fees (Tr. pp. 163 to

172; 159 to 161). These demands were stipulated to

be and were treated as denied and Mr. Ross and Mr.

Oppenheimer gave the only evidence in support

thereof (Tr. pp. 598 to 605; 605-6, 608). The fact of

a demand was admitted by appellant to the extent set

forth (Tr. pp. 607-8). At the close of the taking of

testimony appellee claimants sought permission to

amend to increase their demands (Tr. pp. 608 to 611).

A stipulation for such amendments was entered into

(Tr. pp. 172 to 177) and an order entered thereon

(Tr. pp. 177 to 181).

The appellee claimants demanded the amounts set

opposite their respective names as attorneys' fees in

the $11,000.00 bond suit:

Name Amount

Edward L. Eyre & Co. $1500.00 (Tr. 159)

Silverton Lumber Co. 1000.00 (Tr.l63)

W. S. Jack 100.00 (Tr. 165)

First National Bank 1500.00 (Tr. 166)

Tate Bros. 300.00 (Tr. 168)

Prazier Bros. 500.00 (Tr. 170)

At the conclusion of the trial the appellee claimants

increased the amount of the recovery demanded. On
the trial testimony was given on the basis of the work

involved in both the $11,000.00 and $4000.00 suits

(Ross, 600, 603).
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Original Amended Testified

Name Demand Demand Attys. Fees

Idward L. Eyre & Co. $7693.10 $8099.74 $1500.00 to $2000.00

ilvertoii Lbr. Co. 2040.00 2280.00 750.00

V. S. Jack 48.77 83.40 250.00

'irst National Bank 8000.00 1500.00 to 2000.00

'ate Bros. 1650.00 1791.32 750.00

'razier Bros. 1345.40 1758.44 750.00

The witnesses as to attorneys' fees segregated the

amounts testified to as apportionable one-half to each

case. The answer as to the fee in the W. 8. Jack

claim assumed counsel for Jack had no other claim

(Tr.p. 605), whereas he represented also appellee Sil-

verton Lumber Co.

The Master disallowed any attorneys' fees against

the $4000.00 bond, or in addition thereto. By recom-

mending a Decree of cancellation of the $11,000.00

bond, the Master did not have to pass directly upon

the issue of attorneys' fees in this suit, since no re-

covery w^as allow^ed. His reasoning as to attorneys'

fees in the $4000.00 bond suit is equally applicable to

the present suit in event any recovery shall be al-

lowed.

Upon the hearing on exceptions to the Master's re-

port, the lower Court allowed attorneys' fees in this

language (Tr. p. 266) :

''x^ttomey fees will not be allovv^ed in full, for

the complainant was compelled to institute a suit

in the nature of interpleader in order to ascer-

tain the parties to vrhom it was liable, the extent

of its liability, and the pi'o rata amount each was
entitled to receive. The record shows that the

work of counsel has been devoted in the main to
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an examination of authorities and preparing

briefs relating to the validity of the eleven thou-

sand dollar bond, and seventy-five per cent of the

amount claimed as reasonable attorney fees in

these suits shall be paid by the complainant."

Over the exceptions of appellant as set forth in

these specification of errors the lower Court found

the appellee claimants entitled to attorneys' fees in

this suit in addition to the penalty of the $11,000.00

bond (Tr. jj. 340) and decreed recovery of said

amounts (Tr. pp. 308-310) as follows:

1. Edward L. Eyre & Co. $1500.00

2. Silverton Lumber Company 900.00

3. W. S. Jack 100.00

4. L. H. Kelly, Receiver First National

Bank of Silverton, Ore. 650.00

5. W. M. Tate, T. E. Tate and W. H. Tate 500.00

6. F. A. Frazier and J. E. Frazier 500.00

The Court will note that despite the fact the testi-

mony segregated only one-half of the amounts testi-

fied to as being reasonable attorneys' fees in this suit

and despite the fact the opinion of the lower Court

said they should get only three-fourths of the amount

claimed and supported by testimony, the appellee

claimants secured recoveries as follows

:
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Amt. testified

to as to this Amount
Name Amount suit allowed

Edward L. Eyre & Co. $1500.00 $1500.00 to 2000.00 $1500.00

Silverton Lbr. Co. 1000.00 750.00 900.00

W. S. Jack 100.00 250.00 100.00

First National Bank 1500.00 1500.00 to 2000.00 650.00

Tate Bros. 300.00 750.00 500.00

Prazier Bros. 500.00 750.00 500.00

These tabulations disclose no effort was made to

follow the Court's opinion, or the testimony of ap-

pellee claimants as to what they regarded as a rea-

sonable fee in event of recovery upon their respective

claims. The allowance to appellee Tate Bros., exceeds

by $200.00 the amount prayed for.

In passing on the issue of allowance of attorneys'

fees the Court should bear in mind many of appellee

claimants challenged their respective claims and their

respective rights to participate in the bond. Thus,

Eyre & Co. denied the claims of Silverton Lumber

Co., W. S. Jack, First National Bank, the Tates and

the Fraziers (Tr. pp. 121, 123, 154, 156, 157). W. S.

Jack and Silverton Lumber Co., denied the claim of

Eyre & Co. (Tr. pp. 138, 139). Paragraph XIV of

appellant's complaint (Tr. p. 15) sets forth a list of

those making claims on account of the bond sought to

be cancelled. Appellee Eyre & Co. in answering said

paragraph demanded proof on that issue (Tr. pp.

34, 35). Appellees Flouring Mills and Warehouse Co.,

in their answer demanded proof on all the substan-

tial issues. Appellees Fraziers by their answer (Tr.

p. 128, Par. V) demanded proof on said issue. Ap-

pellees Silverton Lumber Co. and W. S. Jack in their
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answers (Tr. pp. 138, 140) called for proof on said

issue.

Appellee Silverton Lumber Co., on page 29 of its

present brief makes the following concession:

*' Appellee Silverton Lumber Company con-

cedes that under the pleadings and the court's de-

cisions it should have been allowed $750.00 and
no more. Consent is hereby given to the correc-

tion of the decree in that regard."

Appellees, T. E. Tate, W. M. Tate and W. H. Tate,

on page 35 of their present brief make the following

concession

:

"Appellees Tate concede that under the plead-

ings due to oversight in their failure to amend
the same to conform with the proof that they

should be allowed the sum of Three Hundred
Dollars and no more. Consent is hereby given to

a correction of the decree in that regard. '^

(b) AN ANALYSIS OF THE LAW ISSUES INVOLVED.

(a) This suit involved the phases: first, a cancel-

lation of the $11,000.00 writing; secondly, a suit in

the nature of an interpleader similar in character to

the suit relative to the $4000.00 bond, in event it

should be finally determined that liability existed on

account of the $11,000.00 writing. No attorneys' fees

would be allowable in a cancellation suit. No attor-

neys' fees should be allowed in a suit in the nature of

an interpleader which suit this Court in its memo-

randum of April 8, 1935, found (Tr. p. 266).

"* * * complainant was compelled to institute a

suit in the nature of interpleader in order to as-
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certain the parties to whom it was liable, the ex-

tent of its liability, and the pro rata amount
which each was entitled to receive."

This finding was to that extent in accordance wdth

the two reports of the Master herein, who disallowed

any attorneys' fees in both suits.

(b) Section 61-605, governs the extent of recovery

against a statutory w-arehouse bond (assuming it

should be ultimately found that there is a liability

upon the $11,000.00 wanting) and said section does

not provide for attorneys' fees. Section 46-134 as

amended, is not applicable to this suit under any

theory of the case.

(c) Appellee claimants at the tennination of the

taking of testimony, amended their demands by in-

creasing the amount of the ad damniim clause therein.

The six months' period allowed within which to pay

a demand after proof of loss has been made (Section

46-134, as amended) did not elapse in any event after

appellees made their amended demand.

(d) The evidence does not disclose any such pres-

entation of proof of loss as is contemplated by Sec-

tion 46-134. Assuming without admitting said section

was applicable as shown by the testimony on the issue

of attorneys' fees above summarized the evidence does

not support the allowances made.

Appellant made the above objections in the Court

below (Tr. pp. 793-4) w^hich were by the Court de-

nied. We shall discuss the points in the order named.

(a) It requires no citation of authority to sustain

the point that attorneys' fees could not be allowed
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against appellant on the cancellation phase of its

suit {Garret v. Hunt, 117 Ore. 673, 676). The reason-

ing of the Master upon the question of attorneys' fees

confirmed by the lower Court as to the $4000.00 suit

is set out on pages 777 to 783 of appellant's assign-

ment of error No. 5, and states and sustains fully our

position on this phase of the issue.

American Surety Co. v. Mills, 232 Fed. 841;

Commonwealth v. City Tr. S. Dep. <f Surety

Co., 224 Pa. 223, 73 Atl. 425;

Tuzzeo V. Am. Bonding Co., 226 N. Y. 171.

The right of an insurance company to maintain a

suit in the nature of a bill of interpleader and therein

attempt to '* defeat all or part of the claims against

himself" is further sustained by Fleming v. Phoenix

Assurance Co., 40 Fed. (2d) 38, 39.

The Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act (Sections 71-

216, 71-217) requires a warehouseman to interplead

where there are a number of claimants. In the case at

bar, if appellant should be required to pay the pen-

alty of the bond sought to be cancelled, such fund

must be pro rated among such claimants only as are

found to have valid warehouse claims.

An allowance of attorneys' fees in a case such as

the present one, would violate the '' rudiments of fair-

ness" required by the Fourteenth Amendment.

Williamson v. Liverpool Ins. Co., 105 Fed. 31

;

C. & N. W. By. Co. V. Nye. etc. Co., 260 U. S.

35, 44, 47;

Atchison, etc. By. Co. v. Voshurg, 238 U. S.

56, 60-2.
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A losing claimant would pay no attorneys' fees for

putting the surety and other claimants to the expense

of defending against his claim, while, if successful,

the claimant seeks an attorney's fee. The claimants

would accept the benefits of the defense by appellant

even to enlarging upon their recovery by amendment

of their demands, and then seek to make appellant

pay them an attorney's fees for eliciting the data help-

ful to them.

In the case of Thomas Kay Woolen Mills v.

Sprague, 259 Fed. 338, 343, Justice Bean held that

whether regarded as a strict interpleader or as a suit

in the nature of interpleader, the plaintiff should re-

cover an attorney's fee. But appellant is not seeking

an attorney's fee for its services in putting the claim-

ants on proof and eliciting the evidence which caused

them to ask amendments increasing their respective

demands.

There are two limitations apparent upon the read-

ing of the statute which render it inapplicable to this

suit viewed in its secondary aspect of a suit in the

nature of interpleader.

(1) Such a suit is not *'brought" to recover upon

the bond, but instead, to determine the amount of

valid claims which should participate in the penalty

as a trust fund for those having valid claims. It is

not an adversary proceeding in the sense required by

the statute. The surety stands in the character of a

trustee to the extent valid claims are produced and

is seeking to determine who are its cestm que trust.
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(2) Such a statutory bond, assuming it is found

to be a valid bond, is not a ^^ policy of insurance of any

kind or nature whatsoever" (Sec. 46-134). It will

still be a statutory bond which may be sued upon only

because Section 61-605 as a part of the State Ware-

house Act under which it was given is read into and

becomes a part of the bond. The legislature has not

seen fit to provide for attorneys' fees upon a bond

of this character.

Our conclusion becomes more apparent if we turn

to other acts which require bonds and provide for ac-

tions thereon.

Thus, by Section 49-702 action upon a highway con-

tractor's bond is authorized with an express provi-

sion for attorneys' fees against the loser, whether

claimant or surety. This is the statute under which

attorneys' fees were allowed in Goodspeed v. Duhy,

131 Or. 275.

The action in Goodspeed v. Duhy, supra, was at law

upon the bond, the surety being joined as a defend-

ant. In that case the surety paid the money into

Court, but defended upon the merits, asking a re-

turn of the deposit and a reasonable attorney's fee

against claimants as provided by Section 49-702.

Another statute which makes provision for attor-

neys' fee is the statutory real estate broker's bond

which is governed by Section 63-722.

The statutory nuisance bond is governed by Section

15-132. This proceeding also expressly provides for

attorneys' fees.
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If Section 46-134 may be said to covei* all surety-

ship contracts, then the legislature's action in desig-

nating what statutorj^ bonds should carry attorneys'

fees and what should not carry attorneys' fees is in-

explicable.

Section 7-601 excludes attorneys' fees, except in the

nominal amounts designated as costs, in all cases not

clearly providing for a reasonable recovery.

It is taught in Pankey v. National Surety Co., 115

Ore. 648, 653, as follows:

^'Plaintiff cites Clatsop Co. v. Feldschau, 101

Or. 369 (199 Pac. 953, 18 A. L. R. 1221) Fitz-

gerald V. Neal, 113 Or. 103 (231 Pac. 645) and

Columbia County v. Consolidated Contract Co.,

83 Or. 251 (163 Pac. 438), as authorities to sup-

port his right to maintain this action. Those

cases were actions to recover upon surety bonds

given by contractors performing public work for

labor or material furnished in the performance of

such work. The right to maintain these actions

was conferred by statute—Section 2991 Or. L.

Until the enactment of that statute, the right to

maintain an action upon a bond given by a con-

tractor for the faithful performance of public

work, by material men or laborers for labor or

material furnished did not exist,—see Parker v.

Jeffrey, supra. The statute referred to created

the right,—see The Home v. Selling, supra."

(b) The second point turns upon the language of

Section 61-605, which is the only statute giving a

right of action on a state warehouse bond. It reads

:
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"Action on bond—Persons entitled to sue—The
bonds of the chief inspector, his deputies, sam-

plers and weighers, and all warehousemen, shall

be filed in the office of the Secretary of State of

Oregon, and any person injured by any official act

or the neglect of duty of any such inspector, sam-

pler, or weigher, or by reason of neglect or fail-

ure of such inspector, sampler, weigher or ware-

houseman to comply with the provisions of this

act or of the rules and regulations of the com-

mission shall have a right of action upon such

bond for the recovery of all damages suffered

thereby.
'

'

It will be noted the recovery under this section is

limited to an action "for the recovery of all damage

suffered thereby". It is clear no attorneys' fees may
be allowed by virtue of this statute.

Appellee claimants demanded attorneys' fees by vir-

tue of Section 46-134 as amended by Chapter 355,

Laws of 1931, which reads so far as material

:

"Whenever any suit or action is brought in any

court of this state upon any policy of insurance

of any kind or nature whatsoever, including the

policy or certificate issued by fraternal benefit so-

cieties as defined in section 46-701 Oregon Code,

as amended by Chapter 144, General Laws of

Oregon 1925, the plaintiff, in addition to the

amount which he may recover, shall also be al-

lowed and shall recover, as part of said judgment

such sum as the court or jury may adjudge to be

reasonable as attorney's fees in said suit or ac-

tion; provided that settlement is not made within
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six months from the date proof of loss is filed

with the company or society; provided fui-ther,

that if a tender be made by a defendant in any

such suit or action and the plaintiff's recovery

shall not exceed the amount thereof, then no sum
shall be recoverable as attorneys' fees."

(c) The appellee claimants are required to stand

upon Section 46-134 as the basis of their recovery

of attorneys' fees. But they clearly took their case

out of that statute when at the conclusion of the case

they amended their demands, materially increasing

their recovery. As above pointed out the six months

after the demand did not elapse in any event.

We submit the Court had no statutory or other

basis for allowing the recovery of attorneys' fees

against appellant, which allowance the lower Court

decreed should be in addition to the penalty named

in the so-called bond.

SPECIFICATION OF ERROR 84 RELATING TO TAXATION
OF MASTER'S COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES OF
LITIGATION.

Specification 84: The Court erred in refusing to

give the Conclusion of Law tendered by appellant in

lieu of Conclusion of Law III (g) which was to the

effect appellant pay $600.00 fixed as the compensa-

tion of the Master and the cost of the transcript of

the testimony taken before the Master, in the sum

of $373.50 (Tr. p. 308), also included in tho Sixth

Assigiunent of Errors (Tr. p. 800) and in refusing
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to give Conclusion of Law III tendered by appellant

in lieu of said Conclusion of Law III, which ten-

dered Conclusion of Law was denied by the Court by

the entry of its Decree (Tr. pp. 310 (g) and (h))

said tendered Conclusion of Law reading as follows:

''Complainant is entitled to and should have

a decree herein forever cancelling and holding

for naught said $11,000.00 writing and forever

enioining and restraining respondents and each

of them from asserting or maintaining any suit,

action or proceeding against complainant there-

on and forever discharging, exonerating and
releasing complainant from any and all liability

thereon. That respondents and each of them
take nothing from complainant on account of

any of their demands and counterclaims herein.

That the costs and disbursements of this suit,

including the Master's compensation and Mas-

ter's expenses be taxed against respondents and

that complainant recover of and from respond-

ents any and all of the above items which it has

paid or may hereafter pay under order of this

court. No attorneys fees are allowable or recov-

erable from complainant by any respondent

herein.
'

'

(Tr. pp. 290, 291), also included in the Sixth

Assignment of Error (Tr. p. 802), and the denial

thereof, assigned as error (Tr. pp. 797 and 803) for

the reason said tendered Conclusion of Law is in

accord with the law and evidence.
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BRIEF OF ARaUMENT ON ISSUE AS TO TAXATION OF
MASTER'S COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES OF LITI-

GATION.

(a) Statement of the facts pertaining to this

issue.

(b) Argument on the matter of taxation of Mas-

ter's compensation and expenses of litigation.

(a) STATEMENT OF THE FACTS PERTAINING TO THIS ISSUE.

The Court fixed the compensation of the Master

at $600.00 (Finding XXVI, Tr. p. 305; Conclusion of

Law III (g) Tr. p. 308; Decree Tr. p. 310 (g) ; the

making thereof assigned as error, Tr. 802 to 803 of

the Sixth Assignment of Error). Appellant paid

said amount to the Master pursuant to order dated

July 9, 1935, directing such payment subject to re-

taxing same on appeal (Tr. pp. 798 to 800) and also

paid pursuant to the Court's direction the expense

of extending fhe testimony taken before the Master

in the sum of $373.50.

(b) ARGUMENT ON THE MATTER OF TAXATION OF MASTER'S
COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES OF LITIGATION.

Specification of Error 84 based on the Sixth

Assignment of Error, has been included in order to

make certain that the Court would have jurisdiction

to revise the rulings of the lower court with respect

to these expenses. No argument would seem proper

since any relief the appellant secures in this connec-
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tion depends upon; the extent to which appellant pre-

vails upon this appeal.

Dated, Portland, Oregon,

October 16, 1936.

Respectfully submitted,

Plowden Stott,

Edward J. Clark,

Attorneys for Appellant,

American Surety Cotnpany

of New York.


